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Abstract
Experiments at the LHC are collecting a wealth of data with an unprecedented level of
precision. As a consequence, the theoretical error is now starting to lag behind the experimental
one, and a ceaseless eort is required to reduce the theory uncertainty to match the precision
of the data. At hadron colliders, QCD predictions are obtained by convoluting perturbative
parton-level results with non-perturbative parton distribution functions (PDFs), whose precise
determination is crucial to reach percent accuracy in the theoretical predictions.
At the parton level, cross sections are obtained through a perturbative expansion in the
strong coupling parameter. In some cases, large terms appear at all orders, spoiling the con-
vergence of the series. e perturbative description is rescued by performing an all-order
resummation of the series, thereby making theory calculations accurate in regions where a
xed-order treatment is not sucient.
In this thesis I rst present two global PDF sets where xed-order calculations are supple-
mented by threshold and high-energy resummation, respectively. In the rst case, it is found that
including resummation into PDFs can compensate for the enhancement in the partonic cross
sections, with implications for high-mass resonance searches. In the second case, resummation
quantitatively improves the description of the HERA structure functions, thus providing evidence
of the onset of a new dynamical regime of QCD in the HERA data.
I then focus on Higgs production in gluon fusion. e eect of threshold resummation on
the total cross section is found to signicantly improve the convergence of the perturbative
series and to provide a robust method for estimating missing higher order uncertainty. Finally, I
present predictions for the Higgs transverse-momentum spectrum both in the inclusive case and
within ducial cuts, exploiting a novel approach where transverse-momentum resummation
is performed in direct space.
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The aim of science is not to open the door to innite wisdom, but
to set some limit on innite error.
— Bertold Brecht, Life of Galileo
Introduction
With the announcement of the discovery of the Higgs boson on 4 July 2012, the long-soughtcompletion of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics was nally achieved. e SM
took a long time to build: more than a century separates the discovery of the Higgs boson from
that of the electron by J.J. omson, back in 1897. is major achievement required the joint eort
of thousands of experimental and theoretical physicists and many years spent in planning and
building a machine powerful enough to nally detect the only missing particle in the SM puzzle: the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world’s largest particle accelerator. In this circular accelerator,
protons are currently collided at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. e particles produced in
the collisions are measured by four main experiments: ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS), CMS
(Compact Muon Solenoid), ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment), and LHCb (LHC beauty).
Six years aer the historical announcement of the Higgs boson discovery, the physics
programme at the LHC delved into a new phase. Indeed, though the SM successfully explains
most of the known phenomena in elementary particle physics, there is strong evidence that
it is not complete, as it fails to explain a number of observed phenomena, such as the baryon
asymmetry in the universe, the existence of dark maer, neutrino masses, et cetera. Explaining
these phenomena demands new physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM).
e increasing luminosity delivered by the LHC — which exceeds 100 −1 at 13 TeV in June
2018 — brings both discovery reach and precision. On the one hand, this makes it possible to push
forward the energy frontier in the hope of nding conclusive experimental signatures of BSM
physics. On the other hand, the large data sample allows the LHC to test several properties of
the SM with increasing precision. Since data collected so far suggest that new physics will
not likely manifest as a direct signal, hints of new physics may indirectly appear as small
deviations from the expected SM behaviour. As a consequence, accurate theory calculations
for collider processes are crucial to interpret the precise experimental data and to discern whether
experimental measurements dier from what the SM predicts. To match the precision of the
data, theory uncertainties should be reduced to the few percent level.
1
2 Introduction
In hadron colliders such as the LHC, the dominant theory uncertainties are those related to
strong interaction physics, described by antum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD). QCD is characterized
by a coupling parameter which vanishes at large scales. In this limit, cross sections can be
computed using perturbative methods; yet, at the LHC the initial state consists of protons, which
cannot be treated perturbatively. General cross sections at the LHC are thus a combination of short-
and long-distance behaviour, and as such they are not computable directly using perturbative QCD.
However, factorization theorems allow one to separate the short-distance from the long-distance
behaviour. e laer is encoded into universal parton distribution functions (PDFs): these are
non-perturbative objects, which have to be determined from data and describe the distribution
of quarks and gluons (collectively called partons) in the proton. e quest for precision at the
LHC thus requires the improvement of both the accuracy of perturbative calculations and our
understanding of the initial (and nal) state in hadron collisions. Moreover, to obtain consistent
predictions it is crucial that the advancement in perturbative calculations go hand in hand with
PDFs determined with equal (or higher) theoretical accuracy.
To reduce the theory uncertainties to the few percent level, it is oen necessary to have
theoretical predictions at or beyond next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy, which is
becoming today’s state of the art for xed-order computations. In principle, to reach the desired
accuracy in perturbative computations it should be sucient to compute a nite number of
terms in the perturbative expansion. In practice, however, the computation of higher-order terms
in the series becomes rapidly very challenging. Currently, only two hadron-collider processes
are known at N3LO, and both of them in some approximation. Moreover, there are cases in
which large contributions — for instance, logarithms of dierent energy scales on which the
cross section depends — appear at all orders. In this case, the convergence of the perturbative
series is spoiled. e series must be reorganized and the enhanced terms must be summed to
all orders, an operation known as resummation.
Since most of the observables which are studied at the LHC generically depend on more
than one energy scale, all order calculations oen become necessary to describe the kinematic
regimes in which the logarithms of ratios of these scales become large. Logarithmic enhance-
ments of higher-order perturbative contributions require, in general, dierent resummation
techniques. For instance, such enhancements take place when the invariant mass of the nal
state approaches the kinematic threshold: this region is known as the threshold region, and the
resummation of logarithms from this region is known as threshold resummation. Another class
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of logarithmic enhancement appears when the centre-of-mass energy of the partonic collision
is much higher than the hard scale of the process. e logarithms being resummed are known
as high-energy logarithms.
Both kinematic regions are of particular interest in the context of parton distribution ts.
PDFs depend on a dimensionful scale Q , the hard scale of the process, and a dimensionless scale x ,
which represents the proton momentum fraction carried by the parton. e extraction of precise
PDFs thus depends not only on the precision of the available data, but also on a reliable theoretical
description of the physical observables in the whole (x ,Q2) range probed by the experiments.
reshold and high-energy logarithms spoil the convergence of the perturbative series in the
large-x and small-x region, respectively (for this reason, they are also called large-x and small-x
logarithms). As a consequence, a xed-order perturbative description of these regions may not
be reliable enough to describe all the processes included in PDF ts.
In this thesis we will argue that the inclusion of resummation eects in PDF ts is benecial
for two main reasons. Firstly, it allows one to perform consistent calculations in kinematic regions
where the logarithmic enhancement is taken into account both in the hard cross sections and in
the PDFs. Secondly, the inclusion of resummation eects is useful to improve the quality of the ts
in regions where a xed-order description does not accurately reproduce the experimental data.
Supplementing theoretical calculations with resummation becomes mandatory when one
considers increasingly dierential observables. For dierential distributions, the number of energy
scales increases and so does the number of the kinematic regions which may develop logarithmic
enhancements. Among dierential observables, a primary example is the transverse-momentum
distribution of a system with high-invariant mass M , produced with extra QCD radiation. It is
well known that the xed-order description of the transverse-momentum distribution fails at
small values of the transverse momentum pt , due to the appearance of large logarithms of pt/M
in the partonic cross sections. In this thesis, we will introduce a novel approach to perform the
resummation of this class of logarithms, focusing on the case of the Higgs pt spectrum.
Besides being crucial to describe the Higgs transverse-momentum spectrum in the kinematic
region marred by large logarithms, resummed calculations are also advantageous for the total
Higgs cross section in gluon fusion. Indeed, even if Higgs production at the LHC happens far from
threshold, it turns out that the threshold-enhanced terms, though somewhat moderate in size,
represent a substantial part of the higher-order corrections to the cross section. eir resummation
4 Introduction
thus signicantly improves the convergence of the perturbative series; moreover, it can provide a
rather conservative — yet robust — way to assess the uncertainty from missing higher orders.
is thesis is divided into three main parts. In the rst part, we review some aspects of
perturbative QCD and all-order resummation techniques. e second part treats the eect of
resummation on parton distribution functions. In the last part we focus on Higgs production in
gluon fusion and we discuss the eect of threshold and of transverse-momentum resummation
for the total cross section and the dierential spectrum, respectively.
In particular, in chapter 1 we introduce some basic ingredients of QCD. We focus on the
collinear factorization framework and in particular on the role of heavy quarks, especially the
charm quark. Part of the material discussed in this chapter was rst presented in ref. [1] in
collaboration with Richard Ball and Marco Bonvini.
In chapter 2 we present a review of various aspects of resummation in perturbative QCD.
We rst discuss threshold and transverse-momentum resummation, introducing a number of
concepts which will be used for phenomenological studies in the second and third part of the thesis.
We then analyse some key features of high-energy resummation, with the aim of introducing
the ingredients necessary to construct PDF sets with high-energy resummation. Among other
things, this chapter also discusses ideas and concepts appeared in various forms in refs. [2, 3] in
collaboration with Wojciech Bizon, Marco Bonvini, Pier Monni, Emanuele Re, and Paolo Torielli.
In chapter 3 we present two PDF ts which include threshold and high-energy resummation,
respectively, building upon the ingredients introduced in chapter 2. e ts were rst presented
in ref. [4], in collaboration with Richard Ball, Valerio Bertone, Marco Bonvini, Stefano Carrazza,
Nathan Hartland, Simone Marzani, Maria Ubiali, and Juan Rojo, and in ref. [5], in collaboration
with Richard Ball, Valerio Bertone, Marco Bonvini, Simone Marzani, and Juan Rojo .
In chapter 4 we present phenomenological results for Higgs production in gluon fusion. We
rst discuss the case of the total cross section focusing on the impact of threshold resummation
and its curative properties on the perturbative series. Most of this work was done in collaboration
with Marco Bonvini, Simone Marzani and Claudio Muselli and previously presented in ref. [6].
We then focus on the impact of transverse-momentum resummation on the Higgs spectrum. is
laer work was presented in ref. [7], using the formalism discussed in ref. [3], in collaboration with
Wojciech Bizon, Pier Monni, Emanuele Re, Paolo Torielli, and with the authors of the NNLOJET code.
We nally summarize the work presented in this thesis and provide some concluding remarks
in chapter 5.
The purest and most thoughtful minds are those which love colour
the most.
— John Ruskin, e Stones of Venice
1
QCD & factorization
Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) is the modern theory of strong interactions. It describesthe interactions of quarks and gluons, collectively called partons, and the processes by
which they bind to form hadrons. e accurate understanding of QCD over a vast range of scales
— which span from the proton mass (∼1 GeV) to the centre-of-mass energy of the hard-scaering
processes (few TeV) — is an essential requirement for precision physics at hadron colliders.
One of the key property of QCD is asymptotic freedom: the eective coupling of QCD
goes to zero at short distances. In this limit, partons can be considered quasi-free particles
and perturbation theory can be exploited to calculate partonic cross sections by expanding in
powers of the strong coupling. Conversely, at long distances the strong coupling grows and
the perturbative picture breaks down.
High-energy scaering cross sections are in general a combination of short- and long-distance
behaviours, and are therefore not directly computable in perturbative QCD. e predictive power
of QCD is restored thanks to the concept of collinear factorization, which allows one to separate the
short-distance, perturbative, process-dependent physics from the long-distance, non-perturbative
physics, encoded in universal objects: the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs).
In this chapter we present a brief overview of QCD and we introduce some notation we shall
use in this thesis. A comprehensive description of QCD and its properties is beyond the purposes
of this chapter; we refer the interested reader to many excellent text books, e.g. [8–13].
5
6 1.1. Basics of QCD
1.1 Basics of QCD
In the early 1960s, the possibility to describe the strong interaction in terms of a conventional
quantum eld theory was questioned by most physicists. Despite the success of QED, the
renormalization procedure was considered suspect, and searches for alternative approaches
to renormalizable quantum eld theories began. One of the most promising candidates was
the Veneziano model [14], which however failed to explain the parton-like behaviour of the
strong interaction seen in certain kinematic limits. Between 1970 and 1974 it became clear that a
renormalizable Yang-Mills gauge theory [15] could describe the experimental features observed,
and QCD nally emerged as a successful theory of the strong interaction1.
1.1.1 e QCD Lagrangian & its simmetries
QCD is an unbroken non-abelian gauge theory based on the gauge group SU (3)colour. Its maer
elds, the quarks, come in six dierent types, called avours. e quarks are the basic constituents
of the hadrons, whilst the binding is provided by the eight massless gauge bosons, the gluons.
e rich dynamical content of QCD results from its deceptively simple Lagrangian, which
at the classical level reads
LYM = −14
8∑
a=1
Faµν Faµν +
nf∑
j=1
q¯j (i /D −mj )qj , (1.1)
where qj are the fermionic elds in the fundamental representation of SU (3)colour, with masses
mj and nf dierent avours. e covariant derivative and the eld strength are dened in
terms of the gluonic eld Aµ as
Dµ = ∂µ + iдsA
a
µt
a (1.2)
Fµν = (∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ − дs f abcAbµAcν )ta , (1.3)
where дs is the gauge coupling. e matrices ta are the generators of the SU (3)colour Lie algebra
in the fundamental representation and satisfy
[ta , tb ] = i f abctc , tr[ta , tb ] = TRδab , (1.4)
1A recollection of the discoveries of the early ’70s and their contribution to the rehabilitation of quantum eld
theories are presented for instance in [16].
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where f abc are the real structure constants of the algebra, a,b, c = 1, . . . 8, and it is customary
to choose TR = 1/2. e invariants CF and CA are dened by∑
a
taikt
a
k j = CFδi j ,
∑
ab
f abc f abd = CAδ
cd . (1.5)
e quantization of the classical Lagrangian equation requires a gauge xing term Lgauge-xing
and a ghost term Lghost. e reader can nd details about the quantization procedure in any QFT
textbook; here we simply recall that in the common covariant gauge one has
Lgauge-xing = − 12ξ (∂
µAµ )2, Lghost = ∂µη¯a(∂µδab + д f abcAcµ )ηb , (1.6)
where ξ is an arbitrary gauge parameter and the ghost elds η are complex scalar elds which
obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Another important example is the set of axial gauges nµAaµ = 0, where
n is an arbitrary four-vector and the gauge-xing and the ghost terms have the form (see e.g. [17])
Lgauge-xing = − 12ξ (n
µAµ )2, Lghosts = η¯anµ (∂µδab + д f abcAcµ )ηb . (1.7)
In the common light-cone gauge, n2 = 0, ξ = 0. is class of gauges has the important property
that ghosts are decoupled and can thus be ignored. ough the gauge-xing and the ghost terms
are not invariant under gauge transformations, the full, gauge-xed action fulls the Becchi-
Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) symmetry [18, 19]. is ensures that all the new terms which appear
at the quantum level are constrained by BRST invariance, which guarantees the renormalizability
of the theory (see for instance [20]).
Along with the local SU (3)colour gauge symmetry, the QCD Lagrangian is characterized
by additional global symmetries. e conservation of the baryon number corresponds to the
exact, accidental2 U (1) symmetry. Given that the down and up quarks are almost degenerate
in mass, the QCD Lagrangian has also an approximate, but accurate, SU (2) symmetry: isospin.
Less accurate is the SU (3) symmetry, which would be exact if the masses of the three lightest
avours were equal; nevertheless, this symmetry is the basis of the Gell-Mann quark model [21],
proposed well before the birth of QCD.
In the limit of nf massless quarks, the two chiral components of the quark elds are inde-
pendent and the QCD Lagrangian has the global chiral symmetry
SU (nf )V ⊗ U (1)V ⊗ SU (nf )A ⊗ U (1)A, (1.8)
2In renormalizable theories such as QCD, a symmetry is accidental if it is broken by non-renormalizable terms.
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which we have wrien using vector (V) and axial (A) combinations. If we consider nf = 2, we
can identify U (1)V with the portion of baryon number carried by down and up quarks, and
SU (2)V with isospin. As we do not observe any approximate symmetry which corresponds
to U (2)A = SU (2)A ⊗ U (1)A, the axial symmetry must be broken. e symmetry is in fact
spontaneously broken and one can identify the pions with the would-be massless Goldstone
bosons associated with the breaking of U (2)L ⊗ U (2)R to SU (2)V ⊗ U (1)V ⊗ U (1)A.
What is the physical realization ofU (1)A? e symmetry cannot be realized with the Wigner-
Weyl mechanism, otherwise all strongly-interacting particles would have a partner with opposite
parity. However, it cannot be spontaneously broken as Steven Weinberg rst observed in his
renowned article e U (1) problem [22]. e solution to the long-standing issue of the U (1)A
symmetry relies on the highly non-trivial QCD vacuum topology (instantons); at the quantum
level, the axial symmetry is explicitly broken by the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly [23, 24], which
induces in the QCD Lagrangian a term proportional to εµν ρσ F ρσ F µν , whose strength is determined
by a parameter θ . is extra term violates CP invariance in the strong sector. Whereas one would
a priori expect a quantity of O(1), the experimental bound on the value of θ is particularly
strong and θ . 10−10. e lack of explanation for such a small value of θ is known as the ‘θ -
problem’ or ‘Strong-CP problem’; among the possible solutions, a particularly elegant proposal
by Peccei and inn involves a dynamical mechanism to explain the value of θ through the
introduction of a (pseudo-)scalar eld, the axion [25].
1.1.2 e running of the strong coupling parameter
By inspecting the QCD Lagrangian eq. (1.1) we immediately note that the strength of the
interaction is ruled by a single parameter, the gauge coupling дs . It is customary to introduce
the strong coupling parameter
αs =
д2s
4pi
; (1.9)
the quantization of the QCD Lagragian then allows one to derive the Feynman rules and to
obtain a formal perturbative expansion in terms of αs . However, as innities are encountered
in the calculation of loop diagrams, it is necessary to regularize and to renormalize the theory
in order to compute predictions for physical observables.
Whilst several regularization procedures are possible, the most common choice is dimensional
regularization (DR), which preserves gauge and Lorentz invariance. In DR, integrals are made
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nite in the ultraviolet (UV) region by formulating the theory in D = 4 − 2ε dimensions and the
divergences are isolated in poles in the parameter ε . Unless otherwise stated, we shall use DR in this
thesis. In a renormalizable theory such as QCD the dependence on the cuto ε can be reabsorbed
into a redenition of the gauge coupling, particle masses, and wave function normalizations.
Whereas one would expect QCD to be scale invariant in the limit of massless quarks, scale
invariance symmetry is (anomalously) broken at the quantum level and the renormalized la-
grangian parameters acquire a logarithmic dependence on a renormalization scale µ, ruled by
Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs). In particular, the running coupling obeys the RGE
µ2
∂αs (µ2)
∂µ2
= β
(
αs (µ2)
)
, (1.10)
where β
(
αs (µ2)
)
is known as the QCD β-function and can be expressed as a power series in αs (µ2)
β
(
αs (µ2)
)
= −α2s (µ2)
(
β0 + β1αs (µ2) + β2α2s (µ2) + . . .
)
. (1.11)
Provided that αs (µ2) is small, the coecients of the β-function are computable in perturbation
theory; currently, the β-function is known up to ve loops [26].
e RGE for the running coupling can be solved iteratively. At the lowest (leading loga-
rithmic) order the solution is
αs (µ2) =
αs (µ20)
1 + β0αs (µ20) ln µ
2
µ20
, (1.12)
where µ0 is an initial scale at which the coupling is known or measured. e slope of the coupling
depends on the sign of the β-function; in particular, the strength of the coupling decreases with
µ2 if β0 is positive, as it is the case in QCD3. is property is called asymptotic freedom. It has
been proven [27] that in four spacetime dimensions no renormalizable eld theory without
non-Abelian gauge elds can be asymptotically free.
In the limit µ2 → 0, however, the strong coupling parameter grows and one cannot rely on
perturbative methods. In QCD this behaviour is oen parametrized by trading the scale µ0 with
a scale ΛQCD where the strong coupling diverges (Landau pole):
1
αs (Λ2QCD)
= 0. (1.13)
3Since β0 = (11CA − 2nf )/(12pi ) this is true as long as the number of active avours is less than 17.
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It is clear that the value of ΛQCD is determined by the denition of αs . erefore, it depends on
the scale µ0, on the renormalization scheme, and on the order of the β-function; in particular,
through the β-function it depends also on the number of active avours nf .
e scale ΛQCD marks the boundary between the perturbative and non-perturbative regimes.
At this scale, which is typically of the order of a few hundred MeV, QCD becomes strongly coupled.
is is consistent with the property of connement: the impossibility of separating colour charges.
Whilst laice simulations provide valuable insight on our understanding of QCD at low energies,
a complete explanation of connement is still missing.
1.1.3 Infrared & collinear singularities in QCD
As we have seen, although one would naively expect massless QCD to be scale invariant,
departures from scaling appear. However, these deviations are computable, scale logarithmically
and are asymptotically suppressed. Asymptotic freedom allows us to use perturbative methods at
suciently high energies and to compute scaering amplitudes in massless QCD as an expansion
in the parameter αs . In this regime, quarks and gluons behave as free particles, and perturbative
QCD oers an excellent approximation to the exact theoretical description.
In massive QCD one needs to introduce additional mass corrections proportional to the masses
of the quarks, which are free parameters of the theory. As the RG evolution for quark masses
has the same asymptotic behaviour of the running coupling RGE, namely
lim
µ→∞mq(µ
2) = 0, (1.14)
quark masses can be neglected as long as the energy of the process is much larger than the
mass of the quarks. erefore, in many processes at hadron colliders one typically takes into
account only the masses of the top and boom quarks.
As a consequence, at the parton level we can use the asymptotic predictions of massless
QCD for the class of processes where all relevant energies Ei are suciently large compared
to ΛQCD. In massive QCD there would be additional mass corrections suppressed by powers of
mq/Ei (as long as the processes are nite in the limitmq → 0). To guarantee that the predictions
are meaningful one must also ensure that the processes being computed are well-dened in
perturbation theory. is translates into the requirement of Infrared and Collinear (IRC) safety:
processes must be free from infrared and collinear divergences.
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kq
kд
θдq
Figure 1.1: Spliing of a virtual quark into a gluon and a quark.
ese divergences arise naturally both in virtual and in real diagrams. In virtual diagrams,
infrared singularities appear when the loop momentum in loop integrals probes the IR region. In
real diagrams, singularities appear when integrating over the phase space of the emied particles.
For instance, let us consider the spliing of a virtual quark line into a quark and a gluon line,
as shown in g. 1.1. In the case of massless quarks, the internal propagator is
1
(kд + kq)2 =
1
2EдEq
1
1 − cosθдq
θдq1∼ 1
Eq
1
Eдθ
2
дq
, (1.15)
which diverges if the energy of the massless gluon goes to zero (so singularity), or if the angle
between the emied gluon and the quark goes to zero (collinear singularity), or both.
More precisely, one can show that in the so limit the squared matrix element and the phase
space for the gluon emission o a qq¯ system factorize (see e.g. [28])
|Mqq¯д |2dΦqq¯д ≈ |Mqq¯ |2dΦqq¯dω . (1.16)
e probability of so gluon emission dω in the so and collinear limit is
dω =
αsCF
pi
dE
E
dθ 2
θ 2
dϕ
2pi
, (1.17)
where θ and ϕ are the polar and the azimuthal angle of the gluon with respect to the quark,
respectively, and E is the energy of the gluon. is result shows that each singularity gives
rise to a single logarithmic divergence, leading to a double logarithmic divergence in the so
and collinear limit. ough discussed in this simple context, the so and collinear singularities
are an essential feature of QCD which appear whenever so gluons are radiated, irrespective
of the process. Let us note that the mass of the quark mq acts as a regulator for collinear
singularities; in this case, the propagator reads
1
(kд + kq)2 −m2q
=
1
2EдEq
1
1 − βq cosθдq , (1.18)
where βq =
√
1 −m2q/E2q . For this reason, sometimes collinear singularities are also called mass sin-
gularities.
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ere exist two important theorems about the cancellation of collinear and so singularities,
which are based on the quantum-mechanical concept of summing over all possible congurations
which lead to the same conguration in the nal state. e rst, known as the Bloch-Nordsieck
theorem [29], was formalized in the QED framework and states that IR singularities cancel
when one adds up all the nal states which appear as indistinguishable given a certain detector
resolution. e theorem was later generalized to QCD by Kinoshita, Lee, and Nauenberg [30, 31].
e Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (KLN) theorem states that divergences related to mass singularities
cancel when the summation over all the degenerate states (i.e. which have the same mass) is carried
out. at is, in the case of a one-particle nal state with massm, one should also add all nal states
that in the limitm → 0 have the same mass and in particular gluons and massless quark pairs.
Whereas the KLN theorem ensures that for completely inclusive observables (for instance, a
total cross section, where there is no need to identify all the particles in the nal state and their
properties) IR singularities in QCD cancel, in real life we would like to compute also more exclusive
observables to obtain additional information about the physics of the collisions. erefore, one
needs to dene precisely which properties observables should have to allow for their computation
in perturbation theory. e rst denition of IRC safety was proposed by Sterman and Weinberg
in a seminal paper [32]. In words, it states that the quantity that is computed or measured should
be insensitive to the radiation of so and collinear gluons, i.e. its value should not change when
adding one (or many) so gluons, or replacing a particle with two (or many) collinear gluons.
is is yet another statement that well-dened observables cannot resolve long-distance physics.
Observables to which perturbative QCD may apply must fulll the IRC safety criterion. For
such observables, only mass singularities associated to the initial state particles remain. Indeed,
in the case of initial-state IR divergences, collinear singularities do not cancel because of the
dierent hard-scaering kinematics of the real and the virtual contributions (see g. 1.2). Indeed,
the momentum which ows in the hard process is dierent for real and virtual terms (zp and p,
respectively), and therefore the dierence between the real and the virtual contributions becomes
irrelevant only in the strictly so limit (z → 1). As we shall see in section 1.2, these singularities
are absorbed into universal, non-perturbative functions.
1.1.4 Jets & hadronization
So far we have discussed QCD at the partonic level, focusing on the elds which appear in
the Lagrangian. In real life, however, free quarks and gluons do not exist; in particular, the
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Figure 1.2: Kinematic dierences between real and virtual contributions to initial state spliing are irrelevant
in the so limit (z → 1) but relevant in the collinear limit z , 1.
nal state consists of bunches of collimated hadrons: these objects are called jets. Jets are
dened through jet algorithms, which are sets of rules which allow one to cluster the particles
which appear in the nal state. Some general properties for their denitions were rst collected
in the ‘Snowmass accord’ in 1990 [33].
During the years, many jet algorithms have been proposed. ey usually depend on a set
of parameters which allow one to determine whether two particles belong to the same jet or
not and on a recombination scheme, which associates a 4-momentum to the combination of
two particles. Jet algorithms can be broadly divided into two categories: cone algorithms and
sequential recombination jet algorithms; for an exhaustive review, see [34]. Good jet denitions
can be applied both to experimental measurements as well as to the output of a parton level
calculation; the physical observables are then constructed using these new objects.
To match experimental measurements and parton-level predictions it is further necessary to
describe hadronization: the transition between what can be calculated theoretically, in terms of
partons, into an experimentally measurable quantity, in terms of hadrons. Currently, a complete
theoretical description of hadronization is still missing, though various phenomenological models
are available. e general approach to hadronization is based on the concept of duality: partons
and hadrons are considered as equivalent sets of complete states. is is quite safe to assume in
the case of totally inclusive distributions (global duality) and it is supposed to also hold in the
case of more exclusive computations (local duality). Within this assumption, the observables
are dened at the parton level and considered equivalent to what is observed in a real detector.
Corrections to this picture are generally ‘higher twist’, that is suppressed by powers of ΛQCD over
some characteristic scale of the process, and therefore get smaller at higher energies. However, at
present collider energies some non-perturbative hadronization model is needed to obtain precise
predictions to be compared with experimental data.
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Figure 1.3: Deep inelastic scaering kinematics.
1.2 Factorization in hadronic collisions
A short introduction to QCD cannot be complete without discussing in some depth how to
compute theoretical predictions in the presence of initial state hadrons, which is paramount at
hadron colliders such as the LHC. is section will be thus dedicated to the cardinal concept
of collinear factorization.
1.2.1 Deep inelastic scaering
e simplest process which involves a hadron in the initial state is inclusive Deep Inelastic Scaer-
ing (DIS): the scaering between a lepton and a proton in which an electroweak boson with large
virtuality is exchanged. e DIS process historically played, and still plays, a very important role in
strong-interaction physics and in our understanding of the structure of the nucleon. Furthermore,
it provides a rich theoretical and experimental laboratory to quantitatively study and test QCD.
We parametrize the scaering as in g. 1.3 . e (space-like) lepton transverse momentum
is q = k − k ′, with Q2 ≡ −q2 > 0. e centre-of-mass energy squared s is (p + k)2 and we
dene the invariant mass squared of the hadronic nal state as W 2 = (p + q)2. In the deep-
inelastic regime Q2  m2hadron, W 2  m2hadron and we can neglect hadron and lepton masses.
Deep inelastic scaering allows one to probe the structure of the nucleon up to short distances
λ ∼ 1/Q  1/mhadron.
It is customary to introduce the two dimensionless variables
x =
Q2
2p · q , y =
2p · q
s
. (1.19)
e variable x is known as Bjorken variable and from kinematics it can take values between 0
and 1, where 1 is the elastic limit. e inelasticity y represents the fraction of energy transferred
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by the scaered lepton in the target rest frame and is also kinematically allowed to take values
between 0 and 1. At xed s , the dierential cross section is a function of x and y, or x and Q2.
e dierential cross section, which is proportional to the matrix element squared, can be fac-
torized into the product of two contributions, called respectively leptonic (Lµν ) and hadronic (Wµν )
tensors:
dσ ∼ LµνW µν . (1.20)
Whereas the leptonic tensor can be easily obtained from the lowest-order electroweak vertex
(plus its radiative corrections), the complicated strong interactions are wholly contained in the
hadronic tensor. Its general form is constrained by Lorentz invariance and current conservation.
In the case of neutral current (NC) unpolarized scaering, and considering only photon exchange
(which dominates as long as Q2  m2Z ) the most general hadronic tensor can be wrien as
W µν (p,q) =
(
−дµν − q
µqν
q2
)
F1(x ,Q2) + 1
p · q
(
pµ − p · q
q2
qµ
) (
pν − p · q
q2
qν
)
F2(x ,Q2), (1.21)
where F1,2 are two scalar functions, known as structure functions; in the case of charge currents
(CC), or by allowing also a Z boson to be exchanged in the neutral-current case, a parity-violating
structure function F3 is needed to parametrize the hadronic tensor, see e.g. [35].
e results are oen expressed as a function of F2 and FL ≡ F2 − 2xF1, which is related
to the longitudinal component of the polarized virtual photon; by computing explicitly the
leptonic tensor one can show that
dσ
dQ2dx
=
2piα2
xQ4
{[1 + (1 − y)2]F2(x ,Q2) − y2FL(x ,Q2} , (1.22)
where α is the ne structure constant. In eq. (1.22), the prefactor and they-dependent parts encode
the dependence on the electroweak dynamics and on the kinematics, while the strong-interaction
dynamics is embodied in the structure functions.
1.2.2 e parton model
As the rst DIS data were collected, structure functions were observed to obey an approximate
scaling law, known as Bjorken scaling [36]: in the limit Q2 →∞, the structure functions depend
only on x (as we shall see, this scaling is logarithmically broken in QCD)
Fi (x ,Q2) Q
2→∞−−−−−→ Fi (x). (1.23)
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is scaling suggests that the virtual boson scaers o pointlike particles, as otherwise a depen-
dence on the ratio Q/Q0 would appear, where 1/Q0 is some intrinsic length scale characterizing
the size of the constituents.
Feynman therefore proposed to calculate the hadronic tensor by calculating the incoherent
scaering between the boson and point-like constituents, which he called partons, carrying
a fraction ξ of the momentum of the proton [37–39]. In this simple model, the structure
functions are obtained as
F2(x) =
∑
a
e2ax fa(x), FL(x) = 0, (1.24)
where the sum runs over the parton species with charges ea , and fa(x) are parton densities
or parton distribution functions (PDFs), which represent the probability to nd a parton a
within the proton. e second result in eq. (1.24), known as Callan-Gross relation [40], is a
consequence of the fact that the cross section for scaering of a longitudinal boson o on-shell
massless spin- 12 particles vanishes (in the QCD-improved parton model FL is only non-zero at
leading order in perturbation theory).
e observation of Bjorken scaling in early DIS experiments and the success of the naive
parton model were instrumental in establishing quarks — which were introduced a few years
earlier by Gell-Mann and Zwieg to explain the complicated features of the hadron spectrum [21,
41, 42] — as the fundamental constituents of nucleons. e parton model predicts that parton
densities are directly measureable in DIS experiments. By varying the lepton probe, dierent
combinations of quark densities with dierent electroweak coupling enter in the calculation
of the structure function. In particular, experiments showed that in the scaling region quarks
carry only about 50% of the momentum of the proton
∑
q
∫ 1
0
dx x[q(x) + q¯(x)] ' 0.5, (1.25)
and that therefore half of the momentum of the proton is carried by electroweak-neutral partons,
the gluons.
Nowadays, we understand the parton model as an approximate consequence of the leading-
order perturbative treatment of QCD. As we shall see in the next section, the parton model is not
consistent within a perturbative approach due to the appearance of collinear singularities.
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Figure 1.4: Virtual (le) and real (right) corrections to the process γ ∗q → q entering at order αs .
1.2.3 Collinear singularities in processes with hadrons in the initial state
e parton model recipe can be summarized by the following schematic formula for a generic
structure function F , which is valid at leading twist (that is, further corrections are suppressed
by powers of ΛQCD/Q and are therefore intrinsically non-perturbative):
F (x ,Q2) =
∑
q
∫ 1
x
dz
z
q(z)σˆq
(x
z
,Q2
)
, (1.26)
where the partonic cross section σˆq
(
z,Q2
)
is the cross section for the scaering of a parton
(a quark, in particular) q o a virtual photon.
At the lowest order, the cross section for the process γ ∗q → q is proportional to e2qδ (z − 1).
At the next order in αs , we have to consider two dierent classes of QCD corrections to the
process γ ∗q → q: virtual contributions involving gluon loops and diagrams with real gluon
emissions (see g. 1.4). An explicit calculation shows that the order αs contribution to the
cross section has the following structure:
σˆ (1)q (x ,Q2) = e2qαs
[
P(x) ln Q
2
Q20
+ R(x)
]
, (1.27)
whereQ0 is a scale we introduced to regularize the logarithmic divergence, R(x) is a calculable func-
tion and
P(x) = CF
2pi
[
1 + x2
(1 − x)+ +
3
2
δ (1 − x)
]
(1.28)
is known as spliing function. e subscript ‘+’ in eq. (1.28), known as the plus prescription, is de-
ned by ∫ 1
0
dz [д(z)]+ f (z) =
∫ 1
0
dz д(z)[(f (z) − f (1)]. (1.29)
e result of equation eq. (1.27) shows that beyond leading order the structure function acquires
a logarithmic dependence on Q , thus violating Bjorken scaling.
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Figure 1.5: One of the real diagrams contributing to the process γ ∗q → q at order αs .
To understand the origin of the divergence in eq. (1.27), let us focus on the diagram in which
the gluon is emied o the incoming quark leg (g. 1.5). Whilst in a generic gauge this is not
the only diagram which contributes, in axial gauge it is the sole among the real diagrams to give
rise to the log-proportional term for 0 < x < 1. Let us write the momentum of the outgoing
gluon using the Sudakov parameterization
kµ = (1 − z)pµ − κµt + yηµ , (1.30)
such that p2 = η2 = 0, p · η , 0, and κt · p = κt · η = 0. Since k2 = 0, y = |κt |2/[2p · η(1 − z)]
and the (negative) virtuality of the intermediate quark is equal to
r 2 = (p − k)2 = −|κt |2 − 2yzp · η = − |κt |
2
1 − z ≡ −
k2t
1 − z , (1.31)
which is therefore related to its transverse momentum squared k2t . As a result, the dierential
cross section behaves as 1/k2t : a factor of 1/k4t comes from the propagator squared and a factor of
k2t appears in the numerator due to helicity conservation along the quark line (in the collinear
limit, the emied gluon and the initial and nal quarks are all aligned; due to the vectorial nature
of the strong interaction, the quark helicity cannot ip and the gluon should carry zero helicity,
whilst real gluons have ±1 helicity, see e.g. [8]) and thus for the real cross section we obtain
σˆ (1)q,real ∼
∫Q2 dk2t
k2t
αs (k2t ) ∼ αs ln
Q2
Q20
, (1.32)
where Q0 is an IR regularization scale. is collinear singularity is associated with the mass
singularity connected to the initial quark line, which does not cancel (see the discussion at
the end of sect. 1.1.3).
erefore, it seems that by considering QCD corrections to the parton model we have to
face two problems. Firstly, we acquired a sensitivity to the IR cuto Q0 ∼ ΛQCD — and hence to
low-energy physics — that we wanted to avoid in rst place. Secondly, due to parton radiation
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over a large kt -gap perturbative convergence seems to be spoiled; at all orders in the strong
coupling the terms
(
αs (Q2) ln Q
2
Q20
)n
are O(1) and therefore must be resummed.
1.2.4 Factorization of collinear singularities
e key to solving the problem of initial-state collinear singularities is to realize that the small-kt
limit corresponds to a sensitivity to long-range strong interactions, which cannot be calculated in
perturbative QCD. In particular, we can consider the parton densities which appear in the naive
parton model of eq. (1.26) as unmeasurable, bare parton densities. In analogy with renormalization,
one can thus redene them to absorb the collinear singularities into physical parton densities.
is way, the long-distance behaviour is factorized inside non-perturbative PDFs, whereas the
properly dened partonic cross sections are free of collinear singularities and can be computed
order by order in perturbation theory.
e ability to factorize the collinear singularities into universal objects is a fundamental
property of QCD. Whilst we will not discuss factorization theorems in this thesis, the interested
reader may for instance refer to [12, 43]. Here we will briey show how to achieve factorization
at order αs in the DIS case.
e structure function at order αs is given by the convolution of the partonic cross sections
with the parton densities. Using the notation of the previous section, we write
F (x ,Q2) = e2q
[
f (x) + αs
∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
P(z) ln Q
2
Q20
+ R(z)
)
f
(x
z
)
+ O(α2s )
]
, (1.33)
where for simplicity we consider the case in which there is only one parton species with coupling
eq . We realize that we can absorb the divergence by replacing the bare parton density f (x) with
a physical parton density measured at the scale µF
f (x , µ2F) = f (x) + αs
∫ 1
x
dz
z
f
(x
z
)
Γ
(
z,
µ2F
Q20
)
+ O(α2s ), (1.34)
where Γ is a counter term whose divergent part is uniquely specied by requiring the removal of
the collinear divergence. We thus see that the divergence can be subtracted by seing
Γ
(
z,
µ2F
Q20
)
= P(z) ln µ
2
F
Q20
+ Γregular(z), (1.35)
where Γregular(z) collects regular terms. is way, any emission which is characterized by kt . µF is
absorbed — factorized – into the parton density, which thus becomes a function of the factorization
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scale µF. As a result, the structure function becomes
F (x ,Q2) = e2q
[
f (z, µ2F) + αs
∫ 1
x
dz
z
f
(x
z
, µ2F
) (
P(z) ln Q
2
µ2F
+ R˜(z)
)
+ O(α2s )
]
, (1.36)
where the form of R˜ depends on the specic choice of the regular counterterms in eq. (1.35),
known as factorization scheme. It is customary to collect the nite contribution which remains
aer factorization by dening a coecient functionC
(
z, Q
2
µ2F
)
such that the structure function reads
F (x ,Q2) = e2q
[
f (z, µ2F) + αs
∫ 1
x
dz
z
f
(x
z
, µ2F
)
C(1)
(
z,
Q2
µ2F
)
+ O(α2s )
]
. (1.37)
e most common choice for the factorization scheme is the Modied Minimal Subtraction (MS)
scheme. In this scheme, DR is used to regularize the divergence and an additional, universal
contribution ln 4pi − γE is subtracted along with the divergent piece.
Whereas we have discussed factorization in a simple case and up to order αs , the formulæ
which we found hold more generally. In the DIS case, structure functions can be calculated as
F (x ,Q2) =
∑
i
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Ci
(
x
z
,
Q2
µ2F
,αs
)
fi (z, µ2F) + O((ΛQCD/Q)p ), (1.38)
which diers from the naive parton-model formula in two respects: rstly, the sum now runs
over all the parton species (both quarks and gluons) to allow for contributions which may enter
at higher orders; secondly, it explicitly shows that Bjorken scaling is now broken by logarithms
of the hard scale Q . e term O((ΛQCD/Q)p ) generically collects non-perturbative contributions,
such as hadronization eects, multiparton interactions, higher-twists, et cetera. e factorized
expression in eq. (1.38) is oen expressed in a more compact form as
F (x ,Q2) =
∑
i
Ci
(
x ,
Q2
µ2F
,αs
)
⊗ fi (x , µ2F) + O((ΛQCD/Q)p ), (1.39)
where we introduced the convolution symbol ⊗.
Coecient functions depend on the factorization (and on the renormalization) scheme, as
well as on the structure function under consideration. However, once properly dened, they
can be computed order by order in perturbation theory
Ci (x ,αs ) = C(0)i (x) + αsC(1)i (x) + α2sC(2)i (x) + . . . . (1.40)
e rst contribution is known as leading order (LO) contribution, the second as next-to-leading
order (NLO) contribution, and so on. e dependence on the factorization and renormalization
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scales µF and µR of the coecient functions can be calculated by requiring that physical cross
sections are independent of µF and µR order by order in αs . eoretical predictions will however
display a (higher-order) dependence on the scales, whose choice is somewhat arbitrary. To
ensure a reliable estimate, the choice of µR and µF is performed such that the logarithms of QµF
and QµR which appear in the coecient functions are of order one. By varying the factorization
and renormalization scales around Q one could obtain an estimate of the uncertainty of the
predictions due to missing higher orders.
Although we have discussed factorization in the case of one hadron in the initial state, the
same logic applies to (inclusive enough) hard-scaering processes in hadron-hadron collisions,
h1(p1) + h2(p2) → H (Q, . . .) + X . (1.41)
In eq. (1.41) p1 and p2 are the momenta of the incoming hadrons h1 and h2, H represents the hard
particle(s) produced (Higgs or vector bosons, heavy quarks, hard jets…),Q is the relevant hard scale
of the process, the ellipsis indicate any other relevant scales or kinematic variables, and X denotes
other particles appearing in the nal state. In this case, the cross section can be computed as
σ (p1,p2,Q, . . .) =
∑
a,b
∫ 1
τ
dx1dx2 fa/h1(x1, µ2F)fb/h2(x2, µ2F)σˆab
(
x1p1,x2p2,Q, . . . , µ
2
F
)
+ O((ΛQCD/Q)p ), (1.42)
where τ = Q2/s and s = (p1 + p2)2 is the centre-of-mass energy squared of the collision. In
eq. (1.42) we have indicated with fa/h1 and fb/h2 the parton densities relative to the two colliding
hadrons and a,b = q, q¯,д. It is usually convenient to recast the cross section for a generic
hadroproduction process as
σ (p1,p2,Q, . . .) =
∑
a,b
σ 0ab
∫ 1
τ
dz
z
Lab (z, µ2F)Cab
(τ
z
,Q, . . . , µ2F
)
+ O((ΛQCD/Q)p ), (1.43)
where we introduced the parton luminosity
Lab (z, µ2F) ≡
∫ 1
z
dw
w
fa/h1
( z
w
, µ2F
)
fb/h2(w, µ2F), (1.44)
and we extracted a prefactor σ 0ab such that at LO the coecient functions are a Dirac delta for
the partons which couple to the nal state at LO, or zero otherwise.
Eqs. (1.38) and (1.42) represent the two master formulæ needed to compute theoretical
predictions in processes with hadrons in the initial state. From our discussion, it is evident that
parton distribution functions are an essential ingredient to compute hard-scaering processes.
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ough they cannot yet be computed from rst principles4, cross section measurements allow their
extraction once the partonic cross sections have been perturbatively computed. Once determined,
PDFs can in turn be used to predict cross sections for other processes.
1.2.5 DGLAP evolution
e value of the parton densities f (x , µ2F) at a xed scale µF and their dependence on the momentum
fraction x are not calculable in perturbation theory (we refer the reader to appendix A for a
brief review on PDF determination). However, the scale dependence of PDFs is computable in
perturbative QCD. A rigorous proof of the PDF scale dependence can be obtained by using the
operator product expansion (OPE) formalism; here we will present a simplied derivation based
on the factorization scale independence of the physical cross sections.
Let us start by considering a generic structure function in DIS. For simplicity, let us assume
that there is only one species of quarks in the target, and thus the structure function can be wrien
as in eqs. (1.36-1.37). Since the structure functions must be independent of the factorization scale,
µ2F
∂
∂µ2F
F (x ,Q2) = 0, (1.45)
we obtain the following renormalization group equation (RGE) for the parton density q(x , µ2):
µ2
∂
∂µ2
q(x , µ2) = αs (µ2)
∫ 1
x
dz
z
P
(x
z
)
q(z, µ2) + O (α2s (µ2)) , (1.46)
where we dropped the subscript F. Note that the coupling is evaluated at µ2, thus by solving
eq. (1.46) all the leading-log terms αns (µ2) lnn µ2 are resummed. In the case of DIS collisions, this
result can be proven at all orders in perturbation theory using a rigorous treatment based on
the renormalization group equation and OPE [45, 46].
In this simplied derivation we have considered only the possibility that quarks radiate gluons.
However, one has to take into account also the presence of gluons in the target hadron, as the
quark struck by the electroweak boson can be produced by gluon spliing. Moreover, one must
include quarks of dierent avours. e evolution equation (1.46) thus takes the general form
µ2
∂
∂µ2
fi (x , µ2) =
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Pi j
(x
z
,αs (µ2)
)
fj (z, µ2), (1.47)
4PDFs can be calculated using laice QCD, but their accuracy is not yet competitive with that of PDFs extracted
from a t to experimental data, see e.g. [44] for recent developments.
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which is the renowned DGLAP equation [47–50]. In eq. (1.47), Pi j (z,αs ) is a (2nf +1)×(2nf +1)ma-
trix of Altarelli-Parisi spliing functions, which can be expanded in powers of the strong coupling
as
Pi j (z,αs ) = αs
[
P (0)i j (z) + αsP (1)i j (z) + α2sP (2)i j (z) + O(α3s )
]
. (1.48)
e coecients P (k )i j can be calculated in perturbation theory and are currently known at NNLO
accuracy [51,52]. Due to charge conjugation and SU (nf ) avour symmetry, the following relations
hold:
Pqiqj = Pq¯i q¯j , Pqi q¯j = Pq¯iqj , Pqiд = Pq¯iд ≡ Pqд/(2nf ), Pдqi = Pдq¯i ≡ Pдq . (1.49)
e DGLAP equations can be substantially simplied by moving to a basis in which the
majority of equations decouple. e combinations of PDFs which decouple are known as non-
singlet; in particular, since QCD is avour blind the gluon contribution to the valence distributions5
Vi = qi − q¯i , (1.50)
and to the dierences between quark sea distributions q+ = q + q¯
T3 = u
+ − d+, T5 = u+ + d+ − 2s+, T15 = u+ + d+ + s+ − 3c+,
T24 = u
+ + d+ + s+ + c+ − 4b+, T35 = u+ + d+ + s+ + c+ + b+ − 5t+, (1.51)
cancel, thereby largely diagonalizing the spliing matrix. e evolution of the Vi and Ti combina-
tions are governed by the spliing functions P− and P+ respectively, which at LO read
P+(0)(z) = P−(0)(z) = CF
2pi
(
1 + z2
1 − z
)
+
. (1.52)
e only combination which couples to the gluon is the so-called singlet quark PDF Σ =∑
i q
+
i =
∑
i (qi + q¯i ). e evolution of the gluon and singlet PDF is thus controlled by the matrix(
Pдд Pдq
Pqд Pqq
)
. (1.53)
At LO, P (0)qq (z) is given by eq. (1.28) and
P (0)дд (z) = CApi
[
z
(1 − z)+ +
1 − z
z
+ z(1 − z)
]
+
11CA − 2nf
12pi
δ (1 − z),
P (0)дq (z) = CF2pi
[
1 + (1 − z)2
z
]
,
5With a slight abuse of notation, we use the symbol j to identify the PDF fj .
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P (0)qд (z) =
nf
2pi
[
z2 + (1 − z)2] . (1.54)
It is worth noticing that the convolution structure appearing in eq. (1.47), and which we have
already encountered previously, has the form of a Mellin convolution
(f ⊗ д)(x) ≡
∫ 1
x
dz
z
f (z)д
(x
z
)
, (1.55)
which is symmetric under the change of variable z → x/z. e convolution is diagonal under a
Mellin transform
M[f ](N ) ≡ f (N ) =
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1 f (z), (1.56)
such that in Mellin space (also called N -space) one has
M[f ⊗ д](N ) = f (N )д(N ). (1.57)
By taking the Mellin moments of eq. (1.47) therefore
µ2
∂
∂µ2
fj (N , µ2) = γjk (N − 1,αs (µ2))fk (N , µ2), (1.58)
where γi j are known as anomalous dimensions. We have used the convention (customarily
used in small-x physics)
γi j (N ,αs ) =
∫ 1
0
dz zN Pi j (z,αs ). (1.59)
e universality of the spliing functions — which appears naturally in the RGE approach —
can be understood by giving a physical interpretation to Pi j [49]. By recasting eq. (1.46) as
q(x , µ2) + dq(x , µ2) =
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1
0
dzδ (zy − x)q(y, µ2)
[
δ (z − 1) + αs (µ2)P (0)qq (z)d ln
µ2
µ0
]
, (1.60)
where µ0 is a reference scale, we can interpret the quantity
δ (z − 1) + αs (µ2)P (0)qq (z)d ln
µ2
µ20
= Pqq(z) (1.61)
as the probability density of nding a quark inside a quark, with a fraction z of the longitudinal
momentum of the parent quark and with transverse momentum smaller than µ. We can thus
interpret the spliing function as the order αs expression for the variation per unit ln µ
2
µ20
of the
probability density. Note that since there are δ (1 − z) terms also at order αs — see eq. (1.28) — the
probability for a quark to remain a quark with the same energy is lowered by the interaction.
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Interpreting spliing functions as probabilities allows one to readily compute the spliing
functions from the QCD vertices q → qд, д → qq¯, д → дд. Typically, one rst computes the
regular part for z < 1 and xes the δ (1−z) terms by imposing charge and momentum conservation.
e probabilistic interpretation implies that spliing functions are positive denite for z < 1.
e behaviour of the spliing functions is further constrained by very general arguments,
known as sum rules. Sum rules are based on the observation that there are some quantities that
cannot be modied by DGLAP evolution, as the QCD Lagrangian separately conserves fermion
number, avour and momentum. For instance, though the distribution of the momentum among
quarks and gluons may vary, the total momentum shared by partons should be equal to the total
momentum of the proton. Similarly, the total baryonic number — computed as the number of
quarks minus the number of antiquarks — must be conserved. erefore we have∫ 1
0
dz z[Σ(z, µ2) + д(z, µ2)] = 1, (1.62)∫ 1
0
dz [q(z, µ2) − q¯(z, µ2)] = vq , (1.63)
where vq = 2, 1, 0 . . . for q = u, d , s , . . . quarks. By considering the Mellin moments of these
equations, it is possible to recast these sum rules into constraints on the spliing functions:∫ 1
0
dz Pqq(z) = 0,
∫ 1
0
dz z[Pqq(z) + Pдq(z)] = 0,
∫ 1
0
dz z[Pqд(z) + Pдд(z)] = 0. (1.64)
ese relations constrain both the qualitative behaviour and the solutions of the evolution equa-
tions and also simplify the derivation of the spliing function as they are now related to each other.
1.3 Factorization & heavy qarks
In the collinear factorization framework, quarks are generally classied as ‘light’ or ‘heavy’,
though such a distinction has a certain degree of arbitrariness. A convenient denition is based
on the relative magnitude of the quark mass with respect to ΛQCD: quarks whose massm . ΛQCD
are light, quarks whose massm  ΛQCD are heavy. According to such a denition, up, down, and
strange are light, whereas boom and top are heavy. e charm quark is usually classied as heavy,
though its mass is relatively close to the scale Q0 where the non-perturbative behaviour sets in.
Hitherto, we have worked in massless QCD and we have tacitly assumed that the quarks were
massless. is approximation becomes however unjustied when the hard scale of the process
Q is comparable the quark masses. In particular, the hard scale of the process Q can be bigger,
comparable or smaller than the mass of one or more ‘heavy’ quarks. In this case, the use of a
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mass-independent scheme such as MS is not justied; moreover, precision predictions demand the
inclusion of mass corrections whenQ ∼m. As a consequence, one must resort to so-called variable
avour number schemes (VFNSs), which combine computations performed with a dierent number
of active avours to obtain a valid theoretical description both close to and above the quark mass.
In this section we will start by discussing rstly how such calculations are performed,
considering for simplicity the case of three and four active avours. We will then discuss and
compare dierent VFNSs which have been proposed for the calculation of DIS structure functions.
Finally, we will analyse the special role played by the charm quark.
1.3.1 Massive & massless schemes
e computation of physical quantities, such as cross sections or structure functions, for a
scaering process characterized by a hard scale Q can be performed in dierent factorization
or renormalization schemes. ough the results must be the same to all orders, in general they
dier order by order in perturbation theory by higher-order corrections and display a dependence
on the renormalization and factorization scales µR and µF, typically chosen to be ∼ Q . e
presence of a heavy quark of mass mh introduces a new scale. erefore, the problem can be
split into three main regions as follows:
• Q mh : the heavy quark should decouple lest unphysical eects appear at scales much
smaller than the heavy quark mass.
• Q ∼ mh (threshold region): full dependence on the heavy quark mass is required for
precision calculation.
• Q  mh : the partonic cross sections contain large collinear logarithms of mh/Q , which
spoil the accuracy of any xed-order computation.
e description of these three regions requires suitable renormalization and factorization
schemes to ensure manifest decoupling at low scales and the resummation of collinear logarithms
at scales much higher than the quark mass, as well as a prescription to include power-suppressed
mh/Q terms relevant for precision phenomenology atQ ∼mh . We will now briey summarize the
necessary ingredients to construct a scheme (or rather, a sequence of subschemes) to overcome
the complications which arise when heavy quarks are involved. For denitiveness, we consider
here the case of three massless quarks and one single massive quark.
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Let us rst notice that from the point of view of renormalization the quark mass does not
play an important role; whilst the quark mass acts as an IR regulator, massless-quark loops
would still be UV-divergent even if the quark were massive. However, a mass-independent
renormalization scheme such as MS produces spurious heavy-quark eects at Q  m as all
avours participate in αs evolution at any scale. For this reason, it is appropriate to use the MS
scheme only for quarks whose mass is lighter than µR, whereas it is necessary to use another
scheme to ensure the decoupling of heavier quarks.
Such a scheme has been proposed by Collins, Wilczek and Zee (CWZ) in the context of
neutral-current processes [53] and was later straightforwardly applied to QCD [54]. e CWZ (or
decoupling) scheme is composed by a sequence of subschemes in which the nl quarks lighter than
the renormalization scale µR are renormalized with MS terms, whereas UV divergences associated
to quarks heavier than the renormalization scale are subtracted at zero external momentum.
Since the logarithms of µR/mh are power suppressed as µ2R/m2h , the CWZ scheme ensures that
at scales µR  mh the graphs containing heavy avours decouple, whilst the same logarithms
are resummed when µR mh . is way, at scales µR < mh the running of the strong coupling
is identical to the MS running, whith nf = nl .
e CWZ scheme is eectively a VFNS, as the number of ‘light’ (active, or partonic) and
‘heavy’ (inactive, or non-partonic) avours depends on the scale and changes at the matching
scale µh ∼mh . At the matching scale, the strong couplings in the schemes with three and four
active avours are related by the matching condition
α [3]s (µ2h) = α [4]s (µ2h) +
∞∑
j=2
c j
(
α [4]s (µ2h)
) j
, (1.65)
whose coecients c j can be computed order by order in perturbation theory. is relation can
be used to relate the coecients of the perturbative expansion of a generic observable F (αs )
in the schemes with three and four active avours
F (αs ) =
∑
k
(
α [3]s
)k
F [3](k ) =
∑
k
(
α [4]s
)k
F [4](k ) (1.66)
by expanding and matching the two expressions order by order once both are wrien in terms
of α [4]s (µ2h) (or, equivalently, α [3]s (µ2h)).
Since the presence of the mass regularizes the collinear divergences, radiative corrections
which involve massive quarks are IR nite. As a consequence, it is possible to factorize only
the collinear logarithms associated to massless quarks while retaining the massive collinear
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logarithms in the partonic cross sections. is choice, combined with the use of the decoupling
scheme for the heavy quarks, leads to the so-called 3 avour scheme (3FS) or ‘massive scheme’.
In this scheme, only three quarks participate in DGLAP evolution. By denoting with Γ[3]i j (Q2) the
solution of the DGLAP equation with 3 active avours, the PDFs thus evolve according to
f [3]i (Q2) =
∑
j,q,q¯
Γ[3]i j (Q2,Q20) ⊗ f [3]j (Q20). (1.67)
A generic structure function in this scheme reads
F [3](Q2,m2h) =
∑
i=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[3]i
(
m2h
Q2
,α [3]s (Q2)
)
⊗ f [3]i (Q2). (1.68)
e coecient functions are evaluated at xed order and thus contain the collinear logarithms
due to gluon and light quark spliings. e eects of the heavy quark mass is retained both in
tree-level diagrams and in loop diagrams (e.g. virtual heavy quark loop in gluon propagators, or a
gluon spliing into a heavy quark pair). Note that the sum in eq. (1.68) runs also over i = h, h¯:
though only three PDFs participate in DGLAP equation in the 3FS, we allow for an initial-state
contribution from an intrinsic heavy quark PDF which could be generated by nonperturbative
eects at the scale Q0 below the scale of perturbative heavy quark production. e heavy
quarks appear only through virtual loops and decouple at scales below the production threshold
when they are generated perturbatively.
Whereas the 3FS is appropriate for scales Q & mh , it becomes inaccurate at scales Q mh ,
since the collinear logarithms become increasingly large and spoil the perturbative behaviour of
the 3FS result. As a consequence, when the hard scale is much higher than the quark mass it is more
suitable to factorize the massive logarithms into the denition of the PDFs and to resum them with
DGLAP evolution, leading to a 4 avour (or ‘massless’) scheme. e PDFs thus evolve according to
f [4]i (Q2) =
∑
j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
Γ[4]i j (Q2,Q20) ⊗ f [4]j (Q20). (1.69)
where Γ[4]i j is the solution of the DGLAP equation with four active avours, which thus resums also
the logarithms generated by heavy quark spliings. At scalesQ mh , the structure functions are
readily obtained using standard MS counterms for all the active quarks. ey can be wrien as
F [4](Q2,m2h) = F [4](Q2, 0) + O
(
m2h
Q2
)
=
∑
i=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[4]i
(
0,α [4]s (Q2)
)
⊗ f [4]i (Q2) + O
(
m2h
Q2
)
. (1.70)
where C[4]i
(
0,α [4]s (Q2)
)
are massless coecient functions, and are now nite as the logarithmic
divergence has been subtracted.
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e PDFs in the 3FS and in the 4FS are related by the matching conditions
f [4]i (µ2h) =
∑
j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
Ki j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [3]j (µ2h). (1.71)
By inserting this expression into eq. (1.70) we recover (1.68) up to power-suppressed contributions
provided ∑
i=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[4]i (0) ⊗ Ki j
(
m2h
Q2
)
= C[3,0]j
(
m2h
Q2
)
, (1.72)
where C[3,0]i is the 3FS massive coecient function with all power-suppressed terms set to zero.
e matching condition can therefore be computed simply by calculating DIS structure functions
in the 3FS and in the 4FS and expanding the result order by order in (the same) αs .
1.3.2 Combining xed order & resummation
e use of eq. (1.70) above threshold, combined with the 3FS results below threshold, leads to
the so-called Zero-Mass (ZM) scheme. Eq. (1.70) is appropriate only at scales much higher than
the heavy quark mass, but as it neglects all power-suppressed corrections it fails to reproduce
the xed-order calculations at the threshold. At that scale mass corrections are important and
should be restored, leading to a structure function
F [4](Q2,m2h) =
∑
i=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C˜[4]i
(
m2h
Q2
,α [4]s (Q2)
)
⊗ f [4]i (Q2) (1.73)
which depends on coecient functions C˜[4]i
(
m2h/Q2,α [4]s (Q2)
)
, which now include mass eects.
ere exist several prescriptions to reinstate the mass corrections, which lead to dierent
formulations of VFNSs6. e freedom to incorporate the mass corrections in the 4FS result
essentially derives from the assumption that the heavy-quark PDF is perturbatively generated and
vanishes at threshold. is is equivalent to imposing a boundary condition on the perturbative
evolution, as terms involving the heavy quarks in eq. (1.71) can be dropped. As a consequence,
various incarnations of VFNSs may dier by subleading terms which are small but nevertheless
present at any order in perturbation theory. As we will see in the next section, this ambiguity
is not present if the sum in eq. (1.71) runs also over the heavy quark.
Let us now briey summarize the main VFNS currently in use. For a review and a comparison
among these schemes, see e.g. sect. 22 of ref. [55].
6To distinguish them from the ZM scheme, these schemes are usually called General-Mass (GM) schemes.
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• ACOT. e ACOT scheme [54, 56–58] is based on a factorization theorem proven to all
orders by Collins [54] which can be considered as an extension of the massless MS scheme
to the massive case. e basic idea of this scheme is to retain full mass dependence in
the Wilson coecient; the coecient functions are obtained by using standard massless
collinear counterterms for massless partons, whilst massive collinear counterterms are used
for heavy quarks.
• S-ACOT. Under the assumption that the heavy-quark PDF is generated perturbatively,
the ACOT scheme can be simplied by moving power corrections between C[4]
h,h¯
and C[4]i
(i = д,q, q¯) without spoiling the formal accuracy in eq. (1.73). is freedom is used to obtain
a simplied version of the ACOT scheme in which the heavy quark Wilson coecients are
computed in the massless limit, C¯[4]
h,h¯
(
m2h/Q2
)
= C[4]
h,h¯
(0) [59] . By rescaling the heavy-quark
Bjorken x to take into account the massive heavy-quark kinematics one obtains a variant
of the scheme dubbed S-ACOT-χ [58, 60].
• FONLL. e original FONLL scheme [61, 62] is based on the observation that to obtain a
description of physical quantities valid both at threshold and at high energy it is sucient
to add the 3FS and the 4FS results and to subtract double counting. is way, the FONLL
scheme does not require novel factorization schemes as it is based on quantities calculated in
well-dened schemes. A phenomenological damping factor is then introduced to (articially)
suppress formally subleading contributions close to threshold. e scheme has been
extended to include contributions from initial-state massive quarks in ref. [1, 63]. If such
contributions are included, the FONLL scheme is formally equivalent to ACOT to all orders
in perturbation theory, whereas the original formulation is equivalent to S-ACOT [1].
• TR. e TR scheme [64] puts the emphasis on the threshold behaviour. e ambiguity
in the denition of the massive Wilson coecient is removed by requiring that physical
observables are continuous in the matching region. To this end, a formally higher-order, Q-
independent contribution is added to the massless result above threshold. As a consequence,
the result diers both from S-ACOT and ACOT by higher-order terms. e scheme has
been explicitly extended at NNLO in ref. [65] (TR′ scheme).
• BPT. Recently, an alternative scheme has been introduced in ref. [66] in the context
of bb¯H production using an eective eld theory (EFT) approach. EFTs are a standard
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tool to describe processes characterized by separate scales and are therefore particularly
convenient to describe processes with heavy quarks in the initial state. e scheme is
formally equivalent to S-ACOT and to the original formulation of FONLL.
We observe that another source of dierence among the VFNSs is related to the perturbative
counting. For instance, whilst ACOT-like schemes perform the perturbative counting in a standard
way by counting the explicit powers of αs in the coecient functions, in the TR schemes the
lowest non-vanishing orders in the 3FS and in the 4FS appear at the same time (i.e. the O(α0s )
quark-initiated contribution in the 4FS is combined with the O(α1s ) gluon-initiated contribution in
the 3FS). Similarly, the FONLL scheme exists in several incarnations, dubbed FONLL-A, FONLL-B,
FONLL-C. In FONLL-A and FONLL-C the counting is performed as in ACOT schemes, whereas
FONLL-B is an intermediate scheme which combines O(α2s ) massive contributions with O(αs )
massless contributions. e FONLL-B counting is somewhat similar to the perturbative counting
used in BPT, where the heavy quark PDF is formally treated as a quantity of order αs .
1.3.3 e curious case of the charm quark
Among heavy quarks, the charm plays a special role, since the value of the charm mass is
rather close to the scale where one would expect the non-perturbative behaviour to kick in.
For this reason, the assumption that the charm is perturbatively generated at threshold may
not be accurate, as it is possible that a non-vanishing charm distribution is generated by non-
perturbative eects. Over the years, various models of non-zero — ‘intrinsic’ — charm distributions
have been proposed (for a recent review, see [67]) and several aempts have been made to
obtain an empirical determination [68–73].
Ideally, one would like to allow for the possibility of an initial charm PDF at threshold, which
then evolves perturbatively to higher scales. e initial charm PDF would then be determined by
ing to data, like the light quark and the gluon PDFs. As we discussed in the previous section,
the various VFNSs typically assume that the heavy quark PDF is perturbatively generated above
threshold. erefore, if one wishes to include the charm PDF alongside the other PDFs, the VFNS
should be adequately modied. In this section we will focus on the FONLL scheme and we will
discuss how it can be extended to incorporate intrinsic heavy quark eects.
In the FONLL scheme, a generic structure function can be constructed as
FFONLL(Q2,m2h) = F [4](Q2, 0) + F [3](Q2,m2h) − F [3,0](Q2,m2h), (1.74)
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where the last term which subtracts the double counting is dened in term of the so-called
massless limit of the 3FS coecient functions introduced in eq. (1.72):
F [3,0](Q2,m2h) =
∑
i=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[3,0]i
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [3]i (Q2). (1.75)
e result is usually conveniently recast in a formula expressed in terms of the 4FS scheme
PDFs. In its original formulation, the assumption that the heavy quark PDF vanishes at thresh-
old allows one to write
f [3]i (Q2) =
∑
j=д,q,q¯
K˜−1i j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [4]j (Q2), (1.76)
where K˜i j is the inverse of the matching matrix dened in (1.71) in the subspace of the light
partons. In this case, the FONLL result can thus be wrien as (‘zIC’, standing for zero intrinsic
charm, stresses the assumption about the absence of an intrinsic component)
FFONLL(Q2,m2h)

zIC
=
∑
j=д,q,q¯
{ ∑
i=д,q,q¯
[
C[3]i
(
m2h
Q2
)
−C[3,0]i
(
m2h
Q2
)]
⊗ K˜−1i j
(
m2h
Q2
)}
⊗ f [4]j (Q2)
+
∑
j=д,q,q¯
C[4]j (0) ⊗ f [4]j (Q2) +
∑
j=h,h¯
C[4]j (0) ⊗ f [4]j (Q2). (1.77)
If the assumption that the heavy quark PDF is perturbatively generated at threshold is no
longer valid, one needs to construct the 3FS PDFs using the whole inverse of the matching matrix:
f [3]i (Q2) =
∑
j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
K−1i j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [4]j (Q2). (1.78)
and the FONLL result is
FFONLL(Q2,m2h) =
∑
i, j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
[
C[3]i
(
m2h
Q2
)
−C[3,0]i
(
m2h
Q2
)]
⊗ K−1i j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [4]j (Q2)
+
∑
i=д,q,q¯h,h¯
C[4]i (0) ⊗ f [4]j (Q2). (1.79)
However, as C[4]i and C
[3,0]
i are related by eq. (1.72), the dierence term vanishes identically,
and the expression is simply
FFONLL(Q2,m2h) =
∑
i, j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[3]i
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ K−1i j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [4]j (Q2)
≡
∑
j=д,q,q¯,h,h¯
C[4]j
(
m2h
Q2
)
⊗ f [4]j (Q2). (1.80)
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e coecient functions C[4]i (m2h/Q2) can be identied with the coecient functions dened
in the ACOT scheme, since the matching conditions K−1i j subtract order by order the unre-
summed collinear logarithms such that the convolution with the PDFs has a well-behaved
perturbative expansion.
e dierence between the result in eq. (1.80) and the original FONLL formulation (1.77)
can be cast in a particular compact form [1]
∆FIC(Q2,m2h) =
∑
h,h¯
[
C[4]i
(
m2h
Q2
)
−C[4]i (0)
]
⊗
f [4]i −
∑
k,l=д,q,q¯
Kik ⊗ K−1kl ⊗ f [4]l
 , (1.81)
which shows that the missing mass corrections in eq. (1.77) are entirely contained in the mass
dependence of the 4FS heavy quark-initiated contributions. Since ∆FIC becomes zero identically if
one sets C[4]
h,h¯
(m2h/Q2) → C[4]h,h¯(0), one can also see explicitly that the original FONLL formulation
of ref. [61] is equivalent order by order to S-ACOT [1].
Eq. (1.81) shows manifestly that ∆FIC is suppressed asm2h/Q2 atQ2 m2h . Nevertheless, ∆FIC
is generally O(1) at threshold, unless the heavy quark distribution is purely perturbative. In that
case, at the initial scale Q0 the dierence term is identically zero as eq. (1.76) can be used, whilst
for Q > Q0, and with the matching matrix truncated at order α js , we can see that
f [4]i (Q2) −
∑
k,l=д,q,q¯
Kik ⊗ K−1kl ⊗ f [4]l (Q2) ∼ O
(
α j+1s ln
j+1 m
2
h
Q2
)
, (1.82)
and so in absence of intrinsic heavy quark distributions ∆FIC is subleading at Q ∼ mh .
Whilst in the case of top and boom it is likely safe to assume that the heavy quark PDF
is purely perturbative, it is possible that in presence of intrinsic charm one should in principle
compute massive coecient functions with incoming charm, unless some assumptions are made on
the nature of the intrinsic charm density. For instance, if one assumes that the intrinsic contribution
isO(Λ2QCD/m2h), then∆FIC is formally suppressed byΛ2QCD/Q2 and is therefore a higher-twist eect,
beyond the accuracy of the factorization theorem. Recent analyses have suggested that the impact
of∆FIC is indeed small [72], though there is no conclusive evidence on the nature of intrinsic charm.
From a purely intuitive point of view, however, one could argue that the best accuracy is
obtained by VFNSs which respect particle kinematics, like the ACOT scheme. Since the calculation
of massive coecient functions is however rather cumbersome (currently, only theO(αs ) diagrams
with incoming heavy quarks are known [74, 75]), the accuracy of calculations in the presence of
intrinsic PDFs can be improved by restoring the massive kinematics in contributions computed in
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Figure 1.6: e charm structure function F c2 in dierent heavy quark schemes at NLO accuracy for two
dierent values of x , computed with PDFs from ref. [72]
the massless limit. In g. 1.6, we compare the charm structure function F c2 (the part of the structure
function in which the struck quark is a charm) at order αs , using as input a PDF set where the
charm density is ed to data and therefore can take non-zero values below the matching scale.
We observe that there are some dierences at large-x between S-ACOT and ACOT when Q ∼mc ,
mc being the charm mass, whereas S-ACOT-χ is always very close to ACOT7.
Whether one should adopt an empirical procedure, and thus determine the heavy quark PDF
from a t to experimental data, or a theoretical prejudice, by seing the heavy quark distribution in
the massive scheme to zero, depends on the heavy quark mass and on the precision of the existing
data. e charm mass is suciently close to ΛQCD and the experimental data are suciently
precise that the empirical approach may prove necessary. Since the dierences between schemes
which respect particle kinematics and those which do not are non-negligible, the use of a VFNS
which allows for possible eects due to an intrinsic charm component in the proton may be
preferable in view of applications to PDF determination.
7ere are several prescriptions for χ -rescaling in the literature. Here we restore the massive kinematics by
replacing the integrals of the form x
∫1
x dz f (z)C(x/z) which appear in the computation of the heavy-quark initiated
contribution in the massless scheme with χ
∫1
χ dz f (z)C(χ/z), where χ = x(1 + 4m2c/Q2). With this prescription,
S-ACOT-χ and ACOT coincide at order α0s .
È la somma che fa il totale.
— Toto`, Toto`, Fabrizi e i giovani d’oggi
2
Resummation(s)
Fixed-order perturbation theory is based on a simple idea: theoretical predictions requirethe calculation of a nite number of terms in the perturbative expansion, since higher-order
terms get progressively smaller and can be neglected once the desired accuracy is reached1.
Sometimes, however, (logarithmically)-enhanced contributions appear at all orders and spoil
the convergence of the perturbative series. When this happens, it is necessary to reorganize
the perturbative expansion and perform an all-order summation of the enhanced terms. is
procedure is called resummation.
Resummed calculations are typically needed in processes which depend on more than one scale.
In such cases, the perturbative coecients present a single, or double, logarithmic dependence on
the ratio R of the scales involved, i.e. terms of the form (αs lnR)n or (αs ln2 R)n appear at all orders.
If lnR gets suciently large, these contributions are of order one and must be systematically
summed to all orders to obtain reliable predictions. We have already discussed such a typical large
logarithmic enhancement: collinear logarithms of the ratio µF/Q0 appear when one considers
DGLAP evolution from an initial scale Q0 to the factorization scale µF. ese single-logarithmic
contributions do not appear explicitly in perturbative calculations, as they are resummed to all
orders in the parton densities by DGLAP evolution.
Dierent large logarithms are associated to the brehmsstrahlung spectrum of so gluons.
So gluons can be radiated collinearly and lead to a double-logarithmic enhancement in the
1is idea has an underlying assumption, that is the convergence of the series. Nevertheless, it is well known that
in quantum eld theory perturbative expansions are generally divergent [76,77]. In particular, in QCD the perturbative
coecients display a factorial growth (renormalons); as a consequence, non-perturbative corrections are needed to
dene the theory unambiguosly. See e.g. ref. [78] for a thorough review on renormalon ambiguity.
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partonic cross section. As we will see in sect. 2.1, these so (or Sudakov) logarithms appear
because in spite of the KLN theorem real and virtual contributions can become highly unbalanced.
Another class of logarithms appears when the hard scale of the collision Q is much smaller
than the energy of the centre of mass of the collision
√
s . In this case, the physical mechanism
responsible for the single-logarithmic enhancement is the multiple gluon radiation over the
wide rapidity gap which is present at high energy. Resummation of small-x (x = Q/√s), or
high-energy, logarithms will be discussed in sect. 2.2.
2.1 Sudakov resummation
In chapter 1 we have seen how cancellation theorems guarantee the cancellation of so gluon
singularities for IRC safe observables. ese theorems state in formal terms that since particle
detectors have a nite energy resolution, (inclusive enough) observables are not sensitive to
arbitrary so radiation in the nal state; this undetected real gluon emission cancels exactly the
singularities which appear in virtual contributions. However, despite the explicit cancellation of
singularities, real and virtual contributions can become highly unbalanced in processes where the
real radiation is strongly constrained by kinematics, and large logarithms appear as a le-over
of the real-virtual cancellation of IRC divergences. Typically, this happens for processes at the
exclusive boundary of the phase space, or when restrictive cuts are applied, for instance to increase
the sensitivity in experimental searches. To rescue the predictive power of perturbation theory,
these logarithmically-enhanced terms must be resummed to all orders.
2.1.1 Sudakov double logarithms
Let us illustrate the situation with an example. Consider a generic infrared and collinear safe
observable v and assume without loss of generality that it is dimensionless and that 0 < v < 1.
We want to assess how the emission of so-gluon radiation aects a distribution or cross section
σ (n) at the next perturbative order. If 1 − z denotes the fraction of energy carried by unobserved
so particles in the nal state, the real gluon emission probability can be wrien as (see e.g. [79])
dwreal(z)
dz
= 2C
αs
pi
1
1 − z ln
1
1 − zΘ(1 − z − η), (2.1)
where C is a (colour) coecient which depends on the process. Eq. (2.1) is valid in the so and
collinear limit, and we can recognize the double logarithmic divergence discussed in sect. 1.1.3
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due to the combination of the brehmsstrahlung spectrum dEд/Eд and the angular distribu-
tion dθ 2/θ 2 for collinear radiation. An (unphysical) lower cut-o η has been introduced to
regularize the divergence.
One has to include also contributions from virtual emissions, whose probability can be wrien
as
dwvirt(z)
dz
= −2Cαs
pi
δ (1 − z)
∫ 1−η
0
dζ
1 − ζ ln
1
1 − ζ . (2.2)
If taken separately, real and virtual contributions are divergent. However, in case of infrared and
collinear safe observables the total emission probability is nite and one can take the limit η → 0:
dw(z)
dz
= lim
η→0
[
dwreal(z)
dz
+
dwvirt(z)
dz
]
= 2C
αs
pi
(
1
1 − z ln
1
1 − z
)
+
. (2.3)
In particular, if the emission probability is integrated from z = 0 up to z = 1 we have that∫ 1
0
dz
dw(z)
dz
= 0. (2.4)
In physical processes, however, kinematic constraints may unbalance virtual and real contri-
butions, for instance if the real emission becomes strongly suppressed. As a consequence, the
coecients of the perturbative expansion can develop singularities. Let us consider the case
of an observable v which increases in the presence of so radiation, such that the emission
of a so gluon with energy fraction 1 − z leads to an enhancement δv = O(1 − z). In the
so limit, σ (n+1) can be wrien as
σ (n+1)(v) =
∫v
0
dy σ (n)(v − y)
(
dw(z)
dz
)
z=1−y
+ . . . . (2.5)
For an observable which increases if so partons are radiated, real emission is hampered in the
region v → 0. In this limit the partonic cross section therefore develops a divergent contribution:
σ (n+1)(v) ∼
v→0 −C
αs
pi
σ (n)(v) ln2v + . . . . (2.6)
e double-logarithmic behaviour is known as Sudakov suppression [80] (so-non collinear
and hard-collinear contributions develop at most a single-logarithmic contribution). When
v → 0, these logarithms can become large and the cross section can become negative even in
the perturbative regime αs  1. is example shows that, despite the cancellation theorems of
IR singularities, so gluon eects can still be large if real and virtual terms are kinematically
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unbalanced2. As a consequence, xed-order predictions are marred by infrared logarithms and
all-order calculations are necessary to get reliable results.
Sudakov logarithms occur in a variety of observables, such as event-shape distributions
in e+e− annihilation, like thrust 1 − T , C-parameter or heavy jet mass ρH . Fairly obviously,
so-gluon radiation also aects observables in hadron collisions. Primary examples are the
production of a system of high invariant mass close to threshold (where 1 − v ∼ M/√s) and
the cumulative cross section
Σ(v) ≡
∫v
0
dv ′
dσ (v ′)
dv ′
(2.7)
for the distribution of the transverse momentum pt in colour-singlet production, wherev ∼ pT /M .
e rst studies for the all-order resummation of Sudakov logarithms for transverse-momentum
distributions and for hard processes near threshold started about four decades ago [81, 82], and
various techniques to achieve the resummation of the logarithmically-enhanced terms have since
been proposed. A categorization of the dierent techniques is open to more than one interpretation
and necessarily bears some elements of subjectivity. In a broad sense, one can recognize a chiey
European/Russian school and a chiey American school. e former places the emphasis on the
properties of the QCD matrix elements and of gluon radiation (angular ordering and coherence),
whereas the laer exploits the factorization properties of the observable in the singular regions of
phase space and the associated RG evolution equation to obtain resummed expressions to any
logarithmic order. In both cases, however, the all-order resummation of infrared logarithms is
based on dynamic and kinematic factorization properties of the observable. anks to gauge
invariance and unitarity, multi-gluons amplitudes in the so limit can be factorized into universal
contributions. However, kinematic factorization is process-dependent and is usually performed
separately for each observable. Factorization is typically obtained in a suitable conjugate space,
where the phase-space constraints can be tamed.
A more recent approach to resummation, partially related to the American school, is based
on methods of So-Collinear Eective eory [83, 84, 84–88] (SCET), an eective theory of
QCD constructed to describe in detail so and collinear radiation (see [89] for a recent review).
Similarly to the American school initiated by Sterman et al., the starting point is the derivation
of a factorization theorem in terms of so, collinear, and hard contributions. e associated
2ough here we have discussed singularities at the exclusive boundary of phase-space, singularities due to
so-gluon emission can also appear inside the physical region of phase space and give rise to so-called Sudakov
shoulders [79].
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RGEs are also in this case usually solved in a conjugate space where the factorization is manifest.
Unlike Sterman’s approach, however, the factorization of the relevant modes is assumed already
at the level of an eective Lagrangian.
Here we use the examples of threshold and transverse-momentum resummation to introduce
and compare some features of these three approaches. Finally, we will introduce an alternative
approach to resummation, which is based on the coherent branching formalism introduced
by Catani, Marchesini and Webber [90] and overcomes the need for observable-dependent
factorization theorems by performing the resummation in direct space.
2.1.2 Logarithmic accuracy
Resummation is a reorganization of the perturbative expansion in which classes of logarithms are
summed at all orders. e accuracy of a resummed calculation is therefore determined by the
number of terms which are correctly predicted. In the literature several conventions are being
used to dene the logarithmic accuracy, which may sometimes be potentially confusing [91].
We briey review some common denitions in this section.
For deniteness, we consider a generic (dimensionless) observable σ˜ in the conjugate space
where it factorizes, and we write its all-order structure as
σ˜ (ν ) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
αns
2n∑
m=1
cnm ln
m(ν ) + . . . , (2.8)
where ν is the conjugate variable of v and the dots indicate non-singular terms. As we shall see
below, for many observables the dominant class of logarithms exponentiates, σ˜ (ν ) ≈ eO(αs ln2(ν )).
In these cases, it is therefore natural to write the observable in exponential form
σ˜ (ν ) = д0(αs ) exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
αns
n+1∑
m=1
bnm ln
m(ν )
]
+ . . . , (2.9)
and to perform the counting at the level of the exponent. Here the dots denote the non-singular
terms and the function д0 has an expansion in αs independent of logarithms:
д0(αs ) = 1 + д01αs + д02α2s + O(α3s ). (2.10)
e counting at the exponent is widely used in the literature and we shall use it throughout
this thesis when discussing Sudakov resummation. e accuracy is determined by the classes of
terms which are correctly predicted in eq. (2.9). Leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy is achieved
if the tower of terms bnm with m = n + 1 is correctly predicted; next-to-leading logarithmic
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Notation′ Notation* cnm bnm Natural matching
LL LL m = 2n m = n + 1 LO
NLL NLL* 2n − 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n n ≤ m ≤ n + 1 LO
NLL′ NLL 2n − 2 ≤ m ≤ 2n n ≤ m ≤ n + 1 NLO
NNLL NNLL* 2n − 3 ≤ m ≤ 2n n − 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 NLO
NNLL′ NNLL 2n − 4 ≤ m ≤ 2n n − 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 NNLO
N3LL N3LL* 2n − 5 ≤ m ≤ 2n n − 2 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 NNLO
N3LL′ N3LL 2n − 6 ≤ m ≤ 2n n − 2 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 N3LO
Table 2.1: Orders of logarithmic approximations in resummed computations. We report in the rst two
columns the logarithmic accuracy in the primed and in the starred notation, corresponding to the inclusion
in the coecient function of terms as given in the third and fourth column.
(NLL) accuracy if also the terms with m = n are under control; generally, at NkLL accuracy
all the terms with n − k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 are known. is counting is appropriate when the
logarithmic terms dominate the perturbative expansion and extends the region of applicability of
perturbative QCD to the region αs ln(ν ) . 1 (whereas a naive expansion in eq. (2.8) is accurate
in the more restricted region αs ln2(ν ) . 1). is way, the LL terms are order 1/αs , NLL are
of order 1, NNLL are of order αs , and so on.
Within this counting, the order αs term of the constant function д0 is formally NNLL. However,
since the organization of the constant terms diers from the exponentiated ones, it is possible to
perform an alternative counting — the so-called ‘primed’ counting — in which д01 enters already
at NLL′. By comparing eq. (2.8) and (2.9) one can see that in the primed counting an additional
tower of logarithms is included at the level of σ˜ (ν ) (see table 2.1), which increases the logarithmic
accuracy by ‘half’ a logarithmic order (for instance, the coecient of α2sL2 is correctly predicted
only if д01 is included). e primed counting is more appropriate in the transition region where
the non-singular terms become of the same order of the logarithms and the inclusion of the next
order of д0 can capture the bulk of the next logarithmic order accuracy. If the primed counting
is used, the resummed expression at NkLL′ accuracy contains ingredients at the same order of
NkLO computation; therefore, it is natural to match NkLL′ results to NkLO, whereas the natural
matching for the unprimed counting is NkLL to Nk−1LO3.
e notation of ‘primed’ and ‘unprimed’ accuracy, however, was only rather recently in-
troduced in the literature. In particular, the unprimed notation has been used — and is still
widely used — to denote resummation performed both at primed and unprimed accuracy. is
lead some authors to introduce a parallel notation, where the unprimed notation is denoted
3Note that this statement is true as long as an additive matching is performed; in multiplicative schemes [92–94],
NkLO ingredients are automatically retrieved in the matching procedure and the natural matching is NkLO+NkLL.
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by a star, which we report it in table 2.1 for completeness. Unless otherwise stated, we shall
adopt the primed-unprimed notation.
Finally, let us notice that subleading ambiguities can aect calculations performed at the same
formal logarithmic accuracy. For instance, since the logarithmic accuracy is typically dened in
conjugate space, the inverse transform may introduce subleading terms, which in some cases
can have a non-negligible impact on phenomenological predictions. We will briey discuss this
issue in the next section, and we will come back to it in chapter 4.
2.1.3 reshold resummation
Let us consider the inclusive production of a system with high invariant mass M . ough so
gluons have generally a small eect as they do not signicantly modify the kinematics of the
process, they become important near the production threshold M2/s → 1, where √s is the
hadronic centre-of-mass energy. In this region gluon emission is strongly suppressed, as even
a small amount of energy spent in so radiation can signicantly reduce the available energy.
Since radiation eects are already included in the PDFs when solving the DGLAP equation, the
sign of the correction due to so radiation is generally scheme-dependent; in the MS scheme,
gluon emission does not modify the evolution of the parton densities and enhances the coecient
functions [95–97]. In particular, each extra emission contributes with a double logarithm of the
form αs ln2(1−z), enhancing the xed-order perturbative calculation. ese contributions become
progressively large approaching the kinematic threshold and must be resummed to all orders.
It is important to observe that these resummed contributions aect the coecient functions
rather than the hadronic cross section. As a consequence, so contributions can be sizeable
also far from the hadronic threshold. Since the parton densities are strongly suppressed at
large x , in the convolution integral eq. (1.43) the coecient functions are typically evaluated
much closer to partonic threshold than the hadronic cross section as the dominant value of
sˆ = x1x2s is considerably smaller than s [98].
reshold resummation is a classic problem, which has been extensively studied in the past
decades. Resummation formulæ were rst obtained using factorization techniques by Sterman [99]
or a direct diagrammatic approach by Catani and Trentadue [100] which lead to equivalent
results [97, 101]. Since then, several resummation techniques have been developed and a large
variety of observables has been resummed to high logarithmic accuracy. reshold resummation
is currently known up to N3LL′ accuracy (with the exception of the four-loop cusp anomalous
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dimension, see below) for DIS [102], Higgs [2, 103–105], Drell-Yan [104, 106–108], and several
other processes such as tt¯ production are known up to NNLL′ accuracy [109, 110]. Most of
these resummations were performed with traditional techniques, in what has been sometimes
called a direct QCD (dQCD) approach. More recently, alternative formulations based on SCET
methods have been derived, which have been shown to be analytically equivalent with the results
obtained with the more traditional formalisms [91, 111–114], despite the dierent treatment of
the subleading terms in the two approaches may lead to appreciable dierences at the level of
phenomenological predictions [114]. Here we shall briey review the Catani-Trentadue approach
and the one by Sterman, considering the case of colour-singlet production close to threshold.
We will nally compare the traditional formulation with the resummation performed in the
SCET framework of refs. [115–117].
Let us start by discussing the resummation within the Catani-Trentadue approach. We follow
a simplied argument [118] which nevertheless captures the original argument of ref. [100] based
on properties of QCD dynamics. e starting point is the cross section for the production of a
colourless system of mass M which according to eq. (1.43) can be wrien as
σ˜ (τ ,M2) = 1
τσ0
σ (τ ,M2) =
∫ 1
τ
dz
z
L
(τ
z
)
C(z,M2), (2.11)
where for the sake of simplicity we omit the sum over partons and we take resummation and
factorization scales to be equal to M . In eq. (2.11) we dene a dimensionless cross section σ˜ (τ ,M2)
in terms of the Born cross section σ0 and τ = M2/s , where √s is the centre-of-mass energy.
In the threshold limit τ → 1 the convolution integral is constrained by energy conservation
towards z = 1. erefore, at the lowest logarithmic order the coecient function C(z,M2) is
dominated by the so-gluon emission probability eq. (2.3) and
C(z,M2) = δ (1 − z) +
∞∑
n=1
∫ 1
0
dz1 . . .dzn
dwn(z1, . . . zn)
dz1 · · ·dzn Θ
(n)
PS (z; z1, · · · zn), (2.12)
where dwn is the multi-gluon emission probability and Θ(n)PS generically denotes the available
phase-space region for the process under consideration.
In the so and collinear limit, due to properties of gauge invariance and unitarity, the most
singular part of the multi-gluon emission probability factorizes (see e.g. [119])
dwn(z1, . . . zn)
dz1 · · ·dzn '
1
n!
n∏
i=1
dw(zi )
dzi
. (2.13)
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In a non-abelian theory like QCD gluons carry colour charge; gluon correlations are present and
can spoil the picture. e eikonal approximation eq. (2.13) nevertheless allows one to compute
exactly the leading contributions, since at this accuracy higher-order gluon correlations for real
and virtual corrections cancel by gauge invariance [120, 121]. In case of total cross sections, the
phase space is constrained by longitudinal momentum conservation
Θ(n)PS (z; z1, · · · zn) = δ (z − z1 · · · zn). (2.14)
is kinematic constraint is factorized exactly by considering the Mellin transform∫ 1
0
dz zN−1δ (z − z1 · · · zn) = zN−11 · · · zN−1n ; (2.15)
as a consequence, using eq. (2.13) and eq. (2.15), the coecient function exponentiates in N space:
Cres(N ,M2) = exp
[∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
dw(z)
dz
]
= exp
[
2C
αs
pi
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
(
1
1 − z ln
1
1 − z
)
+
]
'
N1
exp
[
−Cαs
pi
ln2 N + O(αs lnN )
]
.
(2.16)
In our derivation we have neglected running coupling eects; these can be taken into account
by observing that the transverse momenta of the gluons x the proper scale at which αs should
be evaluated, thereby extending the accuracy to LL at the exponent
Cres(N ,M2) = exp
[
2C
pi
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
(
1
1 − z
∫M2(1−z)
M2
dµ2
µ2
αs (µ2)
)
+
]
. (2.17)
We notice that eq. (2.17) is ill-dened, since by integrating up to z = 1 one hits the Landau
pole at z = 1 − Λ
2
QCD
M2 . However, the integrand can be expanded in powers of αs (M2) such that
for each term the Mellin transform is well dened. e resulting series is divergent; however,
by keeping only the leading-power contributions in the large-N limit one obtains a summable
series, which leads to a nite result in N -space.
e result we have obtained is valid up to LL accuracy; at higher logarithmic orders the
coecient function takes the form
Cres(N ,M2) = д¯0(αs (M2))
× exp
{∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
[
1
1 − z
(∫M2(1−z)2
M2
dµ2
µ2
2Acusp
(
αs (µ2)
)
+ D
(
αs ([1 − z]2M2)
))]
+
}
= д¯0(αs (M2) exp S¯(αs (M2),N ), (2.18)
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which correctly includes also subleading gluon-correlation eects [100]. e functions д¯0,
Acusp, and D admit a perturbative expansion in αs , with д¯0(0) = 1 and Acusp(0) = D(0) = 0.
e function Acusp (cusp anomalous dimension) is the numerator of the divergent part of the
relevant diagonal Altarelli-Parisi spliing function (Pдд for Higgs boson production, or Pqq
for Drell-Yan pair production)
P(z,αs ) =
Acusp(αs )
(1 − z)+ + B(αs )δ (1 − z) + O
((1 − z)0) , (2.19)
and embodies the eect of so-collinear radiation, whilst the process-dependent function D
contains the eects due to so non-collinear radiation. e knowledge of the coecient A(1)cusp
leads to the resummation of the LL terms; knowledge of {A(1)cusp,A(2)cusp,D(1)} allows one to resum
the NLL terms, etc. e function Acusp and the function D for a variety of processes are currently
known analytically at three loops (see for instance [102, 106, 107]), whereas the four-loop cusp
anomalous dimension has only recently been computed numerically [122, 123]; to achieve N3LL
accuracy, the coecient A(4)cusp has been sometimes estimated with a Pade´ approximant [102].
e Mellin integrals in eq. (2.18) are frequently evaluated in the large-N limit, thereby keeping
only those contributions which do not vanish at large N and behave as powers of lnN . In this
limit, the resummed coecient function can be wrien as
Cres(N ,M2) = дˆ0(αs (M2)) exp
{∫M2/N¯ 2
M2
dµ2
µ2
[
Acusp
(
αs (µ2)
)
ln
M2
µ2N¯ 2
+ Dˆ
(
αs (M2)
) ]}
, (2.20)
where N¯ = NeγE , and the relation between the perturbative expansions of the functions in
eqs. (2.18,2.20) can be computed perturbatively [66,112,114]. Usually, eq. (2.20) is rewrien as [100]
CN -so = д0(αs )
[
1
αs
д1(αs lnN ) + д2(αs lnN ) + αsд3(αs lnN ) + . . .
]
, (2.21)
where the functions дi (αs lnN ) with i ≥ 1 resum αns lnn N contributions to all orders in perturba-
tion theory and can be derived by computing the integrals as an expansion in powers of αs at
xed αs lnN . e functions дi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 can be found for several processes in ref. [102]. We
note that the two expressions eqs. (2.21) and (2.18) dier by subleading terms, as in eq. (2.21) all N -
independent terms are included in д0, whereas in eq. (2.18) some constant terms are exponentiated.
e relation between д0 and д¯0 is detailed for instance in ref. [124]. In eq. (2.21) the subscript
N -so stresses that the result is obtained in the large-N limit. Other resummation schemes, which
are equivalent to the N -so scheme in the N →∞ limit, but which preserve the analytic structure
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of the xed-order coecient functions at nite N , have also been considered [103, 124–126] and
will be introduced in chapter 4, where we also discuss the exponentiation of the constants.
e result eq. (2.21) corresponds to the result found by Sterman in [99] using factorization
and RGE arguments (for a review of Sterman’s method, see [127, 128]). Sterman’s derivation
starts from a re-factorization of the partonic cross section in the limit 1 − z → 0, which in
this limit can be wrien as
C(z,M2, µ2F) = H (µ2F) S˜
(
z, µ2F, ln
M2(1 − z)
µ2F
)
+ O((1 − z)0) (2.22)
where µF is a factorization scale, H is an infrared-safe function which does not depend on z, and
the so function S , whose denition requires the concept of Wilson lines4, has a perturbative
expansion in αs and contains large logarithms of ln M
2(1−z)
µ2F
.
We learned in chapter 1 that whenever there is factorization there is evolution, and wherever
there is evolution, there is resummation. e Mellin transform of the so function S˜
(
N , µ2F,L
)
,
where L is ln M2µ2F N¯ 2
, obeys the RGE
d
d ln µ
S˜
(
N , µ2,L
)
= −2Acusp(αs (µ2)) ln M
2
N¯ 2µ2
− 2γW (αs (µ2)) (2.23)
whereγW is a process-dependent anomalous dimension. e resummation formula can be obtained
by solving the RGE (2.23) and the associated RGE for the parton densities in the large-N limit
µ
∂
∂µ
ln f (N , µ) = −2Acusp(αs (µ2)) ln N¯ + B(αs (µ2)), (2.24)
where B is the coecient of the δ (1 − x) term of the relevant Altarelli-Parisi spliing functions,
see eq. (2.19). e large logarithms in the so function can be resummed to all orders by solving
the RGE (2.23) from a scale M/N¯ to the factorization scale µF:
S˜
(
N , µ2F,L
)
= S˜(N ,M2/N¯ 2, 0) exp
{∫ µF
M/N¯
dµ ′
µ ′
(
2Acusp ln
µ ′2N¯ 2
M2
− 2γW (αs (µ ′2))
)}
, (2.25)
whereas the solution of eq. (2.24) is
f (N , µF) = f (N ,M) exp
[∫ µF
M
dµ ′
µ ′
(−2Acusp(αs (µ ′2)) ln N¯ + B(αs (µ ′2)))
]
. (2.26)
By combining the two RGEs and absorbing the µF dependence associated to B into the short-
distance function H , the N -space partonic coecient function can be reduced to the large-
N result eq. (2.21) [101].
4ese are theoretical objects which encode the coupling of so gluons to a single parton neglecting recoil eects,
and therefore provide a natural building block for the denition of cross sections in the so (or eikonal) limit (see
e.g. [129]).
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To obtain the resummed cross section in direct space one has to compute the inverse Mellin
transform of the resummed Mellin space expression
σ˜ (τ ,M2) = 1
2pii
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dN τ−NL(N )CN -so(N ,M2). (2.27)
However, such an inverse transform does not exist. Indeed, the functions дi in eq. (2.21) have
a branch cut in the complex N plane along the real axis for N ≥ NL , where NL = exp 12αs β0 .
As Mellin transforms always have a convergence abscissa,CN -so(N ,M2) cannot be the Mellin
transform of any function. A simple solution is provided by the minimal prescription (MP) [130].
e MP denes the resummed cross section in direct space by computing the integral in eq. (2.27)
with an abscissa cMP which lies between the rightmost singularity in eq. (2.27), but to the le of
the branch cut. e slope of the integration path is then bent to ensure numerical stability. e
resulting cross section is nite and converges asymptotically to the sum of the divergent series
obtained by expanding the coecient function in N -space in powers of αs and performing a Mellin
transform of each term. Alternatively, one can consider the Borel sum of the divergent series [131].
A dierent approach to threshold resummation, which provides an alternative solution to the
Landau pole problem, is based on the framework of so-collinear eective theories. Within the
SCET formalism, hard, collinear and so modes are integrated out in a series of matching steps.
is allows one to write the coecient function in a factorized form in terms of a so and a hard
function, in complete analogy to eq. (2.22). As we have discussed above, these functions obey a RGE
which can be solved in a closed form. However, the procedure to solve the RGE and the choice of
scales dier from the traditional dQCD formalism. In particular, the so and the hard function are
evaluated at a so scale µS and a hard scale µH, respectively, and the coecient function eq. (2.22)
is supplemented with an evolution factor U (µ2H, µ2S, µ2F) to the common factorization scale µF.
anks to the introduction of the so scale µS the resummed coecient function can be
wrien in z space, without hiing the Landau pole:
C(z,M2, µ2F) = H (µ2H)U (µ2H, µ2S, µ2F)s˜
(
ln
M2
µ2S
+ ∂η , µ
2
S
)
z−η
(1 − z)1−2η
e2γη
Γ(2η) ,
where
η = −2
∫ µ2F
µ2S
dµ2
µ2
Acusp
(
α(µ2)) , (2.28)
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and s˜ is a process-dependent so function, related to S˜ in eq. (2.22), which admits a perturbative
expansion in powers of αs . e evolution factor U depends on several anomalous dimensions,
but takes a simple form if the hard scale µH and the factorization scale µF are set to M :
U (M2, µ2S) = exp
{
−
∫ µ2S
M2
dµ2
µ2
[
Acusp(αs (µ2)) ln µ
2
M2
− γW (αs (µ2))
]}
. (2.29)
In actual computations the so scale has to be set to a particular value to avoid a reappearance
of the Landau pole. For instance, if µS ∝ M(1 − z) the Landau pole is present when computing the
convolution integral [132]. In the approach of refs. [115–117] the so scale is instead proportional
to a hadronic scale, µS ∝ M(1 − τ ). With this choice, the coecient function is free from the
Landau pole and the integral over z can be performed, leading to a well-dened result. e
hadronic cross section, however, no longer factorizes when taking a Mellin transform, though the
impact of these factorization-violating terms are negligible [114]. is is perhaps not surprising,
as not even the MP is a convolution, since it includes terms exponentially suppressed in Λ2QCD/M2
in the z ≥ 1 region [133,134]. is conrms that any nite denition of the all-order cross section
requires the introduction of non-perturbative eects to regularize the Landau pole.
e SCET result can be recovered (up to subleading and power-suppressed terms) by ma-
nipulating the dQCD result eq. (2.20) and inserting a dependence on an extra scale µS [114].
However, these contributions can be important if resummation predictions are used to improve
the accuracy of perturbative calculations far from threshold, as in Higgs production in gluon
fusion [2,114]. Subleading terms can therefore have a non-negligible impact in phenomenological
applications. eir eect can be used to assess more robustly the perturbative uncertainty from
missing higher orders, as we shall discuss in chapter 4.
2.1.4 Transverse-momentum resummation
Another classical example of an observable which is aected by large Sudakov logarithms is
the transverse-momentum distribution of systems with a high invariant mass M  pt , where
the transverse momentum pt vanishes at the Born level. In these systems – for instance, Higgs
boson or Drell-Yan pair production — the LO transverse-momentum distribution is strongly
peaked at pt = 0; therefore, if the heavy system is produced with a transverse momentum much
smaller than M the emission of real radiation is strongly suppressed and cannot balance the
virtual contributions. Double logarithms of pt/M appear at all orders and the convergence
of the series is spoiled at small pt .
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e resummation for transverse-momentum distributions is particularly delicate as pt is a
vectorial quantity. A naive exponentiation of the most leading logarithmic contributions at small
pt leads to a cross section which is exponentially suppressed in the limit pt → 0 (the so-called
DDT formula [82]). is formula was obtained by considering the leading so and collinear
contributions from a ensemble of n gluons whose transverse momenta kt,i are strongly ordered:
k2t,n  · · ·  k2t,2  k2t,1 . p2t  s . (2.30)
As a consequence, the cross section becomes naturally suppressed if pt  M as there is no
phase space le for so gluon production.
is is not the only mechanism, however, which leads to a system with small transverse
momentum. Indeed, the only requirement for having a system with pt ∼ 0 is that the vectorial
sum
∑n
i=1
®kt,i is small. In a seminal work, Parisi and Petronzio showed that around and below
the peak of the distribution, kinematic cancellations become predominant, and the spectrum
vanishes as dσ/dpt ∼ pt rather than exponentially [135]. In their paper, Parisi and Petronzio
suggested to perform the resummation in the impact-parameter (b) space where the two competing
eects leading to a vanishing pt are correctly handled through a Fourier transform. In Fourier
space, the phase-space constraint factorizes,
ΘPS(®pt , ®kt,1, . . . ®kt,n) = δ (2)
(
®pt −
n∑
i=1
®kt,i
)
=
∫
d2b
1
4pi 2
ei
®b · ®pt
n∏
i=1
e−i ®b · ®kt,i , (2.31)
and transverse-momentum conservation is respected.
Using the b-space formulation, Collins, Soper and Sterman (CSS) established a formalism to
resum the transverse momentum in Drell-Yan pair production in ref. [136]. As with the case of
threshold resummation in the Sterman’s approach, the starting point is a re-factorization of the
dierential cross section, to identify the main integration regions for the parton momenta. In the
formalism of ref. [136], the partonic cross section is wrien as a convolution of parton-in-parton
distributions Pi/j (x , ®k), at momentum fraction x and transverse momentum ®k , with an additional
eikonal function U which describes coherent so-gluon emission [137–140],
dσab→F
dM2dp2T
'
∑
c
σˆ (0)cc¯→F (M2) Hcc¯ (M)
∫
dxad
2®ka Pc/a(xa , ®ka ,M)
∫
dxbd
2®kb Pc¯/b (xb , ®kb ,M)
×
∫
d2®q Ucc¯ (®q) δ (M2 − xaxbs) δ (2)
(
®pt + ®q − ®ka − ®kb
)
, (2.32)
where σˆ (0)cc¯→F is the LO cross section for the process cc¯ → F , where F can be a electroweak
boson (Drell-Yan pair production, c, c¯ = q, q¯) or a Higgs boson (c, c¯ = д,д). e factor Hcc¯ (M) =
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1 + O(αs (M)) absorbs hard-gluon corrections and is computable in perturbation theory. Under
Fourier transform, the cross section factorizes and RGEs are developed for the separate pieces
and solved. In b-space, the logarithms of pt/M become logarithms of bM and exponentiate. e
nal result is usually wrien as (here we use the notation of ref. [141])
dσpp→F
dM2dpt
=
∑
a,b
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2 fa/h1(x1, µ2F)fb/h2(x2, µ2F)
∫∞
0
db bpt J0(ptb)∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz1dz2Cca(αs (b20/b2), z1)Cc¯b (αs (b20/b2), z2)δ (M2 − z1z2x1x2s)
σˆ (0)cc¯→F (M)HCSS(M) exp
{−RCSS,c (b)} , (2.33)
where the Bessel function J0 descends from the integration over the azimuthal angles in eq. (2.31)
and b0 = 2e−γE . e Sudakov form factor RCSS(b) is dened as
RCSS,c (b) =
∫M2
b20/b2
dk2t
k2t
R′CSS,c (kt ) =
∫M2
b20/b2
dk2t
k2t
(
ACSS,c (αs (k2t )) ln
M2
k2t
+ BCSS,c (αs (k2t ))
)
. (2.34)
e anomalous dimensions ACSS,c and BCSS,c , the coecient functionsCab (αs , z), and the process-
dependent hard function HCSS admit an expansion in the strong coupling
ACSS,c (αs ) =
4∑
n=1
(αs
pi
)n
A(n)CSS,c , BCSS,c (αs ) =
3∑
n=1
(αs
pi
)n
B(n)CSS,c ,
Cab (αs , z) = δabδ (1 − z) +
∞∑
n=1
(αs
pi
)n
C(n)ab (z), HCSS(M) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
(
αs (M2)
pi
)n
H (n)CSS(M). (2.35)
Currently, all the ingredients to perform resummation up to N3LL accuracy are known analyti-
cally5 [143–147], except for the cusp anomalous dimension A(4)cusp which enters in the expression
for A(4)CSS and is known only numerically. Using the b-space formulation, the pt spectrum for
colour-singlet production has been resummed up to NNLL accuracy both for Higgs [148] and
for Drell-Yan pair production [149, 150]. Results with the same accuracy have been obtained
also in refs. [151–153] where the factorization theorem for the pt spectrum has been re-derived
within a SCET approach. Recently, N3LL results for the Higgs transverse momentum have been
obtained in the SCET framework in ref. [154]. Combined threshold and transverse-momentum
resummation have been considered in refs. [155–157] and more recently in refs. [158–160].
To obtain theoretical predictions, one has to compute the integral over the impact parameter b
in eq. (2.33). However, analogously to the threshold resummation case, the integral hits the Landau
5At suciently high accuracy one needs to include also the contribution from the gluon collinear correlation
functions G, which gives a contribution analogous to the one in eq. (2.33) with the coecient functions C replaced by
G. ese contributions have a quantum-mechanical origin and are related to spin correlations in the gluon fusion
hard-scaering subprocess [142].
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pole at large values of b. As a consequence, it is necessary to introduce a prescription to regularize
the integral if one were to compute it for arbitrary values of pT . Several solutions have been
proposed in the literature. In the b∗-prescription [136] the impact parameter is ‘frozen’ at a value
b∗ =
b√
1 + (b/blim)2
, b∗ < blim, (2.36)
where the separation between perturbative and non-perturbative regimes is set by the parameter
blim ∼ 1/ΛQCD. e b∗ prescription is typically supplemented by an additional factor ∼ e−дb2
to model the non-perturbative region, where the parameter д is tuned to data. However, this
procedure typically leads to numerical instabilities when the matching to xed order is performed.
To overcome these instabilities, other prescriptions have been proposed. A minimal prescription,
constructed along the lines discussed in the threshold resummation case, was suggested in [156].
Alternatively, one can resort to Borel summation [161] or adopt scales which depend on the
hadronic variable pt within the SCET approach of refs. [151, 162].
Another possible solution has been proposed in ref. [163], where the resummed expression is
constructed as an extension of the DDT formula in pt (direct) space, by computing the Fourier
inversion integral of the expanded resummed result in powers of αs and retaining only the
leading terms. is procedure, however, is not stable with respect to the inclusion of subleading
corrections, which are necessary to reproduce the correct behaviour in the pt → 0 limit due to
the vectorial nature of the observable. Beyond LL, it is indeed not possible to construct a closed
analytic expression for the resummed distributions which is simultaneously free of singularities
at nite pt values and of logarithmically subleading corrections [164].
e problem of resummation of transverse-momentum distributions in pt space has received
further aention [165–167] but was only recently solved. A solution to the problem has been
presented in refs. [3, 168], where the Higgs transverse momentum has been resummed up to
N3LL accuracy and matched to NNLO. e problem has been addressed also in ref. [169] using a
SCET approach, where the RG evolution is solved in momentum space. An alternative technique
to relate analytically the impact parameter space and the momentum space results has been
proposed in ref. [170]. e approach of refs. [3, 168] is summarized in the next section, where we
will use it as a prototype to introduce a formalism which performs resummation in direct space.
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2.1.5 Towards automation: resummation in direct space
Resummations based on factorization properties of the observables lead to calculations with high
accuracy for various distributions and cross sections. However, all these approaches share some
limitations. e main disadvantage is that only observables for which a factorization theorem
is known can be resummed. Moreover, since factorization is usually achieved in a conjugate
space, one has to compute an inverse transform, which sometime causes numerical instabilities.
erefore, one may ask if it is possible to achieve resummation in a more observable-independent
way, without the need to separately establish factorization properties on a case-by-case basis.
A general approach to evaluate higher-order contributions to partonic cross section is based
on Monte Carlo (MC) parton showers (for a recent review, see [171]), which provide an all-order
approximation of the cross section in the so and collinear limit. Parton showers can treat
exactly multi-parton kinematics and oen include models of non-perturbative eects to provide
a complete description of the hard-scaering event at the hadron level. However, they give a
probabilistic description of the event based on a probability distribution which approximates
the square of the matrix elements. Whilst the kinematic part of the matrix element factorizes,
quantum-interference eects due to colour charge are present and spoil the independent-emission
picture. To overcome this problem, parton showers exploit QCD coherence through angular
ordering (or in some other kinematic variable) to achieve leading-logarithmic accuracy. However,
parton showers typically contain some subleading contributions and might be NLL accurate only
for a few inclusive-enough observables (see [172] for a very recent study).
In ref. [90], Catani, Marchesini and Webber (CMW) took advantage of the factorization
properties of QCD radiation to introduce an algorithm in the context of DIS and Drell-Yan
processes. In this method, a cuto scale q0 is introduced and the radiation above and below
the resolution scale is treated dierently. e infrared safety of the observable guarantees
that there is no residual logarithmic dependence on the regularization scale q0, such that the
limit q0 → 0 can be taken. At leading-logarithmic accuracy, the CMW method reduces to
a conventional parton shower; however, it can be in principle improved to reach arbitrary
logarithmic accuracy. e CMW method has been successfully applied to a series of observables
measured at LEP at NLL accuracy (see e.g [173]); however, a systematic extension beyond NLL
requires the description of additional eects, such as double-so radiation at wide angle, which
proves to be not trivial within the CMW framework.
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Methods based on the the CMW theoretical framework have however an advantage, as they do
not rely on observable-dependent factorization theorems. An algorithm based on the branching
formalism of ref. [90,173], but with a dierent implementation, was proposed in refs. [174–176] and
initially applied to event-shape resummation in e+e− collisions [177] (ARES/CAESAR framework).
e idea of this method is to translate the resummability of the observable into properties of the
observable in the presence of multiple radiation. In particular, resummation can be performed
semi-analytically for observables which are continuously global and recursive infrared collinear
(rIRC) safe [176]6. e rIRC safety of the observable allows one to introduce a resolution scale q0
such that unresolved emission (that is, below q0) can be treated as totally uncorrelated, making
the need of a conjugate space to achieve factorization unnecessary. In the resolved region, the
emissions can be treated exclusively with ecient MC methods, directly in momentum space.
e method was shown to be general enough to resum a wide class of observables at NLL
accuracy [176] and was later extended to NNLL in ref. [178, 179].
A review of the CAESAR method has been presented in ref. [119] and very recently in a
concise, yet pedagogical way in ref. [180], where a compelling connection between automated
resummation in direct QCD and resummation in the SCET approach has been devised. e basic
idea of the CAESAR algorithm is to relate the observable which one wants to resum to a simpler
observable, whose resummation can be carried analytically, and to compute numerically the
dierence between the two observables. In formulæ, if one knows the cumulative distribution (2.7)
of the simple observable Σs (vs )/vs , the cumulative distribution of the more complex observable
can be computed through the convolution
Σ(v) = v
∫
dvs
vs
Σs (vs )F (v,vs ). (2.37)
Choosing a simpler observable which shares the same (double) leading logarithms of the resummed
observable allows for a much easier implementation of the all-order result. Indeed, if the
simpler observable is known at NkLL accuracy, the function F relating the two observables only
requires ingredients at Nk−1LL accuracy, since rIRC safety guarantees that the leading logarithmic
behaviour is fully captured by the simpler observable. A natural choice for the simpler observable,
for instance, is the value of observable in its so-collinear approximation [174, 176, 178, 179].
6In words, an observable is rIRC safe if a) in the presence of multiple so and/or collinear emissions it has the same
scaling properties as with just one of them and b) there exists a scale q0, independent of the observable, such that
emissions below q0 do not contribute signicantly to the observable’s value. An observable is continuously global if its
scaling with respect to the transverse momentum of a so and/or collinear emission is the same in the whole phase
space. We refer the reader to the original paper [176] for a more precise denition.
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In this section, we present an extension of the CAESAR method to observables aected by
azimuthal cancellations, such as the transverse-momentum distribution in the smallpt limit [3,168].
As we will see below, in the original CAESAR approach some approximations are made to dispose
of subleading eects once the desired logarithmic accuracy has been achieved. However, as
we discussed in sect. 2.1.4, subleading eects are essential to reproduce the correct scaling
of the distribution at small pt [164]; as a consequence, the approximations which lead to the
CAESAR result cannot be trivially performed.
We start by discussing a general formalism for the resummation of a generic rIRC safe
observable V in the reaction pp → B, where B is a colourless system of invariant mass M , but
we will then specialize to the specic case of the transverse momentum pt at NLL accuracy,
assuming that the parton densities are independent on the scale and seing them to one for
the sake of simplicity. We will then discuss the correct treatment of parton luminosities and
show how the method can be extended up to N3LL accuracy, referring the reader to ref. [3]
for additional technical details of the derivation.
e quantity at the centre of our discussion is the cumulative cross section Σ(v) (2.7) for V
smaller than some value v . At Born level, the nal state is a colour singlet of mass M , whereas
beyond Born level radiation takes place and the nal state consists of the colour singlet and n
partons with outgoing momenta k1, . . . ,kn . e observable V we wish to resum is a function
of all momenta, V = V (k1, . . .kn).
In the case of transverse-momentum resummation, v is equal to pt/M . Transverse observables
do not depend on the rapidity of the radiation; in particular, for the specic case of pt , V obeys
the following parameterization in the presence of a single so emission k collinear to the leg `:
V (k) = kt
M
, (2.38)
where kt is the transverse momentum with respect to the beam axis. e transverse momentum
is moreover an inclusive observable, as it depends only upon the total momentum of the radiation:
V (k1, . . . ,kn) = V (k1 + · · · + kn).
In the IRC limit, Σ(v) receives contributions both from virtual corrections and from so
and/or collinear radiation. e IRC divergences of the virtual corrections exponentiate at all
orders [181] and we denote them with V . erefore we can write
Σ(v) =
∫
dΦBV
∞∑
n=0
∫ n∏
i=1
[dki ]|M(k1, . . . ,kn)|2 Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn)) , (2.39)
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whereM is the matrix element for n real emissions (which reduces to the Born matrix element for
n = 0), [dki ] denotes the phase space for the emission ki , and ΦB denotes the Born phase space.
e Θ function represents the measurement function for the observable under consideration,
which in the case of pt reads Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn)) = Θ(pt/M − |∑i ®ki/M |).
To obtain a resummed expression for Σ(v), one needs to establish an explicit logarithmic
counting for the squared matrix element. To do so, it is convenient to dene the n-particle
correlated (nPC) matrix element as
|M˜(ka)|2 = |M(ka)|
2
|MB |2 = |M(ka)|
2,
|M˜(ka ,kb )|2 = |M(ka ,kb )|
2
|MB |2 −
1
2!
|M(ka)|2 |M(kb )|2,
|M˜(ka ,kb ,kc )|2 = |M(ka ,kb ,kc )|
2
|MB |2 −
1
3!
|M(ka)|2 |M(kb )|2 |M(kc )|2
− |M˜(ka ,kb )|2 |M(kc )|2 − |M˜(ka ,kc )|2 |M(kb )|2 − |M˜(kb ,kc )|2 |M(ka)|2,
... (2.40)
For n ≥ 2, these represent the contributions to the n-particle squared matrix element that
vanish in strongly-ordered kinematic congurations, which cannot be factorized in terms of
lower-multiplicity squared amplitudes, i.e. the fully correlated part. With these denitions, the
renormalized squared amplitude for the emission of n real gluons can be decomposed as7
|M(k1, . . . ,kn)|2
|MB |2 =

©­­«
1
n!
n∏
i=1
|M(ki )|2
ª®®¬ +

∑
a>b
1
(n − 2)!
©­­«
n∏
i=1
i,a,b
|M(ki )|2
ª®®¬
M˜(ka ,kb )2 +
∑
a>b
∑
c>d
c,d,a,b
1
(n − 4)!2!
©­­«
n∏
i=1
i,a,b,c,d
|M(ki )|2
ª®®¬
M˜(ka ,kb )2 M˜(kc ,kd )2 + . . . 
+

∑
a>b>c
1
(n − 3)!
©­­«
n∏
i=1
i,a,b,c
|M(ki )|2
ª®®¬
M˜(ka ,kb ,kc )2 + . . .  + . . .
 . (2.41)
Each of the nPC matrix element admits an expansion in powers of αs ,
|M˜(ka , . . . ,kn)|2 ≡
∞∑
j=0
( αs
2pi
)n+j
nPC(j)(ka , . . . ,kn), (2.42)
where j denotes the order of virtual corrections to the squared amplitude with n real emissions.
We further decompose the nPC blocks by isolating the leading (so-collinear) term (henceforth
7Here the multiplicity factors are taken into account explicitly.
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denoted by a subscript ‘sc’), obtained by taking the so and collinear limit of all emissions,
from the less-singular part (denoted by ‘sc’).
As pt is an inclusive observable, we can integrate the nPC blocks for n > 1 prior to evaluating
the observable. is amounts to making the replacement
∞∑
n=0
|M(k1, . . . ,kn)|2 −→ |MB |2
×
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
{
n∏
i=1
(
|M(ki )|2 +
∫
[dka][dkb ]|M˜(ka ,kb )|2δ (2)(®kt,a + ®kt,b − ®kt,i )δ (Yab − Yi )
+
∫
[dka][dkb ][dkc ]|M˜(ka ,kb ,kc )|2δ (2)(®kt,a + ®kt,b + ®kt,c − ®kt,i )δ (Yabc − Yi ) + . . .
) }
≡ |MB |2
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n∏
i=1
|M(ki )|2inc, (2.43)
where Yabc ... is the rapidity of the ka + kb + kc + . . . system in the centre-of-mass frame of the
collision. With the above notation, we can rewrite eq. (2.39) as
Σ(v) =
∫
dΦB |MB |2V
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫ n∏
i=1
[dki ]|M(ki )|2inc Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn)) , (2.44)
where |M(ki )|2inc is dened in Eq. (2.43).
We can now exploit the fact that the observable is global and rIRC safe. On the one hand,
this allows us to establish a hierarchy between the dierent blocks in the decomposition (2.41),
since correlated blocks with n particles start contributing at one logarithmic order higher than
correlated blocks with n − 1 particles. Indeed, in the so and collinear limit ∏ni=1 |M(ki )|2
comes with a factor αns ln(v)2n , whereas correlated blocks with n emissions |M˜(k1, . . .kn)|2 (and
similarly the contributions from the virtual corrections eq. (2.42)) contribute at most with a
factor of αns ln(v)n+1. is guarantees that the knowledge of a nite number of correlated blocks
is enough to construct an all-order amplitude at a given logarithmic accuracy. Indeed, upon
integration over the full phase space, the expansion in terms of the correlated blocks of the
squared amplitude eq. (2.41) (or equivalently eq. (2.43)) with n emissions can be put in a one
to one correspondence with the logarithmic structure
|M(k1, . . . ,kn)|2 → O(αns ln(v)2n) + O(αns ln(v)2n−1) + O(αns ln(v)2n−2) . . . , (2.45)
thus providing a recipe to include systematically terms up to the desired logarithmic accuracy
(see table 2.2). For instance, the knowledge of the 1PC(0)
sc
, 1PC(1)sc and 2PC(0)sc is enough to reach
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Logarithmic order Blocks required
nPC(j)sc nPC(j)sc
LL n + j ≤ 1 —
NLL n + j ≤ 2 n + j ≤ 1
...
...
...
NkLL n + j ≤ k + 1 n + j ≤ k
Table 2.2: Blocks to be included in the squared-amplitude decomposition at a given logarithmic order.
NLL accuracy as it predicts all the terms of order αns ln(v)n in ln Σ(v) (that is, all the terms of
order αns ln(v)2n−1 in Σ(v), cfr. table 2.1)8.
On the other hand, rIRC safety can be used to single out the IRC singularities of the real
matrix element to achieve the cancellation of the exponentiated divergences of virtual origin. To
this end, we consider a conguration where the radiation corresponding to the rst (hardest)
block |M(k1)|2inc has occurred (the contribution with n = 0 in eq. (2.44) vanishes since it is
innitely suppressed by the pure virtual corrections V). We then order the inclusive blocks
described by |M(ki )|2inc according to their contribution to the observable V (ki ) i.e. kt,1 > kt,2 >
· · · > kt,n . e rIRC safety of the observable allows us to introduce a slicing parameter ϵ  1
such that all inclusive blocks with kt,i < ϵkt,1 can be neglected in the computation of the
observable. We classify inclusive blocks k as resolved if kt > ϵkt,1 and as unresolved if kt < ϵkt,1.
With this separation eq. (2.44) becomes
Σ(v) =
∫
dΦB |MB |2V
×
∫
[dk1]|M(k1)|2inc
( ∞∑
l=0
1
l !
∫ l+1∏
j=2
[dkj ]|M(kj )|2inc Θ(ϵV (k1) −V (kj ))
)
×
( ∞∑
m=0
1
m!
∫ m+1∏
i=2
[dki ]|M(ki )|2inc Θ(V (ki ) − ϵV (k1))Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,km+1))
)
. (2.46)
e phase space of the unresolved real ensemble is now solely constrained by the upper resolution
scale, since it does not contribute to the evaluation of the observable. erefore, it can be exponen-
tiated directly in eq. (2.46) and employed to cancel the divergences of the virtual correctionsV .
We can now proceed to evaluate eq. (2.46) at NLL accuracy. Double logarithmic terms of
the form αns ln2n(1/v) entirely arise from the 1PC(0)sc block. However, if one wants to control all
8A careful reader might object that to reach NLL accuracy in the logarithm of Σ one should also include other
contributions, such as the 3PC(0) block in its so and collinear limit; nonetheless, as we shall see below, for the class
of observables discussed here these contributions can be included with a suitable choice of the scale in the running
coupling [176].
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the leading-logarithmic terms of order αns lnn+1(1/v) in the logarithm of Σ(v) (see discussion in
sect. 2.1.2), then also the leading (so-collinear) term of the 1PC(1) and 2PC(0) blocks must be
included. Within the inclusive approximation we introduced above, we nd
|M(k)|2inc ' |M(k)|2 +
∫
[dka][dkb ]|M˜(ka ,kb )|2δ (2)(®kt,a + ®kt,b − ®kt )δ (Yab − Y )
=
αs (µ)
2pi
1PC(0)(k)
(
1 + αs (µ)
(
β0 ln
k2t
µ2
+
K
2pi
)
+ . . .
)
, (2.47)
where
K =
(
67
18
− pi
2
6
)
CA − 59nf (2.48)
encodes the contribution from the one-loop cusp anomalous dimension and is a pure NLL
contribution. At this accuracy, one can integrate inclusively over the invariant mass of the 2PC(0)
block, while keeping the bounds on the rapidity Y ≤ lnM/kt as computed from the massless
kinematics [3]. Indeed, as one can see from table 2.2, the exclusive treatment of the 2PC(0) enters
only at NNLL. Up to LL accuracy, we can absorb the contribution of the β0 term in the running of
the coupling of the 1PC(0)sc block by seing the scale µ at which it is evaluated to the scale kt of
each emission k in the parametrization [100, 182] as we discussed in sect. 2.1.3. erefore, we nd
that the inclusive matrix element square and the phase space which controls all the LL terms is
[dk]|M(k)|2inc ' [dk]M2sc(k) =
∑
`=1,2
2C`
αs (kt )
pi
dkt
kt
dz(`)
1 − z(`) Θ
(
(1 − z(`)) − kt/M
)
Θ(z(`))dϕ
2pi
,
(2.49)
whereMsc(k) denotes the amplitude in the so approximation, C` is the Casimir of the emiing
leg (C` = CA for gluons, C` = CF for quarks), and we denote by 1 − z(`) the fraction of the
momentum (entering in the emission vertex) which is carried by the emied parton.
To reach NLL accuracy, we need to include also the 1PC(1) and 2PC(0) in their so and collinear
limit, that is the term proportional to K , as well as the contributions from the hard-collinear
limit of the 1PC(0 block, which we have so far ignored. We obtain
[dk]|M(k)|2inc = [dk]M2CMW(k)
+
∑
`=1,2
dk2t
k2t
dz(`)
1 − z(`)
dϕ
2pi
αs (kt )
2pi
(
(1 − z(`))P˜ (0)(z(`)) − lim
z(`)→1
[
(1 − z(`))P˜ (0)(z(`))
] )
,
(2.50)
where we employed the so-called Catani-Marchesini-Webber (CMW) scheme for the running
coupling [90] and we dened
[dk]M2CMW(k) =
∑
`=1,2
2C`
αs (kt )
pi
(
1 +
αs (kt )
2pi
K
)
dkt
kt
dz(`)
1 − z(`) Θ
(
(1 − z(`)) − kt/M
)
Θ(z(`))dϕ
2pi
.
(2.51)
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In eq. (2.50), P˜ (0) denotes the leading-order unregularized spliing function (see appendix B.3.1). At
NLL accuracy, we can treat the above hard-collinear contribution by neglecting recoil eects both
in the phase-space boundaries of other emissions and in the observable, since these eects enter at
NNLL.
We can now insert (2.50) into eq. (2.46). At NLL all constant terms and virtual corrections
can be neglected and the singular structure of the virtual corrections depends only on the
invariant mass of the singlet
V ' V(M2) = exp
{
−
∫
[dk]|M(k)|2inc
}
at NLL, (2.52)
and can be combined with the unresolved contributions to give rise to a Sudakov suppression factor
V(M2) exp
{∫
[dk]|M(k)|2inc Θ(ϵV (k1) −V (k))
}
' exp
{
−
∫
[dk]|M(k)|2inc Θ(V (k) − ϵV (k1))
}
= e−R(ϵV (k1)), (2.53)
where the Sudakov radiator at this order reads [176, 178]
R(v) '
∫
[dk]M2CMW(k)Θ
(
ln
(
kt
M
)a
− lnv
)
+
∑
`=1,2
C`B`
∫
dk2t
k2t
αs (kt )
2pi
Θ
(
ln
(
kt
M
)a
− lnv
)
,
(2.54)
having dened
C`B` =
∫ 1
0
dz(`)
1 − z(`)
(
(1 − z(`))P (0)(z(`)) − lim
z(`)→1
[
(1 − z(`))P (0)(z(`))
] )
. (2.55)
To nd the nal result at NLL accuracy, we need to treat the resolved real blocks for which
V (ki ) > ϵV (k1). To this end, it is necessary to treat correctly the kinematics and the phase space
in the presence of additional radiation. At NLL accuracy, however, the real radiation can be
approximated with its so limit, and the phase space of each emission becomes independent of
the remaining radiation in the event. Upon inclusive integration, the inclusive squared amplitude
and its phase space can be parametrized by introducing a function R′
[dki ]|M(ki )|2inc =
dvi
vi
dϕi
2pi
R′(vi ) = dζi
ζi
dϕi
2pi
R′ (ζiv1) , (2.56)
where vi = V (ki ) and ζi = V (ki )/V (k1). We thus obtain that eq. (2.46) becomes
Σ(v) = σ (0)
∫
dv1
v1
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(ϵv1)R′ (v1)
×
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n+1∏
i=2
∫ 1
ϵ
dζi
ζi
∫ 2pi
0
dϕi
2pi
R′ (ζiv1) Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1)) , (2.57)
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where we introduced the total Born cross section
σ (0) =
∫
dΦB |MB |2. (2.58)
is formula can be directly evaluated using MC techniques, as it is nite in four dimensions
since the ϵ dependence cancels exactly. However, it contains logarithmically subleading eects
with respect to the formal NLL accuracy, which in the original CAESAR approach are discarded by
a series of approximations. ese approximations, which are legitimate for observables which
vanish only in the Sudakov limit, cannot be trivially performed for observables which feature
kinematic cancellations. Let us now discuss this problem in some detail. Ref. [176] suggests to
perform the following Taylor expansion around v in eq. (2.57)
R(ϵv1) = R(v) + dR(v)
d ln(1/v) ln
v
ϵv1
+ O
(
ln2
v
ϵv1
)
,
R′ (vi ) = R′(v) + O
(
ln
v
vi
)
, (2.59)
which is motivated by the fact that at NLL the resolved emissions are such that vi ∼ v1 ∼ v and
hence the terms neglected are at most NNLL. We can identify R′ with dR(v)/d ln(1/v) = R′(v)
(i.e. the real radiator is fully parametrized by the Sudakov radiator) and we obtain
Σ(v) ' σ (0)
∫
dv1
v1
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(v)e−R
′(v) ln vϵv1 R′ (v)
×
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n+1∏
i=2
∫ 1
ϵ
dζi
ζi
∫ 2pi
0
dϕi
2pi
R′ (v) Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1)) . (2.60)
e integration over v1 can now be performed analytically and (2.60) reduces to the CAESAR
formulation of ref. [176].
However, an expansion about the observable’s value v is valid only if the ratio vi/v remains
of order one in the whole emission phase space. Since rIRC safety ensures that emissions with
vi  v exponentiates, the condition vi/v ∼ 1 is satised if there are no congurations such
that vi  v . However, this is not true for observables which feature kinematic cancellations;
in particular, eq. (2.60) geometrically diverges in R′(v) ∼ 2 [168].
Nevertheless, though eq. (2.57) can be directly evaluated using Monte-Carlo (MC) tech-
niques, it is convenient [3, 168] to perform an alternative expansion about the observable’s
value of the hardest block v1
R(ϵv1) = R(v1) + dR(v1)
d ln(1/v1) ln
1
ϵ
+ O
(
ln2
1
ϵ
)
,
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Figure 2.1: Lund diagram representing the phase space for a secondary real emission.
R′ (vi ) = R′(v1) + O
(
ln
v1
vi
)
. (2.61)
Indeed, rIRC safety guarantees that vi ∼ v1 (ζi ∼ 1) such that the terms neglected are at
most NNLL. However, a class of higher-order terms still remains through the dependence on
v1 and ensures the absence of divergences at small v . With this choice (let us recall that in
our case v1 = kt,1/M), eq. (2.57) reads
Σ(v) = σ (0)
∫
dkt,1
kt,1
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(kt,1)ϵR
′(kt,1)R′
(
kt,1
)
×
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n+1∏
i=2
∫ 1
ϵ
dζi
ζi
∫ 2pi
0
dϕi
2pi
R′
(
ζikt,1
)
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1)) . (2.62)
e above approximations make the evaluation of eq. (2.62) considerably simpler than its original
form, as discussed in ref. [3]. With this choice, the logarithmic accuracy is eectively dened
in terms of logarithms of kt,1/M .
To complete our treatment of the NLL result, we need to include the parton densities, which we
have neglected so far. To show how they can be accounted for, let us again consider congurations
in which the emissions are ordered in kt,i and the hardest resolved emission kt,1 has already
occurred. e phase space for any secondary emission can be depicted in the ln(kt/M) − η (Lund)
plane, see g. 2.1. Hereη is the rapidity in the centre-of-mass frame of the incoming partons, which
are extracted from the colliding hadrons at a factorization scale µ0. In this plane, the resolved
real radiation lives in a strip of width ln(1/ϵ) between ϵkt,1 and kt,1. e remaining unresolved
real emissions are combined with the virtual corrections to give rise to the Sudakov form factor
which inhibits secondary emission in the yellow region labelled ‘Sudakov suppression’.
DGLAP evolution governs the radiation in the strictly collinear limit (corresponding to the
blue strips labelled ‘DGLAP’). Since rIRC safety ensures that emissions in the unresolved region
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do not contribute signicantly to the observable, DGLAP evolution can be performed inclusively
up to ϵkt,1. In the overlapping region, however, hard-collinear emissions modify the observable’s
value and the evolution should be performed exclusively, that is unintegrated in kt . However,
as we discussed above, at NLL accuracy the real radiation can be approximated with its so
limit: emissions in the hard-collinear edge of phase space enter at NNLL accuracy. erefore,
we can perform DGLAP evolution inclusively up to kt,1, which corresponds to evaluating the
parton densities at a scale µF = kt,1. At NLL accuracy we can thus write the cumulative cross
section dierential over the Born phase space dΦB as
dΣ(v)
dΦB
=
∫
dkt,1
kt,1
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(kt,1)ϵR
′(kt,1)LNLL(kt,1)R′
(
kt,1
)
×
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n+1∏
i=2
∫ 1
ϵ
dζi
ζi
∫ 2pi
0
dϕi
2pi
R′
(
ζikt,1
)
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1)) , (2.63)
where we dened
LNLL(kt,1) =
∑
c
d |MB |2cc¯
dΦB
fc
(
x1,k
2
t,1
)
fc¯
(
x2,k
2
t,1
)
. (2.64)
At this logarithmic accuracy, the Sudakov radiator reads
R(kt,1) = −Lд1
(
αs (µ2R)L
) − д2 (αs (µ2R)L) , L ≡ Mkt,1 , (2.65)
and the functions д1 and д2 are collected for instance in the appendix of ref. [3].
is completes our derivation for the resummation of the transverse-momentum spectrum
in direct space at NLL accuracy. To reach higher logarithmic accuracy, we need to relax some
of the approximations that we have made so far. First, we need to include systematically the
correlated blocks necessary to achieve the desired logarithmic accuracy as summarized in table 2.2.
Furthermore, at NNLL and beyond one has to consider the exact rapidity bounds (see eq. (2.47))
which give rise to subleading corrections neglected at NLL. ese corrections can be taken
into account by including additional terms in the expansion (2.61) [178]. Finally, one needs
to specify a complete treatment for hard-collinear radiation. Indeed, at NLL the only hard-
collinear contribution comes from the 1PC(0) block eq. (2.50), which has been treated in the
so approximation and neglecting recoil eects.
Let us now briey discuss how to include the evolution of the hard-collinear radiation. To
repeat the procedure that led to eq. (2.57) at higher logarithmic accuracy, we need to handle the
phase space in the multiple-emission kinematic region. In the NLL case, indeed, all resolved
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real emissions are so and collinear and do not modify each other’s phase space. Starting at
NNLL one or more real emissions can be hard and collinear to the emiing leg. erefore, the
available phase space for subsequent real emissions changes. In particular, at NNLL one needs to
work out the corrections due to a single hard-collinear resolved emission within an ensemble of
so-collinear radiation; similarly, at N3LL one has to consider up to two resolved hard-collinear
emissions embedded in an ensemble of so-collinear radiation.
A correct treatment of the hard-collinear emissions can be achieved by identifying two dierent
contributions in the real matrix element, one of which is fully analogous to the one giving rise
to R′ in eq. (2.57), and another contribution which corresponds to an exclusive step of DGLAP
evolution [3]. is separation allows one to disentangle the R′ contribution, whose kinematics
is so by construction, from that of the exclusive DGLAP, which by construction is hard and
collinear. As a result, the cross section at all orders can be constructed by spliing the contribution
to the cross section from each inclusive block into a R′-contribution and an exclusive DGLAP
step. is amounts to performing the last step of DGLAP evolution in g. 2.1 unintegrated in kt .
In addition to the parton densities, at NNLL one needs to include the collinear coecient
functions which emerge from their renormalization and originate from emissions that occur
at the edges of the phase space in g. 2.1 (cfr. eq. (2.33)). e coecient functions contribute
to the logarithmic structure only through the scale of their running coupling, which is the
transverse momentum of the emission(s) with which they are associated. Analogously to the
parton densities, one can evolve them inclusively up to the resolution scale ϵkt,1, whereas their
evolution must be instead treated exclusively in the resolved strip. At suciently higher orders,
one must nally include also the contribution from the collinear coecient functions G, which
describe the azimuthal correlations with the initial-state gluons. is contribution starts at
N3LL for gluon-induced processes.
erefore, higher-order logarithmic corrections can be included simply by adding higher-order
correlated blocks: this corresponds to incorporating higher-order logarithmic corrections to the
radiator R and its derivative R′, as well as in the anomalous dimensions which drive the evolution
of the parton densities and coecient functions. In ref. [3] this construction was used to compute
the resummed transverse-momentum spectrum at N3LL accuracy. e result is equivalent to
the CSS formulation in Fourier space barring a change of scheme and reproduces correctly the
Parisi-Petronzio scaling at small values of pt [3]. We will discuss phenomenological applications
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of the formalism introduced here in chapter 4, where we will present matched predictions for
the transverse-momentum in Higgs production at the LHC at NNLO+N3LL accuracy.
2.2 High-energy resummation
Another class of logarithmic corrections which mar perturbative computations is that of high-
energy logarithms. As the centre-of-mass energy
√
s of the collision increases, so does the phase
space available for parton radiation, which is enhanced by large logarithms of x = Q2/s , where
Q is the hard scale of the process. As an example, let us consider how high-energy logarithms
arise in deep-inelastic scaering. Here, x represents the longitudinal momentum fraction of the
proton carried by the struck parton. When the centre-of-mass energy squared of the collision
W 2 = Q2(1−x)/x ' Q2/x (see sect. 1.2.1) is very large, only a small fraction of it can be put on shell
by the virtual photon. is leaves a large phase space for the emission of a cascade of partons, each
of which has a very large fraction of the longitudinal momentum of the parent’s parton, such that
the nal struck parton at the end of the cascade carries only a very small fraction of the original
longitudinal momentum of the proton. Similarly to what we discussed in the previous section,
each parton emission is logarithmically enhanced; however, the so parton is now the one which is
struck by the virtual photon, and each emission thus occurs with a single logarithmic enhancement.
ese single logarithms aect generically higher order corrections to both spliing functions
and coecient functions9. Specically, leading logarithms of 1/x appear as 1/x ln(1/x)n−1
contributions to the gluon spliing functions at n-loop. Small-x logarithms mostly aect the
singlet sector; (double) logarithms of x appear also in the nonsinglet sector but are suppressed
by an extra power of x (see for instance [186]). Coecient functions can also contain small-x
logarithms. For gluon-induced processes like Higgs or top production they aect already the
LO cross section and are thus a LLx eect. In quark-induced processes, the need of a gluon-
to-quark conversion to develop small-x logarithms makes it a NLLx eect. Nevertheless, in
either cases at small-x and at high-energy αs ln(1/x) can become large, and reliable predictions
require the resummation of the large logarithms in both spliing and coecient functions. We
refer the reader to ref. [187] for a recent review.
e inclusion of high-energy resummation into DGLAP evolution and into the coecient
functions to produce consistent predictions has proved far from trivial and sucient progress
9Notably, the heavy top quark limit induces a double-logarithmic enhancement at small z in the coecient function
for Higgs production in gluon fusion [183–185].
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has only very recently been made to make this endeavour possible [5, 188, 189]. High-energy
resummation is indeed a HELL of a challenge, as an aptly named code which resums small-x
logarithms suggests. Dierent implementations have been proposed, each distinguished by its pros
and cons but all sharing kindred complexities in their implementation. Here we limit ourselves to
a short discussion of small-x resummation in the Altarelli-Ball-Forte (ABF) approach [190–195].
Our treatment of high-energy resummation will be rather qualitative and aimed at introducing
the ingredients necessary for PDFs with small-x resummation, which we will discuss in chapter 3.
Aer a brief introduction to kt -factorization and to the BFKL equation, we will show how the
BFKL kernel can be used to resum high-energy logarithms. We will then summarize the main
features of the ABF approach and discuss how it has been revived and improved to allow for
an eective implementation in the context of PDF ts.
2.2.1 kt -factorization & the BFKL equation
Let us consider again the simple DIS example we just introduced, where a proton of mass
Mp ≡ Q0 is struck by a photon of virtuality Q2  Q20 . e correct treatment of such collision
requires the resummation of large collinear logarithms αs lnQ2, which is performed by the DGLAP
equation (1.47). In an axial gauge, these logarithms are generated by so-called ‘ladder’ diagrams
(see g. 2.2), in which the emied partons with transverse momentum kt,i and (fractional)
longitudinal momentum zi follows a strong ordering in kt,i
Q2  k2t,n  k2t,n−1  . . .k2t,1  Q20, (2.66)
such that the LL solution of DGLAP equation can be interpreted as the all-order sum of the ladder
diagrams: the diagram with n rugs corresponds to the (αs lnQ2)n contribution.
When the centre-of-mass energy squared s is much larger thanQ2, smaller values of x = Q2/s
become accessible. An inspection of the spliing functions (1.54) shows that the dominant
ladder in this regime is the gluon ladder (with gluon rugs), since the spliing function P (0)дд (z)
grows as 1/z, as opposed to P (0)qд (z) and/or P (0)qq (z) which are not singular. erefore, at small-
x gluon ladders with repeated iterations of Pдд become dominant, and there is also a strong
ordering in the longitudinal momentum zi
zn  zn−1  . . .  z1. (2.67)
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Figure 2.2: Representative ladder diagram for DIS process in the gluon channel (le) and schematic
representation in kt factorization of the two-gluon reducible contribution in the high-energy limit (right).
In this kinematic regime, logarithms of 1/x associated with the emission of so partons down
the ladder become increasingly large and must be resummed to all orders.
ough this analysis is rather qualitative, it can indeed be proven [196–200] that the dominant
contribution (which gives rise to small-x enhanced terms) in the high-energy regime comes from
diagrams which are at least two-gluon reducible in the t-channel. In this regime, predictions for
the structure functions are made using the so-called kt factorization (see e.g. [183, 184]),
F (x ,Q2) =
∑
j
∫
dk2t
∫
dz
z
Cj
(
x
z
,
k2t
Q2
,αs
)
Fj (z,k2t ), (2.68)
where F is an unintegrated distribution function, which encodes all-order gluon emission, and C
is an o-shell partonic cross section, which describes the cross section in the t-channel for the
process of interest, computed with o-shell partons. Since in the high-energy limit the dominant
contribution is given by gluons, we will drop the summation over the index j and we shall consider
only the gluon unintegrated distribution G in the following discussion.
e kt -factorization formula eq. (2.68) generalizes the collinear factorization formula of
eq. (1.47) to the regime s  Q2  Q20 , regardless of the size of the transverse momentum
k2t , which is allowed to take all the values in the k2t integral. On the contrary, the validity
of collinear factorization is restricted to the region Q2 ∼ s , where the integration over kt is
important only in the region k2t  Q2.
e kt -factorization formula eq. (2.68) is diagonalized by a double Mellin transform,
F (N ,M) =
∫ 1
0
dx xN−1
∫∞
0
dQ2
Q2
(
Q2
µ2
)−M
F (x ,Q2), (2.69)
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where µ is a reference scale. In double Mellin space the structure function is simply given by the
product
F (N ,M) = C(N ,M,αs )G(N ,M), (2.70)
with
C(N ,M,αs ) =
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
∫∞
0
dρ
ρ
ρ−MC(z, ρ,αs ),
G(N ,M) =
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1
∫
dk2t
(
k2t
µ2
)−M
G(z,k2t ). (2.71)
e Mellin transform in x maps the x → 0 region to the N → 0 one; in particular, it maps
the (lnx)-enhanced terms to poles in N = 0. In non-pathological theories, one can prove that
the coecient function C is regular in N = 0 and that the leading small-x terms are encoded in
G. As we will see below, to resum the leading lnx terms it is sucient to solve RG equations
for the unintegrated gluon distribution function G.
e rst equation that the unintegrated distribution function satises is the renowned Balitsky-
Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) equation [196–200], which reads
d
dξ
G(ξ ,Q2) =
∫∞
0
dk2
k2
K
(
αs ,
Q2
k2
)
G(ξ ,k2), (2.72)
where we have dened ξ = ln 1/z. In Mellin space the BFKL equation is
d
dξ
G(ξ ,M) = χ (αs ,M)G(ξ ,M), (2.73)
where we have dened the BFKL kernel in Mellin space
χ (αs ,M) =
∫∞
0
dQ2
Q2
(
Q2
k2
)−M
K
(
αs ,
Q2
k2
)
, (2.74)
which has a perturbative expansion in powers of αs , χ (αs ,M) = αs χ0(M) + α2s χ1(M) + . . . and
has been known for quite some time at NLO accuracy [201]. e BFKL equation describes the
evolution of the (unintegrated) parton densities along the direction of the variable ξ and resums
large-ξ , i.e. small-x logarithms, which under N -Mellin are mapped in the N = 0 region. Besides
BFKL equation, we would also like to exploit DGLAP equation, which controls the collinear region
M → 0. However, the function G is an unintegrated distribution, which depends on the transverse
momentum kt , and which therefore is not necessarily described by DGLAP. Nevertheless, we
can dene an integrated parton distribution
G(x ,Q2) ≡
∫Q2
dk2t G(x ,k2t ), (2.75)
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which does not depend on the transverse momentum and which can be identied with xд(x ,Q2),
such that its evolution in Mellin space is described by the DGLAP equation
d
dt
G(N ,Q2) = γ (αs (Q2),N )G(N ,Q2), (2.76)
where t = lnQ2/µ2.
We can now use the BFKL equation to study the asymptotic behaviour at small-x of the
gluon distribution G. At LO, the BFKL kernel reads
χ0(M) = CA
pi
[2ψ (1) −ψ (M) −ψ (1 −M)], (2.77)
whereψ is the digamma functionψ (x) = Γ′(x)/Γ(x). e solution of the BFKL equation forG is
therefore
G(x ,Q2) =
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dM
2pii
G˜0(M)eαs χ0(M )ξ+Mt . (2.78)
For suciently small x and large Q2, we can use a saddle point approximation to capture the
asymptotic behaviour of the gluon distribution. For xed values of Q2 and in the x → 0 limit,
the saddle is determined by the minimum of the BFKL kernel,
G(x ,Q2) ∼ eαs χ0(1/2) ln 1x = xαд . (2.79)
Eq. (2.79) is the famous pomeron solution. For values ofQ . 10 GeV, where αs ∼ 0.2, the intercept
for xд(x ,Q2) is αд ' −0.5: nevertheless, such steep rise for the gluon PDF has not been observed
in experiments at HERA collider, which probe values of x down to x ∼ 10−5. is analysis,
however, is based on the BFKL at LO. It turns out that the NLO corrections to the BFKL kernel are
very large and that the NLO kernel is dramatically dierent from the LO result. e failure of LO
BFKL to successfully predict the small-x behaviour of the gluon distribution and the perturbative
instabilities of the BFKL kernel stimulated a series of studies by several groups: the aforementioned
Altarelli, Ball and Forte (ABF), Ciafaloni, Colferai, Salam and Stasto (CSSS) [202–209], and orne
and White (TW) [210, 210–212]. ese studies showed that a simultaneous resummation of
collinear and high-energy logarithms can be obtained if one consistently combines the DGLAP
and BFKL equations. In this section, we will mainly focus on the ABF approach; the theoretical
ingredients used by the various groups were nevertheless similar and lead to compatible results
(see refs. [213, 214] for a detailed comparison).
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2.2.2 From factorization to resummation: duality & the double-leading approximation
Reliable results in the high-energy region can be obtained by exploiting an important relation
between the DGLAP and the BFKL kernels, which is more transparent if one writes the two
equations satised by the gluon distribution G in double Mellin space. Here, the relation between
the integrated and the unintegrated parton distribution takes the simple form
G(N ,M) = 1
M
G(N ,M), (2.80)
and the evolution equations for the integrated parton densityG(N ,M) can be wrien as algebraic
relations
NG(N ,M) = χ (M,αs )G(N ,M) + G¯0(M),
MG(N ,M) = γ (N ,αs )G(N ,M) +G0(N ), (2.81)
whereG0(N ) and G¯0(M) are non-perturbative initial conditions. e symmetric form of eq. (2.81) is
rather intriguing, as it suggests a relation between the kernels of the DGLAP and the BFKL equation.
is relation, called duality [190, 215], is the key for high-energy resummation of spliing func-
tions.
e solutions to the two equations (2.81) are
G(N ,M) = G0(N )
M − γ (αs ,N ) , G(N ,M) =
G¯0(M)
N − χ (αs ,M) . (2.82)
We can now nd the result in t-space by computing the inverse Mellin transform. Up to subleading
power corrections, we nd that
G(N , t) =
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dM
2pii
eMt
G¯0(M)
N − χ (αs ,M) =
G¯0(M∗)
−χ ′(αs ,M∗)e
M∗t ,
G(N , t) =
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dM
2pii
eMt
G0(N )
M − γ (αs ,N ) = G0(N )e
γ (αs ,N )t , (2.83)
whereM∗ is the position of the rightmost pole in eq. (2.82) and is implicitly dened by the equation
χ (αs ,M∗) = N . (2.84)
By requiring the leading twist consistency of the x and Q2 RGE which the gluon distribution
G obeys we arrive to the duality relation [190]
χ (αs ,γ (αs ,N )) = N , γ (αs , χ (αs ,M)) = M, (2.85)
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of different expansions of (a) γ and (b) χ in powers of αs and 1/N
(a) and 1/M (b) to order m and n, respectively, and the different relations between these expansions.
Vertical lines correspond to terms of the same fixed order in αs : for example the one loop anomalous
dimension γ0 contains terms with m= 1, n= 1,0,−1,−2, . . . . Diagonal lines correspond to terms
of the same order in αs at fixed αs/N (a) or αs/M (b): for example γs(αs/N) contains terms with
m= n= 1,2,3, . . . . The sum of terms in a vertical line of the γ plot is related by duality Eqs. (10),
(11) to the sum of terms in a diagonal line in the χ plot and conversely (marked by the same line
style). The solid lines denote terms of the same order in the “envelope” or “double leading” expansion
discussed in the text.
Likewise, the inverse duality Eq. (11) relates the fixed order expansion Eq. (4) of
γ (N,αs ) to an expansion of χ(M,αs ) in powers of αs with αs/M fixed. If
χ(M,αs )= χs(αs/M)+ αsχss(αs/M)+ · · · , (17)
where now χs (αs/M) and χss(αs/M) contain the leading and subleading singularities
respectively of χ(M,αs ), then
γ0
(
χs(αs/M)
)= M
αs
, (18)
χss(αs/M)=−γ1(χs (αs/M))
γ ′0(χs (αs/M))
. (19)
In principle, since χ0 and χ1 are known, they can be used to construct an improvement
of the splitting function which includes a summation of leading and subleading logarithms
of x . However, as is now well known, the calculation [25–30] of χ1 has shown that this
procedure is confronted with serious problems. The fixed order expansion Eq. (8) is very
badly behaved: at relevant values of αs the NLO term completely overwhelms the LO term.
In particular, nearM = 0, the behaviour is unstable, with χ0 ∼ 1/M , χ1 ∼−1/M2. Also,
the value of χ near the minimum is subject to a large negative NLO correction, which turns
the minimum into a maximum and can even reverse the sign of χ at the minimum. Finally,
  
Figure 2.3: Structure of the DL approximation for the anomalous dimensi n γ and the BFKL kernel χ .
Vertical lines correspond to terms of the same xed order in αs , whereas diagonal lines correspond to the
same order in αs at xed αs/N (le) or αs/M (right). e sum of the terms in vertical lines in the χ plot is
related by duality to t e sum of terms in a diagonal line in the γ plot, and vice versa. Green solid lines
denote terms of the same order in the DL expansion (g. adapted fro ref. [191]).
dictated by the position of the pole. e consistency also relates the boundary conditions which
appear in eq. (2.83) [134].
e duality relations eq. (2.85) allow one to extract the all-order behaviour both from χ or γ
if the xed-order behaviour of the other kernel is known [191]. Let us consider an expansion of
the anomalous dimens on γ and the BFKL kernel χ in powers of αs and at xed αs/N , αs/M
γ (αs ,N ) = γs (αs/N ) + αsγss (αs/N ) + . . . (2.86)
χ (αs ,M) = χs (αs/M) + αs χss (αs/M) + . . . , (2.87)
where γs and γss (χs and χss ) capture the leading and next to leading logarithms of 1/x (Q2). We
can now relate the coecients of the xed-order expansion of χ to the resummed expressions
for γs and γss (or vice versa). Using the duality relation we have
χ0
(
γs
(αs
N
))
+ αs
[
χ ′0
(
γs
(αs
N
))
γss
(αs
N
)
+ χ1
(
γs
(αs
N
))]
+ O
(
αk+2s /N k
)
=
N
αs
, (2.88)
and therefore we obtain
γs
(αs
N
)
= χ−10
(
N
αs
)
, γss
(αs
N
)
= − χ1(γs (αs/N ))
χ ′0(γs (αs/N ))
. (2.89)
An equivalent result can be obtained for χs and χss , which can be expressed as in terms of the
LO and the NLO DGLAP spliing functions γ0 and γ1.
e two expressions which we have constructed describe the leading and the next-to-leading
ln 1/x eects, but do not capture the resummation of the lnQ2 terms which are not enhanced
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at small-x . is resummation can be obtained by performing a double leading (DL) expansion
of the DGLAP anomalous dimension:
γDL(αs ,N ) =
[
αsγ0(N ) + γs
(αs
N
)
− double counting
]
+
[
α2sγ1(N ) + αsγss
(αs
N
)
− double counting
]
+ O
(
α3s ,α
k+2
s /N k
)
. (2.90)
is result contains information about both the all-order small-x behaviour (encoded in γs , γss )
and the large-Q2 behaviour (encoded in γ0, γ1), and explicitly resums the leading and next-to
leading logarithms of x in the DGLAP spliing functions. One usually refers to the rst line
as LO DL, to the second as NLO DL, et cetera (see g. 2.3).
By construction, the DL expansion eq. (2.90) is close to the DGLAP result in the M → 0
limit and to (the dual of) the BFKL result when N → 0. To identify how the double-leading
result describes the small-x behaviour of G, one needs to determine the rightmost N -space
singularity of γ (αs ,N ), which governs the leading behaviour at small-x . It turns out that the LO
DL anomalous dimension is dramatically dierent from the NLO DL one. Indeed, the former
has a square-root branch-point at some small positive value of N , whereas the laer is not even
singular. Moreover, both results dier from the xed-order anomalous dimension, which has
a simple pole at N = 0 both at LO and at NLO.
e bad perturbative behaviour of the resummed result at N = 0 is related to the poor
perturbative stability of the BFKL kernel. In particular, the behaviour of the BFKL kernel at M = 0
is unstable: the LO contribution to the BFKL eq. (2.77) has a simple pole atM = 0, whereas the NLO
contribution has a double pole in M = 0 with the opposite sign [201]. Both results are dierent
from the all-order behaviour, which is instead determined by duality: the momentum conservation
equation for the parton distribution implies γ (αs , 1) = 0 to all orders and thus χ (αs ,M = 0) = 1.
It is therefore convenient to use the additional information contained in the one and two loop
anomalous dimension γ0 and γ1 to rst construct a DL expansion of the BFKL kernel, analogously
to eq. (2.90), with the roles of γ and χ interchanged. e resummed DGLAP anomalous dimension
is then determined by duality. It can be seen that the perturbative instabilities at M = 0 are
indeed less dramatic if one considers the double leading result χDL(αs ,M). e LO DL kernel
satises the momentum constraint at M = 0, whereas at NLO there is a small violation which
can be removed by adding subleading terms to the DL result. However, the DL result is still
perturbatively unstable for larger values of M due to singularities in M = 1. erefore, one must
also resum the singularities in M = 1 to obtain a stable DL expansion.
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e solution to this problem comes from a symmetry argument. Since the three gluon vertex
is symmetric if the radiated and radiating gluons are interchanged, the BFKL kernel should satisfy
1
Q2
K
(
αs ,
Q2
k2
)
=
1
k2
K
(
αs ,
k2
Q2
)
, (2.91)
which in Mellin space translates into the symmetry of the BFKL kernel upon the interchange
M ↔ 1 −M . ough this symmetry is manifest in the LO kernel eq. (2.77), it is broken beyond
LO by running coupling corrections and by the choice of the DIS kinematics. However, the terms
which break the symmetry can be computed exactly, allowing one to construct a symmetrized
version of the DL expansion [194] which completely removes the large-M instabilities.
By combining symmetrization and momentum conservation one can therefore construct a
perturbatively stable BFKL kernel, which, by duality, allows one to obtain resummed DGLAP
anomalous dimensions. e nal result for the resummed BFKL kernel has a minimum at a nite
value ofM , which would therefore translate into a branch cut for the DGLAP anomalous dimension
by duality. However, in our discussion we have so far included perturbatively the corrections due
to the running of the strong coupling. ough additional running coupling eects are subleading
at small-x , it turns out that reliable results require the resummation of the running coupling
corrections at all orders by solving the running-coupling BFKL equation [192, 194, 204, 205, 207].
e resummation of running coupling eects substantially changes the small-x behaviour of
the anomalous dimension: the branch cut singularity of the anomalous dimension is removed
and is replaced by a pole (as in the xed-order case) which is however shied from N = 0 to
a nite value N0 > 0. e net result is a soer growth at small-x of the gluon distribution in
the small-x region. For instance, in the kinematic region probed by HERA, with x . 10−3 and
Q . 10 GeV, where αs ' 0.2, one obtains G(x ,Q2) ∼ x−0.2, which is fully compatible with the
experimental data (see for instance [192, 194]).
2.2.3 To HELL & back
e discussion in the previous section shows that by combining the physical content of the BFKL
and of the DGLAP equations one obtains perturbatively stable anomalous dimensions for small-x
evolution, which include resummation eects and describe the correct behaviour. However,
all the necessary ingredients to perform a realistic global PDF t with resummation of small-x
logarithms have only recently been implemented in a public code named HELL (High-Energy
Large Logarithms) capable of resumming both spliing function and partonic coecient
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functions. Crucially, the code also allows for the matching to NNLO xed order. Indeed, whereas
the HERA dataset can be satisfactorily described by NLO theory [5], there is some indication of
a tension between the data and NNLO predictions [216–219] (this tension is already present at
NLO in refs. [218, 219]), and the need for small-x resummation at (N)NLO and beyond has been
long advocated (see e.g. [220]). While following the same general approach as ABF, the HELL
implementation incorporates a number of technical improvements which makes the numerical
implementation more robust, as well as some new developments; a detailed discussion and
comparison is given in ref. [188].
Let us now briey sketch how all-order high-energy eects can be included in a PDF ing
framework to achieve consistent small-x resummed phenomenology. First, let us notice that
though for the sake of simplicity we have considered small-x resummation only for the gluon,
DGLAP evolution couples the gluon to the singlet. erefore, one should rather consider
resummation in the whole singlet sector. As a consequence, the resummed anomalous dimension
γ corresponds to the largest eigenvalue at small-x (that is, the one which is enhanced) γ+ of
the DGLAP evolution matrix
Γ(N ,αs ) ≡
(
γдд γдq
γqд γqq
)
, (2.92)
and analogously the distribution G should be identied with the ‘plus’ eigenvector f+ in the
basis where DGLAP evolution in the singlet sector is diagonal10. e resummation of the plus
eigenvalue with all the above ingredients was originally achieved by ABF in ref. [194], while the
inclusion of the quark contributions and hence the rotation to the physical basis of the singlet
sector was completed in ref. [195]. is procedure is rather cumbersome, as it relies on the relation
between the qд anomalous dimension and the largest eigenvalue γ+, which however is not not
known in a closed form in the MS scheme (or in the Q0MS scheme, commonly used in the context
of small-x resummation since it avoids large cancellations between evolution and coecient
functions, see e.g. [221]). Nevertheless, the rotation can be performed and resummed spliing
functions can be obtained by computing the inverse Mellin transform of the anomalous dimension
in the physical basis. e resummed spliing functions take the generic form
PN
kLO+NhLLx
i j (x ,αs ) = PN
kLO
i j (x ,αs ) + ∆kPN
hLLx
i j (x ,αs ), (2.93)
10To make contact with the HELL papers, we have absorbed a factor of x in the denition of the parton density f+.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the xed-order gluon-gluon xPдд(x ,αs ) (le) and the quark-gluon xPqд(x ,αs )
(right) spliing functions with the NLO+NLLx and NNLO+NLLx results including small-x resummation.
where the rst contribution is the spliing function computed to xed-order k and the second
term is the resummed contribution, computed to either LLx (h = 0) or NLLx (h = 1), minus its
expansion to the xed-order k to avoid double counting.
We show in g. 2.4 a comparison of the xed-order gluon-gluon xPдд(x ,αs ) (le panel) and the
quark-gluon xPqд(x ,αs ) (right panel) spliing functions with the matched results at NLO+NLLx
and NNLO+NLLx accuracy. e comparison is performed in the Q0MS scheme, with nf = 4
and with αs = 0.2. Since the scheme change between the Q0MS scheme and MS scheme is of
order α3s , NLLx resummation can be matched directly to the usual xed-order NNLO MS scheme
calculation. e eect of resummation is more important at NNLO than at NLO, due to the
perturbative instabilities at small-x , which are visible by comparing the NLO and the NNLO
curves in g. 2.4. In the gluon-gluon spliing function case, we see that the NLO evolution is
closer to the all-order result (NNLO+NLLx) than NNLO evolution. e situation is similar in
the quark-gluon spliing function case, with the resummed results closer to NLO and NNLO for
10−5 . x . 10−1. At N3LO the instabilities would be larger, due to the appearance of two extra-
powers of small-x logarithms (since the leading logarithms at NLO and NNLO are accidentally
zero). is would translate into an even more dramatic impact of resummation, thus making
the inclusion of small-x resummation eects at N3LO mandatory.
Once the resummed spliing functions have been constructed, the last remaining ingredient
to perform a t with small-x resummation is the resummation of the coecient functions. e
general formalism is based on kt -factorization and has been applied to various processes at the
lowest non-trivial order (note that in DIS the rst non-trivial order is NLLx , since there are no
LLx contributions in the partonic coecient functions). In the ABF approach, the resummation
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of coecient function was rst developed in ref. [195] and is performed in double Mellin space.
e HELL approach [188, 189, 222, 223], despite being based on the same ingredients, performs
the resummation directly in momentum space, avoiding technical complications related to the
use of a conjugate space. In a nutshell, the idea is to use the relation between kt factorization
and standard collinear factorization to construct resummed coecient functions. In particular,
in the high-energy limit the unintegrated gluon density G(N ,k2t ) is related to the standard
resummed PDF by a function U
G(N ,k2t ) =U
(
N ,
k2t
Q2
)
f+(N ,Q2). (2.94)
e comparison between the kt -factorization formula eq. (2.68) and the high-energy contribution
to a generic cross section
σ (N ,Q2) ∼ C+(N ,αs )f+(N ,Q2) (2.95)
allows one to write
C+(N ,αs ) =
∫
dk2tC
(
N ,
k2t
Q2
,αs
)
U
(
N ,
k2t
Q2
)
. (2.96)
erefore, to construct the resummed coecient functions one has to convolute the o-shell co-
ecient function C with the evolution factor, which in the aforementionedQ0MS scheme takes the
form
U
(
N ,
k2t
Q2
)
=
d
dk2t
exp
[∫ k2t
Q2
dq21
q21
γ+(N ,αs (q21))
]
, (2.97)
which contains the DGLAP evolution from the scale Q2 to the scale k2t and the conversion
from unintegrated to integrated PDF.
Once the resummation of C+ has been achieved, one needs to rotate back to the physical
basis to obtain an expression for Cq and Cд . Like the previous rotation, the procedure is not
trivial and it is further complicated by the presence of running coupling eects which have
to be handled with a certain care [188, 224]. Eventually, the resummed coecient functions
are computed analogously to (2.93):
CN
kLO+NhLLx
i (x ,αs ) = CN
kLO
i (x ,αs ) + ∆kCN
hLLx
i (x ,αs ). (2.98)
Resummed coecient functions for DIS structure functions, including mass eects, have been
recently implemented in HELL2.0 [189].
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As we discussed in sect. 1.3, since a consistent PDF t spans several orders of magnitude
in Q2, one has to consider a dierent number of active avours at dierent energies to resum
large collinear logarithms due to massive quarks. It turns out that the matching conditions
eq. (1.71) which relate the PDFs above and below threshold also contain small-x logarithmic
enhancements, which one needs to consistently resum: their resummation is available in HELL2.0.
is last ingredient allows one to implement a resummation of the FONLL variable avour
number scheme used in the NNPDF ts.
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Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative.
— Oscar Wilde, e Relation of Dress to Art
3
Resummed parton distribution functions
State-of-the-art global PDF sets are extracted from a variety of data, collected in verydierent environments over a period of time which spans more than two decades. e
kinematic coverage of the data is typically parametrized with a dimensionful scale Q (the hard
scale of the process) and a dimensionless variable x = Q2/s , where√s is the centre-of-mass energy
of the experiment. e use of a dataset which extends over a wide range in the (x ,Q2)-plane
therefore provides a large number of constraints and allows for a precise extraction of PDFs.
To make the most of the precise data available, it is necessary to supplement the measurements
with accurate theoretical predictions. Currently, partonic cross sections are computed up to
next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) accuracy in xed-order theory and DGLAP evolution is
consistently included up to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy. Nevertheless,
as we discussed in chapter 2, in the large-x (threshold) and in the small-x (high-energy) regions
partonic cross sections and DGLAP spliing functions are aected by logarithmic enhancement
at all orders in perturbation theory. Both regions are probed by experiments at the LHC, which
cover a vast kinematic range in x and Q2.
As a consequence, it becomes important to assess the role of the logarithmically-enhanced
contributions in these kinematic regions. Consistent calculations require resummation of the
partonic cross sections, and should in principle be computed with PDFs extracted using a consistent
theory. ough aempts to include threshold (or large-x) [225] and high-energy (or small-x)
resummation [212] in PDF ts were made more than a decade ago, state-of-the-art global PDF
sets with resummation eects have only recently been determined. We discuss these sets in this
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chapter: in sect. 3.1 we consider a PDF set with large-x resummation and we present a set which
includes small-x resummation eects in sect. 3.2. Finally, we discuss the prospects for PDF sets
which include both large-x and small-x resummation in sect. 3.3.
3.1 Parton distribution functions with threshold resummation
In this section we present NLO+NLL′ and NNLO+NNLL′ global ts, constructed as variants
of the NNPDF3.0 global t [226]. As we discussed in chapter 2, the foundations for threshold
resummation were laid about thirty years ago and resummed calculations at high perturbative
accuracy for processes relevant for PDF determination, such as Drell-Yan (DY) and DIS, have
been available for quite some time. However, to obtain a truly global resummed t one needs
to include a larger number of processes such as top production data, as well as jet production
andW production at the level of the measured lepton distributions. Nevertheless, for the last two
processes threshold resummation is not yet available in an amenable form. ough resummed
calculations for inclusive jets were used to construct approximate expressions for the NNLO
contributions (see e.g. [227]), there are no codes which are publicly available. ForW production,
resummation is available only at the level of the reconstructed W .
erefore, the t we discuss here is based on neutral and charged current deep-inelastic
structure functions (both for xed-target and collider experiments), xed-target and collider
neutral current DY production, and inclusive top-quark pair production. ough a DY+DIS+top t
is a rst step towards a consistent resummed phenomenology at the LHC, it is however aected
by larger uncertainties than the NNPDF3.0 global t on which it is based, since the missing
experiments aect in particular the constraints on the gluon. erefore, it will be important to
produce updated resummed ts which include these processes as soon as the calculations become
available; as we discuss below, the use of xed-order PDFs with resummed matrix elements
can lead to misleading results, particularly at NLO.
is section is organized as follows. We rst review the theoretical framework and the
practical implementation in sect. 3.1.1. In sect. 3.1.2 we discuss the t seings, which are based on
the NNPDF3.0 global t. We then present PDFs with threshold resummation eects in sect. 3.1.3
and we nally explore some implications for LHC phenomenology in sect. 3.1.4. roughout this
section, we shall use the shorthand ‘resummed PDFs’ to indicate ts performed including threshold
resummation in the coecient functions: we emphasize that no resummation is included at the
level of PDF evolution, since in the MS scheme all eects are contained in the coecient functions.
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3.1.1 eoretical framework & implementation
We have already discussed the theoretical formalism for threshold resummation in sect. 2.1.3,
where we considered for simplicity the colour-singlet case. e global t we present here includes
also processes where coloured particles appear in the nal state, such as DIS and top production.
Before discussing the implementation, let us briey review how the formalism presented in
sect. 2.1.3 can be extended to deal with these processes.
e starting point is a generic cross section for a hadronic process, which we can write in
Mellin space as (for the sake of simplicity, the factorization and renormalization scales are set toQ)
σ (N ,Q2) =
∑
a,b
Lab (N ,Q2)σˆab (N ,Q2,αs ), (3.1)
where a,b run over the parton avours, Q2 is the hard scale of the process and N is the conjugate
variable to x . Here we consider three processes: DIS, DY production and top-anti-top production
(tt¯ ). In DIS,Q is the o-shellness of the exchanged bosonQ2 = −q2 and x = Q2/2p ·q, wherep is the
hadron momentum (see sect. 1.2.1); in DY, Q is the invariant mass of the lepton pair and x = Q2/s ;
for tt¯ ,Q2 = 4m2t and x = Q2/s . Finally, Lab (N ,Q2) is the Mellin transform of a parton luminosity
(dened in eq. (1.44)) in the hadron-hadron collision case, or of a single PDF in the DIS case.
In Mellin space, the resummed partonic cross section can be wrien as the product of a
Born contribution and an all-order coecient function
σˆ (res)ab (N ,Q2,αs ) = σBornab (N ,Q2,αs )Cresab (N ,αs ), (3.2)
where, analogously to eq. (2.18),
C(res)ab (N ,αs ) =
∑
I
д¯(I )ab (αs ) exp S¯(I )(N ,αs ),
S¯(I )(N ,αs ) = ln∆a + ln∆b + ln Jc + ln Jd + ln∆(I )ab→cd . (3.3)
We use the notation ab → cd to accommodate all the processes that enter the t. For tt¯ production,
we have to consider the resummation of two Born-level processes, namely qq¯ → tt¯ and дд→ tt¯ ;
for DIS instead we have V ∗q → q and for DY qq¯ → V ∗. Moreover, while in DIS and DY we have
one colour structure, in the tt¯ case we have two contributions, i.e. I = singlet, octet.
Let us now examine the dierent contributions to the resummed exponent. If i is a colour-
singlet, then ∆i = Ji = 1. For each initial-state QCD parton, we have an initial-state jet function
ln∆i =
∫ 1
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z
∫ (1−z)2Q2
Q2
dq2
q2
Acusp,i
(
αs
(
q2
) )
, i = a,b . (3.4)
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For each massless nal-state QCD parton we have a nal-state jet function
ln Ji =
∫ 1
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z
[∫ (1−z)Q2
(1−z)2Q2
dq2
q2
Acusp,i
(
αs
(
q2
) )
+
1
2
Bi
(
αs
(
Q2(1 − z)) ) ] , i = c,d, (3.5)
while there is no jet-function for t or t¯ .
Finally, we also need to consider large-angle so contributions, which depend in principle
on both the process and the color ow:
ln∆(I)ab→cd =
∫ 1
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z D
(I )
ab→cd
(
αs
(
Q2(1 − z)2) ) . (3.6)
e functions Acusp,i (αs ), Bi (αs ), D(I )i (αs ), and д¯(I )ab (αs ) are free of large logarithms and can be
computed in xed-order perturbation theory. As discussed in sect. 2.1.3, the accuracy of their
determination xes the logarithmic accuracy of the resummation. In particular, (N)NLL′ requires
Acusp,i to second (third) order in the strong coupling αs and Bi , D(I )i , and д¯ab to rst (second)
order. If one evaluates the Mellin integrals in the resummed expression eq. (3.3) in the N →∞
limit, the resummed coecient function takes the form eq. (2.20); it is understood that all the
modications we discuss are applied to each partonic subprocess and each colour ow.
To produce resummed predictions for DY dierential in rapidity, threshold resummation
should be extended to rapidity distributions. Here we follow the approach of ref. [133], which is
based on the observation that the resummed partonic rapidity distribution coincides with the
rapidity integrated one up to terms which are power-suppressed in the threshold limit. is
means that to obtain the hadron-level resummed rapidity distribution one needs to modify
only the parton luminosity.
We can now move on to discuss the numerical implementation of the N -so threshold
resummation which we just described. For DIS and DY processes, threshold resummation has
been implemented in the public code TROLL [2, 103, 228], standing for TROLL Resums Only
Large-x Logarithms, whereas we use the public code Top++ [229] for top-pair production. e
contribution from resummation is encoded into ∆jKNkLL′ , dened as the dierence between a
resummed K-factor at NjLO+NkLL′ and the xed-order K-factor at NjLO, such that
σNjLO+NkLL′ = σNjLO + σLO × ∆jKNkLL′ , (3.7)
where all the cross sections are evaluated with a common NjLO+NkLL′ PDF set. e xed-
order calculation is obtained from a separate code (specically, the internal FKgenerator code
used for the ts of the NNPDF3.0 family).
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Figure 3.1: ∆K-factors for the neutral current DIS structure function F2(x ,Q), as a function of x , for
Q = 2 GeV and Q = 30 GeV. e plot on the le (right) corresponds to j = 1, k = 1 (j = 2, k = 2) in eq. (3.7).
e eect of TMCs is shown as a thin solid line.
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Figure 3.2: Same as g. 3.1 for the neutral-current DY rapidity distribution, for dierent experiments
and values of the lepton invariant mass, which allows one to probe dierent kinematic regimes: close to
threshold (Fermilab’s xed-target Drell-Yan experiments at M = 7 GeV), an intermediate region (Tevatron
and LHC at the Z pole) and away from threshold (low mass DY at LHC).
e ∆K-factors for the neutral current DIS structure function F2(x ,Q) as a function of x for
two hard scales are shown in g. 3.1. In the le plot, we show ∆1KNLL′ , namely NLL′ matched
to NLO, whereas in the right plot we show ∆2KNNLL′ (NNLL′ matched to NNLO). e net eect
of the resummation is an enhancement at large x , whereas the eect at small-x is very small, as
expected. ere is also a dip in the intermediate region of x , which is also present in xed-order
calculations [230]. We also show the eect of Target Mass Corrections (TMCs) at next-to-leading
twist, which are included in the resummation according to the same prescription used in the
NNPDF ing code [231], where the Mellin transform of the partonic coecient functions is
multiplied by an N -dependent factor. eir eect is non-negligible only at small scales, where
they partially reduce the eect of resummation.
In g. 3.2 we show the ∆K factors for the lepton pair rapidity distribution in DY processes, as a
function of the ratio between the rapidity Y and the maximum rapidity Ymax = 12 ln(s/M2) allowed
by kinematics. In particular, we show the eect of resummation on experiments which probe
dierent kinematic regimes. We observe that the eect of threshold resummation is relevant also
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LHC 7 TeV LHC 8 TeV
σNLO+NLL′/σNLO 1.086 1.081
σNNLO+NNLL′/σNNLO 1.031 1.029
σNNLO/σNLO 1.123 1.122
Table 3.1: K-factors for tt¯ production at LHC at 7 and 8 TeV.
at central rapidities for xed-target kinematics at low invariant masses.
Finally, in table 3.1 we collect the K-factors for tt¯ production at the LHC at 7 and 8 TeV,
calculated as the ratio between the (N)NLO+(N)NLL′ cross section and the (N)NLO cross section,
using the same (N)NLO PDFs to compute the numerator and denominator. We observe that the
eect of resummation is almost 10% at NLO+NLL′ and is comparable to the NNLO correction.
3.1.2 Fit seings
Le us now discuss the seings used to produce the resummed t. ese are constructed as a
variant of the NNPDF3.0 global t and share the same ing methodology and input parameters.
As stated above, the experimental dataset used in the resummed ts is a subset of that of the
NNPDF3.0 paper. We rst review the experimental dataset and then we explain the procedure
used to construct the resummed K-factors to include threshold resummation in the PDF t.
Experimental data. e list of datasets used in this analysis and in NNPDF3.0 is presented in
table 3.2. is analysis contains all the neutral and charged current DIS data, neutral current DY
production and top quark production data included in NNPDF3.0, whereas it does not contain jet
data and charged-current DY datasets for the reasons discussed above. By comparing the datasets
included in the two PDF analyses, one can see that the analysis based on the reduced dataset loses
experimental constraints on the medium and large-x gluon (due to the missing jet data) and on
the quark avour separation (due to the missingW data). Nevertheless, as we will discuss below,
the loss of accuracy is not dramatic, since the resummed t includes more than 3000 data points.
We use a similar set of kinematic cuts as those applied in the NNPDF3.0 analysis. For DIS
data, the minimum value of Q2 is set to 3.5 GeV2; to reduce the dependence on higher twists at
large x , a cutW 2 ≥ 12.5 GeV2 is applied. We performed a study of the stability for xed-target DY
predictions, and we found that they become unstable if the data get too close to the production
threshold, either because the lepton pair mass Ml l becomes too large, or because Y is too close
to Ymax. erefore, we changed the kinematic cuts with respect to those of NNPDF3.0; we take
τ ≤ 0.08 and |Y |/Ymax ≤ 0.663. For the collider DY data, the cuts are the same as in NNPDF3.0.
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Experiment Observable Ref. NNPDF3.0 global NNPDF3.0 DIS+DY+top
(N)NLO (N)NLO [+(N)NLL′]
NMC σNCDIS, F
d
2 /F
p
2 [232, 233] Yes Yes
BCDMS Fd2 , F
p
2 [234, 235] Yes Yes
SLAC Fd2 , F
p
2 [236] Yes Yes
CHORUS σCCνN [237] Yes Yes
NuTeV σCC,charmνN [238] Yes Yes
HERA-I σNCDIS,σ
CC
DIS [239] Yes Yes
ZEUS HERA-II σNCDIS,σ
CC
DIS [240–243] Yes Yes
H1 HERA-II σNCDIS,σ
CC
DIS [244, 245] Yes Yes
HERA charm σNC,charmDIS [246] Yes Yes
DY E866 σNCDY,p ,σ
NC
DY,d/σNCDY,p [247–249] Yes Yes
DY E605 σNCDY,p [250] Yes Yes
CDF Z rap σNCDY,p [251] Yes Yes
CDF Run-II kt jets σjet [252] Yes No
D0 Z rap σNCDY,p [253] Yes Yes
ATLAS Z 2010 σNCDY,p [254] Yes Yes
ATLASW 2010 σCCDY,p [254] Yes No
ATLAS 7 TeV jets 2010 σjet [255] Yes No
ATLAS 2.76 TeV jets σjet [256] Yes No
ATLAS high-mass DY σNCDY,p [257] Yes Yes
ATLASW pT σCCDY,p [258] Yes No
CMSW electron asy σCCDY,p [259] Yes No
CMSW muon asy σCCDY,p [260] Yes No
CMS jets 2011 σDIS [261] Yes No
CMSW + c total σNC,charmjet,p [262] Yes No
CMS 2D DY 2011 σDYDY,p [263] Yes Yes
LHCbW rapidity σNCDY,p [264] Yes No
LHCb Z rapidity σNCDY,p [265] Yes Yes
ATLAS CMS top prod σ (tt¯) [266–271] Yes Yes
Table 3.2: List of all the experiments used in the NNPDF3.0 global analysis and whether or not they are
now included in the present analysis. For each dataset we also provide the type of cross section that has
been measured and the corresponding publication reference(s).
Calculation of the resummed K-factors. As we discussed in sect. 2.1.3, the eects of threshold
resummation in the MS scheme are encoded in the partonic cross sections; therefore, the theoretical
seings in the resummed ts can be the same as those of the NNPDF3.0 analysis, apart from
the modication of the hard-scaering cross sections.
In the NNPDF3.0 analysis the hadronic observables are calculated using fast NLO calcula-
tions [272, 273], which are supplemented by NNLO/NLO K-factors at NNLO when required.
ese K-factors are computed as ratios of the NNLO over the NLO calculations, using a common
PDF luminosity computed using NNLO PDFs. To include the eect of the resummation in the
hard cross sections here we follow the same procedure, by including the eect of resummation
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supplementing the xed-order computation with a resummed K-factor.
As we discussed in sect. 3.1.1, the resummed contributions are encoded in the form of ∆K-
factors. For DIS processes, we incorporate them into K-factors using
KN
kLO+NkLL′
DIS ≡
σN
kLO+NkLL′
σN
kLO
= 1 + ∆kKNkLL′ ×
σLO
σN
kLO
, (3.8)
with k = 1, 2 for NLO+NLL′ and NNLO+NNLL′ respectively. Here the NNLO calculation is
implemented exactly in the NNPDF code. For hadronic processes we use a similar expression,
KNLO+NLL
′
hadr ≡
σNLO+NLL
′
σNLO
= 1 + ∆1KNLL′ × σ
LO
σNLO
, (3.9)
KNNLO+NNLL
′
hadr ≡
σNNLO+NNLL
′
σNLO
= KNNLO + ∆2KNNLL′ × σ
LO
σNLO
, (3.10)
where KNNLO = σNNLO/σNLO is the NNLO/NLO K-factor. All contributions are meant to be
computed with the same NkLO+NkLL′ PDF set. We computed the LO cross sections combining
LO coecient functions with PDFs with NLO and NNLO evolution using APFEL [274].
Since the K-factors are computed externally using a xed set of PDFs, the contributions
in the above equations should in principle be recomputed for several iterations of the t until
convergence has been reached. In practice, however, the computation ofKNNLO is time-consuming,
so for that contribution we use the same xed value used in the NNPDF3.0 ts. e only exception
are theK-factors for the xed-target DY experiments, which we have recomputed using Vrap [275]
and NNPDF3.0 as input PDF set. We found that two iterations of the t are enough to ensure a
satisfactory convergence of the resummedK-factors, namely theK-factors are essentially identical
if we use resummed PDFs from the last or the penultimate iteration of the t.
Let us now illustrate the eect of threshold resummation for some of the datasets used
in the t by ploing the resummed K-factors for some representative experimental dataset,
using the same kinematics as for the data-points which we use in the t. To compute the K-
factors we have consistently used the NNPDF3.0 DIS+DY+top NLO+NLL′ and NNLO+NNLL′
PDF sets which we will present in the next section, with αs (m2Z ) = 0.118, in both the xed-order
and resummed cross sections. For hadronic experiments, we factor out KNNLO in eq. (3.10) to
isolate the eect of the resummation.
We show the results for the DIS case in g. 3.3 for two representative datasets. For each
experiment we show both the NLL′ and the NNLL′ K-factors. We use the DIS kinematics (x ,Q2,y)
used in the experimental data, therefore for each value of x there are measurements at dierent
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Figure 3.3: e resummedK-factors for DIS, eq. (3.8), for a representative subset of the experiments included
in the resummed t. We show both the results corresponding to L′ and to NNLL′ resummation.
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Figure 3.4: Same as Fig. 3.3 for selected Drell-Yan experimental datasets included in the t. e resummed
K-factors are now those dened in eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), but to isolate the eect of resummation from that
of the xed-order NNLO corrections, in the NNLL′ case we divide eq. (3.10) by KNNLO. In the le plot data
points dier by the values of the rapidity and the invariant mass of the pair, but only the dependence on
the rapidity is shown.
values ofQ2 and y. Here we choose not to show results for the HERA datasets, since resummation
turns out to be negligible as the data are at large scales and at small values of x . We observe that
the eect of resummation is most relevant for BCDMS data, where NLL′ resummation can reach
15% at the largest value of x ; the eect is reduced to a few percent in the NNLL′ calculation. e
eect of resummation is milder for the other datasets; here we show the SLAC data, where the
eects of resummation is always below 5%. e situation is similar for the other datasets included.
In g. 3.4 we show the analogous result for DY experiments. We take one xed target dataset,
namely the DY E866 pp cross section, and one collider dataset, the LHCb Z → µµ rapidity
distribution. We observe that the impact of resummation is always more important at NLO+NLL′
than at NNLO+NNLL′ and grows with the rapidity of the lepton pair, as the kinematic threshold
is approached. e eect at LHCb can be as large as 50% at NLL′, whereas it is still about 20% at
NNLL′ for the points at larger rapidity. In the case of the E866 dataset, the eect of resummation
is as large as 35% at NLL′ and 20% at NNLL′.
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Figure 3.5: e statistical distances between the central values (le) and the PDF uncertainties (right plot)
of the NNPDF3.0 NLO and the DIS+DY+top ts at Q = 100 GeV in the avour basis.
3.1.3 Parton distributions with large-x resummation
We are now ready to present the results of the NNPDF3.0 ts with threshold resummation. We start
by comparing our baseline t with the NNPDF3.0 global ts to quantify the impact of the missing
datasets on the PDF accuracy. We then quantify the impact of threshold resummation on the t
quality and we compare the resummed sets with our baseline, both at the level of PDF and of χ 2.
Baseline ts. As discussed above, our baseline DIS+DY+top set diers from the NNPDF3.0 global
set since it is based on a reduced dataset. Nevertheless, it is based on the exact same methodology
and seings and we thus expect the two sets to be consistent, with the DIS+DY+top t aected
by larger PDF uncertainties. We focus only on the NLO case, since the impact of the dataset
is approximately independent of the perturbative order.
To quantify the dierences between the two PDF sets it is convenient to use a distance
estimator (for a denition, see e.g ref. [226, 276]) which allows us to represent in a concise
way how two PDF ts dier among themselves, both at the level of central values and of PDF
uncertainties. We show these distances between the NNPDF3.0 NLO and the DIS+DY+top ts
at Q = 100 GeV in g. 3.5. Since both the ts have Nrep = 100 replicas, a distance of d ∼ 10
corresponds to a variation of one-sigma of the central values or the PDF uncertainties in units of
the corresponding standard deviation. We observe that there is a reasonable agreement for most
of the PDF avours, with somewhat larger dierences in the central values for u and u¯, whereas
the uncertainties which are eected the most are those of the gluon and of the charm quark (which
is generated perturbatively in the NNPDF3.0 analysis). Overall, the PDFs in the DIS+DY+top t
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the xed-order NNPDF3.0 NLO ts based on global and DIS+DY+top dataset, for
αs (m2Z ) = 0.118, at a typical LHC scale of Q = 100 GeV. Results are normalized to the central prediction of
the NNPDF3.0 NLO global t. Le: gluon; right: up quark.
are fairly similar to the ones in the global t; it follows that the calculations performed with the
reduced dataset should be comparable to those performed with the global PDFs.
We compare the NNPDF3.0 and the DIS+DY+top PDF at the level of PDFs in g 3.6. We
show results for the gluon and the up quark, normalized to the central prediction of the global
t at a scale Q = 100 GeV. We observe a substantial increase in the uncertainty associated to
the gluon PDF in the DIS+DY+top case; the situation is only partly mitigated by the constraint
provided by the total tt¯ pair production dataset, which oers a handle on the large-x gluon PDF.
In the up quark case, the PDF uncertainties are similar in the global and in the DIS+DY+top case,
though the bands only partially overlap at very large values of x .
is concludes our analysis of the impact of the reduced dataset on the baseline ts. We
can now study the eect of resummation by comparing our baseline ts with ts based on
the same datasets but where the xed-order calculations are supplemented with resumma-
tion as described above.
DIS+DY+top resummed PDFs. To quantify the impact of threshold resummation, we start by
comparing the t quality of our baseline t with that of the threshold resummed t. In table 3.3
we present the χ 2/Ndat of the NLO+NLL′ and of the NNLO+NNLL′ ts alongside those of the
corresponding xed-order ts.
In the case of the NLO+NLL′ t, the t quality of most of the hadron collider experiments
improves with respect to the xed-order NLO t; this is particularly marked in the case of the
LHCb Z rapidity dataset and top quark pair production. We also observe an improvement in the t
quality of SLAC data, as well as a marginal improvement in the quality of the CHORUS neutrino
structure functions. For the other dataset the t quality is very similar, with the exception of the
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Experiment NNPDF3.0 DIS+DY+top
NLO NNLO NLO+NLL′ NNLO+NNLL′
NMC 1.39 1.34 1.36 1.30
SLAC 1.17 0.91 1.02 0.92
BCDMS 1.20 1.25 1.23 1.28
CHORUS 1.13 1.11 1.10 1.09
NuTeV 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.44
HERA-I 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.06
ZEUS HERA-II 1.42 1.46 1.45 1.48
H1 HERA-II 1.70 1.79 1.70 1.78
HERA charm 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.28
DY E866 1.08 1.39 1.68 1.68
DY E605 0.92 1.14 1.12 1.21
CDF Z rap 1.21 1.38 1.10 1.33
D0 Z rap 0.57 0.62 0.67 0.66
ATLAS Z 2010 0.98 1.21 1.02 1.28
ATLAS high-mass DY 1.85 1.27 1.59 1.21
CMS 2D DY 2011 1.22 1.39 1.22 1.41
LHCb Z rapidity 0.83 1.30 0.51 1.25
ATLAS CMS top prod 1.23 0.55 0.61 0.40
Total 1.233 1.264 1.246 1.269
Table 3.3: e χ 2 per data point for all experiments included in the DIS+DY+top ts threshold resummed
ts, at NLO and NNLO, compared with their resummed counterparts.
xed target DY data, where threshold resummation makes the χ 2 worse. To further study this
issue, we have performed a variant of the t based on a reduced dataset, which includes HERA data
only and xed-target DY data. It appears that whereas in the global case the t with resummation
struggles to give a simultaneously good description of the DY and other datasets, in the reduced t
the description of the DY data is ne and χ 2 ∼ 1 for the DY data also at the resummed level. e
overall t quality is however very similar, with the resummed χ 2 being slightly worse, since the
improvement in the description of some datasets is compensated by the deterioration of others.
e eect of resummation is more moderate for the NNLO+NNLL′ ts. For many datasets,
the t quality is very similar, with some improvement in the description of the ATLAS high-mass
DY dataset and of the LHCb Z rapidity dataset. Again, we observe a marked deterioration of
the xed-target DY data, especially in the case of the E866 dataset. Overall, however, the t
quality is essentially identical in the two cases.
In g. 3.7 we show the distances between the NLO and the NLO+NLL′ ts (top panel) and the
corresponding distances in the case of NNLO and NNLO+NNLL′ (lower panel). We see that at
NLO the eect of resummation is particularly pronounced for the gluon, the up and anti-up quark,
as well as for the charm quark and the down quark. e eect is less pronounced at NNLO, where
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Figure 3.7: Same as g. 3.5, now for the NLO and NLO+NLL′ DIS+DY+top ts (upper panel) and for the
NNLO and NNLO+NNLL′ (lower panel).
the distances are smaller and only the up and anti-up are partially aected. In both cases, the
uncertainties are, as expected, essentially equivalent, as the PDF sets are based on the same dataset.
We show the comparison of the PDFs between the NLO and NLO+NLL′ ts in g. 3.8, as well
as those in the NNLO+NNLL′ ts in g. 3.9. In the NLO case, we show the gluon PDF, the valence,
the singlet and the strangeness. We observe that the eect of resummation for the quarks is a
suppression at large x and an enhancement of the valence at smaller values of x , presumably
due to a compensation for the suppression at large x through the sum rule. For the singlet, the
shi of the central value is about 5% at x ∼ 0.5; the uncertainty bands of the PDFs are departing
from each other, though they still overlap. For the valence, the dierence between the central
values is about 5% for x between 0.1 and 0.3, and the uncertainty bands barely overlap. As a
consequence, we expect resummation to have a phenomenological impact for the calculation of
quark-initiated heavy production processes in BSM scenarios, where large values of x are probed.
e large-x gluon is also suppressed, though the PDF uncertainty gets larger than the shi for
x & 0.3. e eect of resummation is negligible at small-x , as expected.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the NNPDF3.0 DIS+DY+top dataset NLO and NLO+NLL′, for αs (m2Z ) =
0.118, at a typical LHC scale of Q = 100 GeV.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the NNPDF3.0 DIS+DY+top dataset NNLO and NNLO+NNLL′, forαs (m2Z ) =
0.118, at a typical LHC scale of Q = 100 GeV.
In the NNLO case, we show only the gluon and the valence, since the impact of resummation
is considerably smaller. e PDF uncertainties are very similar and they overlap in the entire
range. Signicant shis in the central values are present only at very large x , where the PDF
uncertainties are however very large. For instance, at x ∼ 0.3 the central value of the resummed
gluon is ∼ 20% smaller than the xed-order one, but the shi is smaller than the PDF uncertainties.
3.1.4 Implications for new physics searches at the LHC
In this section we explore some of the phenomenological implications of the threshold resummed
ts at the LHC. We start by considering parton luminosities and then we estimate the eects
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the NNPDF3.0 NLO partonic luminosities in the global t and in the DIS+DY+top
t which is used as xed-order baseline for the resummed ts.
of threshold resummation in DY pair production. We nally discuss implications for heavy-
resonance searches at the LHC.
Parton luminosities. To provide a rst insight on the impact of threshold resummation it is useful
to consider its eect on parton luminosities. We assume the production of a hypothetical nal
state of mass MX such that x = M2X /s , where
√
s = 13 TeV is the centre of mass energy of the
collision at the LHC, with µF = MX . is comparison provides direct information on how the
cross sections for a nal state with mass MX are aected by resummation; however, consistent
calculations require the inclusion of resummation eects also in the partonic matrix elements,
which could compensate the impact of resummation in the PDFs. ese consistent comparisons
will be discussed below. Here we focus on the comparison between NLO and NLO+NLL′ ts,
since we have seen in the previous section that at NNLO the impact of resummation is smaller
and below the level of PDF uncertainties.
We start by estimating the eect on PDF luminosities comparing our baseline t with the
NNPDF3.0 global t with αs = 0.118. In g. 3.10 we show the gluon-gluon, quark-gluon, quark-
antiquark and quark-quark parton luminosities. We see some important dierences between the
global t and our baseline ts. e missing jet data have a signicant impact on the дд and the
qд luminosities; for instance, the дд luminosity increases by more than a factor of two for MX
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Figure 3.11: Same as g. 3.10, now comparing the DIS+DY+top NLO t to the NLO+NLL′ t.
larger than 0.5 TeV. e eect is smaller for the qq and the qq¯ luminosity, where the dierences
are sizeable only at large MX ; for example, the qq¯ luminosities dier by about 10% at MX ∼ 3 TeV.
erefore, to assess the impact of resummation consistently one should compare the resummed
t to the baseline DIS+DY+top ts, rather than with the NNPDF3.0 global t.
e comparison between the resummed and the xed-order DIS+DY+top ts at NLL′ is shown
in g. 3.11. We see that in all cases the xed-order and the resummed ts agree at a level of one
sigma. e qq and the qq¯ luminosities are enhanced for values of MX smaller than 1 TeV by about
one sigma and they are suppressed at larger values of MX . eir behaviour follows closely those
of the quark PDFs which we observed above. In particular, the qq¯ luminosity at NLO+NLL′ is
reduced by about 15%. In the qq case, however, the suppression is smaller until very large values
of invariant masses. e дд and дq luminosities are also suppressed at large MX , though they
are still consistent with the xed-order t within the large PDF uncertainties.
High-Mass Drell-Yan dilepton mass distributions. High-mass Drell-Yan is one of the most important
processes at the LHC in many new physics searches, for example for Z ′ boson production.
erefore, it is interesting to assess the eect of consistently including threshold resummation
both in the PDF and in matrix element and comparing these results with those obtained by
considering resummation only in the matrix element.
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Figure 3.12: Le: dilepton invariant mass distribution for high-mass neutral current Drell-Yan production at
the LHC 13 TeV. Results are shown normalized to the central prediction of the xed-order NLO calculation.
Right: the same comparison at NNLO.
In g. 3.12 we show the dilepton invariant mass distribution for neutral current Drell-Yan
production at the LHC 13 TeV, comparing the predictions of xed-order and resummed calculations.
To compute the xed-order predictions we have used Vrap, and we have used TROLL to compute
the resummation eects. We show the predictions for the invariant mass distribution of the
lepton pair, comparing the (N)NLO xed-order with the resummed (N)NLO+(N)NLL′ calculations,
using either xed-order or resummed PDFs. We observe that the eect of resummation is rather
moderate: even at NLO and at large invariant masses the eect of resummation is at the level of
a few percent and within the PDF uncertainty. e eect is further reduced if resummed PDFs
are used; in the whole range Ml l ∈ [1.5, 2.5] TeV the resummed calculation and the xed-order
one dier by less than 1%. e eect of resummation is completely negligible at NNLO.
Supersymmetric particle production. eoretical predictions for high-mass supersymmetric pair
production at hadron colliders are currently done at NLO for several processes, supplemented
with NLL′ or NNLL′ resummation (though approximate calculations at higher accuracy have
been performed; NNLOappr+NNLL′ calculations have been presented in e.g. [277] and even
N3LOappr+N3LL′ calculations have been made [278]). Calculations appearing in analyses prior to
this work use resummation only in the computation of the partonic matrix elements. is creates
a potential mismatch especially at high masses — the crucial region for supersymmetric searches
— since possible eects due to compensations are not taken into account. e resummed PDFs we
have presented, barring their limitations, oer now the possibility to compute predictions where
resummation is consistently taken into account both in the matrix elements and in the luminosities.
To examine the eect of resummed PDFs in the context of supersymmetric particle production
we show the NLO+NLL′ predictions for le-handed slepton pair production using the public
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Figure 1. Invariant-mass distributions (upper panel) and K-factors (lower panel) according to
Eq. (2.1) using the full expression (full red) and only its second, PDF-dependent part (dashed blue
line) for the pair production of left-handed selectrons/smuons with a mass of m˜` = 564 GeV at the
LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV. In the upper panel, the results at LO (dotted green), NLO (dashed blue)
and NLO+NLL (full red line) have been obtained with global NLO PDFs. In the lower panel,
the PDF (yellow) and scale (green) uncertainties have been computed at NLO and NLO+NLL,
respectively, with global NLO PDFs, then rescaled appropriately and added in quadrature for the
total theoretical uncertainty (dashed red).
latter amounts to a decrease of more than 10% at high invariant mass, which is partially
compensated by the NLL corrections in the matrix elements. At low invariant mass, one
observes even an overcompensation, such that the total K-factor is slightly larger than
unity. This e↵ect was also observed in Fig. 17 of Ref. [41]. Our results agree quite well
with theirs despite the fact that they show the slightly di↵erent factor
K ′ = (NLO +NLL)NLO+NLL reduced(NLO)NLO global . (3.1)
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Figure 3.13: Le panel: e NLO+NLL′ calculation of the invaria t mass distribut on f r slepton pair
production at the LHC 13 TeV using the Resummino program, using both th NLO and NL +NLL′ NNPDF3.0
DIS+DY+top PDFs as input normalized to the NLO calculation. Right pa el: e K-f ctor e . (3.11) as a
function of Ml˜ l˜ . We superimposed the green curve of the le pan l to facilitate the comparison (gure
adapted from ref. [282]; the DIS+DY+top t is labelled ‘reduced’ in he gure).
code Resummino [279–281]. e production of sleptons is mostly sensitive to the qq¯ luminosity;
other processes, like squark and gluino pair production, would instead be sensi ive a qд and дд
channels. e results are shown in the le panel of g. 3.13, where we show the invariant mass
distribution as a function of the mass of the slepton pair Ml˜ l˜ at the LHC 13 TeV, using the standard
seings of Resummino and a slepton mass ofml˜ = 564 GeV. All results are normalized to the NLO
curve, computed with NLO baseline PDFs. We observe that if the resummation is included only
in the matrix element the cross section is enhanced by several percent, up to 5% at Ml˜ l˜ ∼ 3 TeV,
though within the NLO uncertainty bands. On the other hand, if the resummation is included
consistently both in the PDFs and in the matrix elements there is only a marginal increase in
the cross section for Ml˜ l˜ ∼ 1.2 TeV, whereas the NLO+NLL′ calculation is even suppressed by
a factor of 5% at very high Ml˜ l˜ , albeit within the large PDF uncertainties.
To overcome the limitations due to the reduced experimental dataset, the authors of ref. [283]
suggested the introduction of a K-factor, dened as
K =
σNLO+NLL′,NLO global
σNLO,NLO global
× σNLO+NLL
′,NLO+NLL′ DIS+DY+top
σNLO+NLL′,NLO DIS+DY+top
, (3.11)
where the rst subscript refers to the accuracy of the computation and the second to the PDF
to be used. is allows one to reduce the impact of the larger uncertainties by computing the
resummed NLO+NLL′ cross section as
σNLO+NLL′ = K × σNLO,NLO global (3.12)
and using the PDF error associated to the global PDF as an estimate of the uncertainties due
to the PDFs. e authors of ref. [283] used this prescription to calculate squark and gluino
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production cross sections at LHC 13 TeV. eir recipe has been recently used to compute the
invariant mass distributions for the pair production of le-handed and right-handed sleptons in
ref. [282]. e right panel of g. 3.13 shows the K-factor eq. (3.11) for le-handed slepton pair
production. e yellow, green and red bands correspond to the PDF, scale and total uncertainties,
respectively, whereas the blue line corresponds to the change of PDFs alone (namely, the second
factor appearing in the RHS of eq. (3.11)). e results of ref. [282] are in good agreement with
the green curve in the le plot, which is aected by the reduced dataset used.
ese results show that the use of resummation only in the matrix element can lead to
inaccurate results, because it may overestimate cross sections and invariant mass distributions.
is is more likely to happen in NLO+NLL′ calculations, since at NNLO+NNLL′ the eect
of the resummation is much smaller. In conclusion, threshold resummed matrix elements
should be used in conjunction with resummed PDFs. e prescription eq. (3.11) allows one
to produce consistently resummed calculations with threshold resummation eects with a PDF
error comparable to state-of-the-art PDF determinations, pending the availability of resummed
PDFs based on a wider dataset.
3.2 Parton distribution functions with high-energy resummation
Since in the MS scheme threshold resummation aects only the coecient functions, there
are few obstacles preventing its inclusion in PDF ts, as long as resummed calculations are
available. e situation is instead more complex for high-energy resummation, since in general
both coecient functions and spliing functions receive single-logarithmic contributions to all
orders in perturbation theory, as we discussed in sect. 2.2 . Despite the fact that the formalism for
resumming small-x logarithms has existed for quite some time, the number of phenomenological
analyses has indeed been very limited, due to the rather convoluted technical details of high-
energy resummation. e recent theoretical insight obtained by reviving the ABF approach
discussed in sect. 2.2.3 and, crucially, the implementation of the intricate results of high energy
resummation in the HELL public code [188, 189, 222, 223] have nally made small-x resummation
available for phenomenological applications.
In this section, we present a state-of-the-art PDF determination in which NLO and NNLO
xed-order perturbation theory is matched to NLLx small-x resummation. is will be done by
supplementing the recent NNPDF3.1 PDF determination [284] with high-energy resummation of
DGLAP evolution and DIS coecient functions using HELL, thereby leading to resummed PDF sets.
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is will allow us to assess the impact of small-x resummation in a PDF t and to demonstrate
that the tension which some groups have observed in the description of the HERA data in the
small-x and small-Q2 region disappears if resummation eects are included. We will show that
the inclusion of small-x resummation improves quantitatively the description of the HERA data,
in particular at NNLO. e results we show fulll a program that was initiated more than two
decades ago, when the rst measurements of the F2 structure function at HERA stimulated the
rst studies on the inclusion of small-x resummation in perturbative evolution.
We start by discussing how resummation aects PDF evolution and DIS structure functions in
sect. 3.2.1. We then present the seings of the ts, which we dub NNPDF3.1sx, in sect. 3.2.2, and
we discuss the results in sect. 3.2.3. We nally show evidence of the onset of resummation eects
in the HERA data in sect. 3.2.4 and we discuss some implications for small-x phenomenology
at the LHC and beyond in sect. 3.2.5.
3.2.1 Implementation of small-x resummation
To facilitate the use of small-x resummation, we have interfaced the code HELL with the evolution
library APFEL, thus providing a framework for the systematic inclusion of small-x resummation
in PDF ts. e interface allows for a straightforward inclusion of resummation eects in the
PDF evolution and in DIS structure functions. We use the so-called ‘exact’ solution of the DGLAP
evolution, rather then the ‘truncated’ solution which is used in ABF and is routinely used in
NNPDF ts, in which one expands out systematically the subleading corrections [231]. e
dierence between the two solutions becomes smaller at higher perturbative orders, so the choice
will not aect signicantly our best NNLO+NLLx result.
e eect of resummation on PDF evolution can be investigated by evolving the PDFs with
resummed spliing kernels rather than with standard xed-order DGLAP spliing functions. To
illustrate this eect, we take a given boundary condition at a low scaleQ0 and we evolve it upward
using xed-order or resummed evolution. ough this comparison allows us to qualitatively
study the dierences induced at high scales by resummation, its physical meaning is however
limited, since in a PDF t with small-x resummation the initial conditions are likely to change
signicantly. Moreover, since parton densities themselves are not observables, the inclusion
of resummation in the coecient function may compensate for the eect seen at the level of
PDFs. We show the result of this comparison in g. 3.14, where we show the ratio of the gluon
and of the quark singlet at NNLO and at NNLO+NLLx as a function of x at Q = 100 GeV. To
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Figure 3.14: e ratio of the quark singlet (le panel) and gluons (right panel) for the evolution from a
xed boundary condition at Q0 = 1.65 GeV up to Q = 100 GeV using either NNLO xed-order theory or
NNLO+NLLx resummed theory for the DGLAP evolution.
obtain the curves we have taken as a boundary condition NNPDF3.1 NNLO at Q0 = 1.65 GeV. We
observe that the eects of PDF evolution are negligible at large and medium x , but can reach a
few percent for x . 10−4, a region which is probed by the HERA structure functions data. ough
this study is only illustrative, it shows that small-x resummation has a sizeable impact on PDF
evolution, which will aect the determination of PDFs at small x .
Before discussing the t strategy, we can estimate the impact of small-x resummation on
DIS structure functions by comparing theoretical predictions at xed order with predictions
which include resummation. e HELL code contains all ingredients to implement resummation
in the FONLL variable avour number scheme which is used in NNPDF ts. Since the kinematic
region where resummation eects are important (small x and small Q2) is rather close to the
charm threshold, a careful treatment of the charm is essential. In this analysis we t the initial
charm distribution, as in the NNPDF3.1 analysis. As we discussed in chapter 1, when the FONLL
scheme is extended to ed charm, it receives an extra contribution ∆FIC, which is currently
known at O(αs ). In this analysis we do not include the NNLO and the small-x resummation
corrections to ∆FIC; however, since the O(αs ) contribution is a small correction, we expect these
additional corrections to be practically insignicant.
We show the results for the proton structure function F2(x ,Q2) and FL(x ,Q2) in neutral-current
(NC) DIS as a function of Q and for x = 10−5 in g. 3.15. To disentangle the eect of resummation
on PDF evolution from that in the coecient functions, the eect of resummation is taken into
account in two steps. In the rst step, we compute the structure functions using the same input
PDF and we include resummation eects only in the coecient functions. In the second step, we
include resummation both in the coecient functions and in the evolution. In the upper panel,
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Figure 3.15: e proton NC structure function F2(x ,Q2) (le plot) and the longitudinal structure function
FL(x ,Q2) as a function of Q using dierent calculational schemes for x = 10−5.
we show the results at NLO and at NNLO, including heavy quark eects using the FONLL-B and
FONLL-C schemes respectively. In the middle panel, we show the ratio between the resummed
(N)NLO+NLLx results and the correspondent xed-order one, including resummation only in the
spliing functions. In the lower panel, we show the same ratio now including resummation also
in the evolution. As a boundary condition, we take NNPDF3.1 at (N)NLO at Q0 = 1.65 GeV and
we perform all calculations with αs (m2Z ) = 0.118 and a (pole) charm mass mc = 1.51 GeV.
We observe that if resummation is included only in the coecient functions the eect is rather
mild for F2, especially at NNLO, even for small values of Q2. However, the situation changes if
resummation is included also in the PDF evolution, showing that most of the impact of small-x
resummation in this case arises from DGLAP evolution. e eects are now smaller at NLO than
at NNLO, where they can reach 20%. e eects in the coecient functions are substantially
more pronounced for FL . In this case, the eect is larger at NNLO than at NLO already at the
level of the coecient functions. When resummation eects are included in PDF evolution, their
impact is somewhat reduced at NLO, while it is further enhanced at NNLO where it can reach
30%. is discussion suggests that we expect few dierences between xed-order and resummed
PDFs at NLO and more signicant dierences at NNLO.
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3.2.2 Fiing strategy
We can now move on to discuss the seings of the NNPDF3.1 ts with small-x resummation, as
well as the xed-order ts which we use as a baseline. We denote these ts as NNPDF3.1sx. We
briey present the input dataset and we review the theoretical treatment of the data used in the
t, as well as the strategy used to choose the kinematic cuts for both DIS and hadronic processes.
Fit seings. e seings of the ts follow rather closely those of the NNPDF3.1 global analysis.
e same input dataset is used, which includes xed-target [232–238, 285] and HERA [218] DIS
inclusive structure functions; charm and boom cross sections from HERA [246]; xed-target
DY production [247–250]; gauge boson and inclusive jet production from the Tevatron [251, 253,
286–288]; and electroweak boson production, inclusive jet, Z pT distributions, and tt¯ total and
dierential measurements from ATLAS [254–258, 266–268, 289–295], CMS [259, 260, 262, 263, 269–
271,296–300] and LHCb [261,264,265,301,302] at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV. We produce ts at NLO+NLLx
and at NNLO+NLLx , as well as their xed-order counterparts.
As in the NNPDF3.1 analysis, the charm PDF is ed alongside the light quark and the
gluon PDFs. We use heavy quark pole masses, whose values are the same as in the NNPDF3.1
analysis. All the results presented here are produced taking αs (m2Z ) = 0.118. As we mentioned
above, the ts are produced by using the exact solution of the DGLAP evolution, rather than the
truncated solution which has been used in NNPDF3.1. e initial scale Q0 at which the PDFs
are parametrized is chosen to be Q0 = 1.64 GeV (Q20 = 2.69 GeV2), which is slightly smaller than
the scale used in NNPDF3.1, which was 1.65 GeV. We chose this scale since this way we are
able to include the Q2 = 2.7 GeV2 bin in the HERA structure function data, which we expect
to be particularly sensitive to small-x resummation.
We use the same seings as in NNPDF3.1 for the evaluation of the hadronic hard-scaering
matrix element. eoretical predictions for Drell-Yan xed-target and Tevatron and LHC cross sec-
tions are obtained using either xed-order or resummed evolution for (N)NLO and (N)NLO+NLLx
ts, respectively. However, the partonic cross sections for these processes are always computed
at xed-order accuracy, since the implementation of the hadronic processes in HELL is still a work
in progress. To account for this limitation, we cut all the data in kinematic regions where we
expect small-x corrections to the matrix element to be signicant, as we explain below. We also
produced DIS-only ts where small-x resummation is included consistently in both evolution
and coecient functions for all the data points included in the t. Whilst PDF uncertainties
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are much larger due to the lack of hadronic data, the constraints from HERA data are still
the dominant ones in the small-x region.
Kinematic cuts. e kinematic cuts used in this analysis are the same as those used in the
NNPDF3.1 t, with some dierences. As discussed above, we lower the Q2 cut to Q2min = 2.69
GeV2 to allow for the inclusion of a further bin of the HERA inclusive cross section dataset. is
way, the kinematic coverage of the small-x region extends down to xmin ' 3 × 10−5. Furthermore,
we do not include any additional cuts to the HERA charm production cross sections, contrary to
NNPDF3.1 where the data with Q2 ≤ 8 GeV2 were excluded from the NNLO t. e inclusion of
the extra points does not aect the PDFs, though the χ 2 of the charm data somewhat deteriorates at
NNLO. Finally, we apply a kinematic cut on collider processes for which resummation is included
only in the PDF evolution, lest the t be biased. erefore, we include in the t only data for which
the impact of small-x resummation on the coecient function can be assumed to be negligible.
antifying the eect of small-x resummation on the partonic coecient functions would
require the knowledge of such resummation. Here we turn to a more qualitative argument,
based on the observation that since in a generic factorization scheme logarithms aect both the
evolution kernels and the coecient function they are expected to be similar in size.
To implement the cuts, we resort to a parametrization of the resummation in the (x ,Q2) plane.
Since small-x logarithms should be resummed when αs (Q2) ln(1/x) approaches unity, we dene
our kinematic cut such as to remove those data points for which
αs (Q2) ln 1
x
≥ Hcut, (3.13)
where Hcut . 1 is a xed parameter; the smaller its value, the more data are removed. Assuming
one-loop running for the strong coupling constant, the cut becomes a straight line in the (x ,Q2)
plane, determined by the equation
ln
1
x
≥ β0Hcut ln Q
2
Λ2QCD
, (3.14)
where ΛQCD ' 88 MeV is the QCD Landau pole for nf = 5 and β0 ' 0.61. e value of x in
the denition of the cut is determined using leading-order kinematics. e value of Hcut must
be conservative enough to guarantee that the eect of the unresummed logarithms is under
control. However, it would be ideal if the dataset is large enough such that the NNPDF3.1sx
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Figure 3.16: e kinematic coverage in the (x ,Q2) plane of the data included in the NNPDF3.1sx t with the
default value of the kinematic cut to the hadronic data, Hcut = 0.6. e diagonal line indicates the value of
the cut eq. (3.14), below which the hadronic data are excluded from the t. e reader can compare this
gure with g. A.1 to get an idea of the number of points excluded.
ts are competitive with NNPDF3.1. Here we choose Hcut = 0.6, which has been shown to
satisfy both criteria in ref. [5].
e kinematic coverage of the NNPDF3.1sx ts in the (x ,Q2) plane for the default value
of Hcut = 0.6 is shown in g. 3.16. e diagonal line indicates the region below which the
hadronic data are removed by the cut eq. (3.14). As a consequence, the hadronic dataset is
restricted to the large-Q2 and medium- and large-x region. We nd that most of the ATLAS and
CMS measurements included in NNPDF3.1 are included in the NNPDF3.1sx ts, though with a
reduced number of datapoints, the LHCb measurements are removed altogether, highlighting
the sensitivity of forward W , Z production data to the small-x region.
3.2.3 Parton distributions with small-x resummation
We can now present the NNPDF3.1sx ts with small-x resummation. We will start by discussing
the results of the DIS-only ts. We then focus the discussion on the global ts based on the dataset
described in sect. 3.2.2 with the default choice ofHcut and we will compare them to the DIS-only ts.
DIS-only ts. Let us start by discussing the results of the DIS-only ts, where resummation
is included consistently both in the evolution and in the coecient functions. We collect the
values for χ 2/Ndat obtained in the NLO, NLO+NLLx , NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts in table 3.4,
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χ2/Ndat ∆χ2 χ2/Ndat ∆χ2
NLO NLO+NLLx NNLO NNLO+NLLx
NMC 1.31 1.32 +5 1.31 1.32 +4
SLAC 1.25 1.28 +2 1.12 1.02 −8
BCDMS 1.15 1.16 +7 1.13 1.16 +14
CHORUS 1.00 1.01 +9 1.00 1.03 +26
NuTeV dimuon 0.66 0.56 −8 0.80 0.75 −4
HERA I+II incl. NC 1.13 1.13 +6 1.16 1.12 −47
HERA I+II incl. CC 1.11 1.09 −1 1.11 1.11 -
HERA σNCc 1.44 1.35 −5 2.45 1.24 −57
HERA Fb2 1.06 1.14 +2 1.12 1.17 +2
Total 1.113 1.119 +17 1.139 1.117 −70
Table 3.4: e values of χ 2/Ndat for the total and the individual datasets included in the DIS-only NNPDF3.1sx
NLO, NLO+NLLx , NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts. We also indicate the absolute dierence ∆χ 2 between the
resummed and xed-order results, eq. (3.15). We indicate with a dash the case |∆χ 2 | < 0.5.
computed using the experimental denition of the covariance matrix. To beer quantify the
dierences between the resummed and the xed-order results for each experiment, we also show
the dierence in χ 2 between the resummed and xed-order results
∆χ 2(N)NLO ≡ χ 2(N)NLO+NLLx − χ 2(N)NLO . (3.15)
e χ 2/Ndat is very similar for the NLO, the NLO+NLLx and the NNLO+NLLx ts, whereas
the NNLO t gives the highest χ 2/Ndat. We observe a signicant improvement of the χ 2/Ndat
between the NNLO result and the NNLO+NLLx result. On the contrary, the eect of resummation
is very mild at NLO; this is not surprising, as we have discussed previously how resummation is
expected to cure instabilities in the xed-order perturbative expansion which are more important
at NNLO than at NLO.
e bulk of the dierence in the t quality between the NNLO and the NNLO+NLLx t
arises from the HERA inclusive neutral current and charm dataset, whose χ 2/Ndat decreases from
1.16 to 1.12 (∆χ 2 = −47) and from 2.54 to 1.24 (∆χ 2 = −57), respectively. e description of
the xed-target DIS experiments, which is less sensitive to the small-x region than the HERA
data, is not signicantly aected by the inclusion of small-x resummation. e only exception
is a decrease in the t quality between NNLO and NNLO+NLLx for BCDMS and CHORUS. We
show below that these dierences are reduced in the global t, as the inclusion of the collider
dataset stabilizes the PDFs at large x .
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We note that the t quality of the charm data at NNLO is somewhat high. Indeed, the
description of the charm data can be rather sensitive to the details of the heavy quark scheme1.
For instance, one may set to zero the ∆FIC term and introduce a phenomenological damping to
dispose of formally subleading terms close to the charm threshold (though this manipulation is
in general not legitimate in the presence of intrinsic charm, as discussed in sect. 1.3.3). When
this damping is included, the χ 2/Ndat becomes 1.10 at NNLO, whereas it remains prey stable
at NNLO+NLLx (1.23). e deterioration of the χ 2 is mostly driven by a poor description of the
low-x and low-Q2 bins; indeed, by applying the more restrictive cut used in NNPDF3.1 (Q2 ≥ 8
GeV2) the χ 2/Ndat is essentially identical at the xed-order and at the resummed level (1.38 and
1.35, respectively). is region is rather sensitive to the treatment of the subleading terms, which
is ultimately driven by phenomenological reasons; therefore, it is possible that by tuning the
subleading terms one might achieve a beer description at the xed-order level. Since at NLO
the description of the charm data is satisfactory for all the datapoints both at the xed-order
and at the resummed level, here we decide to use the same theory seings of the NNPDF3.1
paper and interpret the more marked dependence on the subleading terms as a limitation of the
xed-order theory at NNLO. It will however be interesting to study to what extent this picture
is modied if the charm dataset is replaced by the recently released nal HERA combination
of charm and beauty structure functions [304].
Let us now discuss how small-x resummation aects the PDFs and their uncertainties. In
g. 3.17 we show the ratio between the gluon (le) and the quark singlet (right) at Q = 100 GeV
in the NLO+NLLx t as compared to the baseline in the upper plots and in the NNLO+NLLx t
as compared to NNLO in the lower plots. e eect of resummation is moderate at NLO+NLLx ;
the gluon PDF is enhanced between x = 10−5 and x = 10−2, where the uncertainty bands only
partially overlap, whereas the central value of the quark singlet is within the uncertainty bands.
is is consistent with what we discussed in section 3.2.1, where we found that NLO theory is a
reasonable approximation to the resummed theory in the small-x region. e picture changes
signicantly at NNLO+NLLx . In this case, we see that the resummed gluons and singlet PDFs are
systematically harder than their xed-order counterparts, by an amount which can be as large as
20% for x ∼ 10−5 and with a shi well outside the uncertainty bands. Note that this comparison
is performed at a scale signicant for LHC phenomenology, where the eect of resummation in
1In a similar analysis by the xFier collaboration [303], where the charm PDF is perturbatively generated and the
details of the heavy quark scheme dier from those used in the present analysis, the t quality of the charm data is
very similar at NNLO and at NNLO+NLLx ; see in particular the discussion in sect. 4.3 of ref. [303].
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the gluon (le) and the total quark singlet (right plots) from the NLO and
NLO+NLLx (upper plots) and from the NNLO and NNLO+NLLx DIS-only ts (lower plots).
DGLAP evolution is combined with the change of the PDFs at the ing scale. is comparison
therefore shows that for LHC observables which probe the small-x region, such as DY production
in the forward region, the use of resummed PDFs is likely necessary to obtain reliable predictions.
So far we focused on the gluon and quark singlet, as small-x resummation aects PDFs in
the singlet sector. Before moving to the global ts, we can also quantify the impact of small-
x resummation in the physical basis using the statistical distances which we already used in
sect. 3.1.3. We show the distances between the central values (le) and the PDF uncertainties
(right) of the NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts at Q = 100 GeV in g. 3.18. Also in this case, a distance
of d ∼ 10 corresponds to one-sigma variation of the central values or of the PDF uncertainties
in units of the corresponding standard deviation. We see that the impact of resummation peaks
between x ∼ 10−3 and x ∼ 10−5, where d & 30 for most avours, corresponding to a shi in
central value more than three times larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty. e most
aected PDF is the gluon, where d can be as large as 60, followed by the charm and the light
quark PDFs. As expected, the impact of the resummation is negligible for the PDF uncertainties,
as the experimental information used in the two ts is the same.
Global ts. We now move our aention towards the global ts. In table 3.5 we collect the t
quality of the global NNPDF3.1sx ts at NLO, NLO+NLLx , NNLO, NNLO+NLLx for our default
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Figure 3.18: e statistical distances between the central values (le) and the PDF uncertainties (right plot)
of the NNPDF3.1sx NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts at Q = 100 GeV in the avour basis.
choice Hcut = 0.6. Besides the value of χ 2/Ndat we also include the absolute dierence between
the resummed and the xed-order result eq. (3.15). We observe that the NNPDF3.1sx t based
on NNLO+NLLx theory leads to the best total t quality χ 2/Ndat = 1.100. e NNLO t has
again the highest value of χ 2/Ndat = 1.130, such that the overall improvement obtained by
moving from NNLO to NNLO+NLLx is ∆χ 2 = −121. e eect of resummation at NLO is very
mild, similarly to what we observed in the DIS-only ts, with the resummed χ 2/Ndat slightly
worse than the xed-order one (∆χ 2 = +11).
We note that the improvement at NNLO+NLLx is mainly due to the beer description of
the HERA charm and neutral current structure function data, where ∆χ 2 = −62 and ∆χ 2 = −56,
respectively. For all the other datasets the changes in the χ 2 are instead less signicant and
compatible with statistical uctuations.
We nd that the NNLO theory achieves a beer description of the ATLAS and CMS measure-
ments than NLO theory. is is particularly evident in the case of the high-precision data such as
the ATLASW , Z 2011 rapidity distributions and the ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV Z pT distributions.
anks to the improved description of these datasets the χ 2/Ndat total values for ATLAS and
CMS decreases from 1.18 (1.16) and 0.97 (0.92) at NLO(+NLLx) to 0.99 (0.98) and 0.86 (0.85) at
NNLO(+NLLx ). Despite the improvement in the description of the large-Q2 collider data, however,
the total NNLO χ 2 remains higher than the NLO one. is was not the case in the NNPDF3.1
analysis, where instead the t quality at NNLO was markedly beer than the NLO one. Indeed,
the weight of the the high-precision Drell-Yan and Z pT points — poorly described by NLO theory
— is diminished since the Hcut partly removes some of the points. e main reason for the large
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χ 2/Ndat ∆χ 2 χ 2/Ndat ∆χ 2
NLO NLO+NLLx NNLO NNLO+NLLx
NMC 1.35 1.35 +1 1.30 1.33 +9
SLAC 1.16 1.14 −1 0.92 0.95 +2
BCDMS 1.13 1.15 +12 1.18 1.18 +3
CHORUS 1.07 1.10 +20 1.07 1.07 −2
NuTeV dimuon 0.90 0.84 −5 0.97 0.88 −7
HERA I+II incl. NC 1.12 1.12 -2 1.17 1.11 −62
HERA I+II incl. CC 1.24 1.24 - 1.25 1.24 −1
HERA σNCc 1.21 1.19 −1 2.33 1.14 −56
HERA Fb2 1.07 1.16 +3 1.11 1.17
+2
DY E866 σdDY/σ
p
DY 0.37 0.37 - 0.32 0.30 -
DY E886 σp 1.06 1.10 +3 1.31 1.32 -
DY E605 σp 0.89 0.92 +3 1.10 1.10 -
CDF Z rap 1.28 1.30 - 1.24 1.23 -
CDF Run II kt jets 0.89 0.87 −2 0.85 0.80 −4
D0 Z rap 0.54 0.53 - 0.54 0.53 -
D0W → eν asy 1.45 1.47 - 3.00 3.10 +1
D0W → µν asy 1.46 1.42 - 1.59 1.56 -
ATLAS total 1.18 1.16 −7 0.99 0.98 −2
ATLASW , Z 7 TeV 2010 1.52 1.47 - 1.36 1.21 −1
ATLAS HM DY 7 TeV 2.02 1.99 - 1.70 1.70 -
ATLASW , Z 7 TeV 2011 3.80 3.73 −1 1.43 1.29 −1
ATLAS jets 2010 7 TeV 0.92 0.87 −4 0.86 0.83 −2
ATLAS jets 2.76 TeV 1.07 0.96 −6 0.96 0.96 -
ATLAS jets 2011 7 TeV 1.17 1.18 - 1.10 1.09 −1
ATLAS Z pT 8 TeV (pl lT , Ml l ) 1.21 1.24 +2 0.94 0.98 +2
ATLAS Z pT 8 TeV (pl lT , yl l ) 3.89 4.26 +2 0.79 1.07 +2
ATLAS σ tott t 2.11 2.79 +2 0.85 1.15 +1
ATLAS t t¯ rap 1.48 1.49 - 1.61 1.64 -
CMS total 0.97 0.92 −13 0.86 0.85 −3
CMS Drell-Yan 2D 2011 0.77 0.77 - 0.58 0.57 -
CMS jets 7 TeV 2011 0.88 0.82 −9 0.84 0.81 −3
CMS jets 2.76 TeV 1.07 0.98 −7 1.00 1.00 -
CMS Z pT 8 TeV (pl lT , yl l ) 1.49 1.57 +1 0.73 0.77 -
CMS σ tott t 0.74 1.28 +2 0.23 0.24 -
CMS t t¯ rap 1.16 1.19 - 1.08 1.10 -
Total 1.117 1.120 +11 1.130 1.100 −121
Table 3.5: Same as table 3.4, now for the global NNPDF3.1sx NLO, NLO+NLLx , NNLO and NNLO+NLLx
ts, using the default value of Hcut = 0.6 for the cut to the hadronic data.
χ 2 at NNLO is the poor description of the HERA inclusive and charm dataset, which contains
almost one third of the number of points included in the t (specically, 1209 out of 3930).
By comparing the t quality of the global t to those of the DIS-only t we note that in the
global t the improvement in the description of the HERA inclusive data at NNLO+NLLx is larger
than in the global t, so that ∆χ 2 decreases from −47 to −62. We also observe that the description
of the NuTeV dimuon data worsen in the global t, irrespectively of resummation, due to tensions
with the LHC data relative to the strange content of the proton, as observed already in [284].
To quantify the dierences between the DIS-only and the global t, we show in g. 3.19
the distance estimator for the NNLO ts. Since the conservative cut applied on the hadronic
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Figure 3.19: Same as Fig. 3.18 for the comparison between the xed-order NNLO NNPDF3.1sx DIS-only and
global ts.
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Figure 3.20: Same as Fig. 3.18 for the NNPDF3.1sx global ts.
data removes points in the small-x region, the constraints in the small-x region are essentially
the same. Indeed, we see that the dierences between the global and DIS-only ts are mainly
localized at medium and at large x . e PDF avours which are most aected are the charm and
the strange PDFs, whose distance is about 10 for x ∼ 10−2. We also observe a visible decrease
in the PDF uncertainty at medium and at large x , especially for the gluon PDF, which is only
indirectly constrained in a DIS-only t.
is comparison makes us condent that the use of a global t is benecial from the point of
view of PDF uncertainties and at the same time does not spoil the results in the small-x region
obtained in a DIS-only t. erefore, we will henceforth focus our aention on the global t
and in particular on the NNLO+NLLx ts, since we have seen that the eect of resummation
is less signicant at NLO.
We start by computing the distances between the NNLO and the NNLO+NLLx ts for the
NNPDF3.1sx global ts, which we show in g. 3.20. e result is very similar to what we obtained
in the DIS-only case, with the distances at large x somewhat larger, due to the reduced PDF
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the NNPDF3.1sx NNLO and NNLO+NLLx global ts at Q = 100 GeV. We show
the gluon PDF and the up quark PDF, normalized to the central value of the baseline NNLO t.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of the NLO and NNLO gluon PDFs and of the NLO+NLLx and NNLO+NLLx t
results (right) at the input parametrization scale of Q = 1.64 GeV.
uncertainties. ese eects are shown at the PDF level in g. 3.21, where we show two of the
avours most aected by small-x resummation, namely the gluon and the up quark at a scale
Q = 100 GeV. In the up quark case, the impact of resummation is mild at medium and large
values of x , whereas it increases at small-x , though it remains at the level of one or two sigma
in units of the PDF uncertainty. e eect is much bigger for the gluon, where the dierence
is larger than 20% at x ∼ 10−5, way outside the uncertainty band.
It is also interesting to consider the PDFs at the parameterization scale Q0, which allows us to
appreciate how small-x resummation remedies the perturbative instabilities of the PDFs at the
initial scale. In particular, we show in gure 3.22 the comparison for the gluon PDF at NLO and at
NNLO (le plot) and at NLO+NLLx and at NNLO+NLLx (right plot). e eect of resummation is
rather marked for the ed gluon. We observe a drop in the medium- and small-x region at NNLO
driven by perturbative instability, which is absent at NNLO+NLLx . Indeed, the NNLO+NLLx
curve is close to the NLO and the NLO+NLLx ones. Since the eect of the unresummed logarithms
is expected to be larger at higher xed-order accuracy, high-energy resummation would be even
more crucial at N3LO to cure the perturbative instability at small x .
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Figure 3.23: Comparison between the HERA NC reduced cross section data from the
√
s = 920 GeV dataset
and the results of the NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts with the corresponding PDF uncertainties. We show in
the boom panel the ratio of the theoretical predictions to the experimental data. e plots on the right
show the theoretical prediction including the shis as discussed in the text.
3.2.4 Small-x resummation & HERA structure functions
e results we have shown in the previous section show that the inclusion of resummation im-
proves the description of the datasets which represent the best probe of the small-x region, namely
the inclusive and the charm HERA structure functions. In this section we focus on the description
of the HERA data in the small-x and small-Q2 region to further quantify the improvement when
the xed order is supplemented by small-x resummation. We start by comparing the HERA
structure function data in the low-x region with the xed-order and the resummed theoretical
predictions, highlighting the improvement in the description when NNLO+NLLx theory is used.
We then study quantitatively the evidence for the onset of small-x resummation introducing a
set of estimators building upon the set of diagnostic tools of refs. [216, 217].
e HERA data in the small-x region. To investigate the improvement in the description in the
HERA data in the low-x and low-Q2 region we rst perform a comparison of the theoretical
predictions using xed-order and resummed predictions at NNLO and NNLO+NLLx , respectively.
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In particular, we show in g. 3.23 the NC reduced cross section, dened as
σr,NC(x ,Q2,y) ≡ d
2σNC
dxdQ2
× Q
4x
2piαY+
= F2(x ,Q2) − y
2
Y+
FL(x ,Q2) , (3.16)
where Y+ = 1 + (1 − y)2 and y is the inelasticity eq. (1.19). e comparison is shown for the
two lowest Q2 bins above the kinematic cut of the
√
s = 920 GeV dataset, corresponding to
Q2 = 2.7 and 3.5 GeV2. In the le plots, the uncertainty of the experimental data is computed as
the sum in quadrature of the correlated and uncorrelated uncertainties, whereas the theoretical
predictions include the associated PDF uncertainties. In the right plots we include only the
uncorrelated uncertainties, and the correlations are taken into account via shis (see discussion in
appendix A.4). While the graphical comparisons provide some useful information, the quantitative
agreement between data and theory must be judged from a detailed analysis of the t quality,
which we perform below.
We see that for values of x larger than 5 × 10−4 the NNLO and the NNLO+NLLx predictions
are essentially identical and that in both cases the predictions in the le plots tend to undershoot
the data. e two predictions start to dier from x . 5 × 10−4. Around this value, we also
observe a change in the slope of the experimental data: the cross section data stop rising and
start decreasing. As a consequence, the NNLO prediction starts to overshoot the data, whereas
the resummed prediction is in reasonable agreement with the data. We note that the dierences
between the xed-order and the resummed predictions are relatively small and are limited to
a few points in the small-x region. e two predictions dier by at most 10% and only for the
smallest values of x , as one can see the boom panels of g. 3.23 where we show the ratio to the
experimental data. Nevertheless, thanks to the precision of the HERA dataset, these dierences
have a signicant impact at the χ 2 level, as we saw previously in sect. 3.2.3.
It is tempting to relate the improvement in the description of the reduced cross section data
to the role of the longitudinal structure function FL , since its contribution to the reduced cross
section is relevant at high y, which correspond to small x and small Q2 in the HERA kinematic
case. Since FL vanishes at the Born level, it receives gluon-induced contributions already at
the rst non-trivial order and it is therefore particularly sensitive to deviations from standard
DGLAP evolution as we saw in sect. 3.2.1.
It is therefore interesting to compare theoretical predictions for the longitudinal structure
function FL using NNLO and NNLO+NLLx theory. We compare the latest measurements of
FL obtained by the H1 collaboration to the NNLO and NNLO+NLLx predictions obtained in
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Figure 3.24: e longitudinal structure function FL(x ,Q2) as a function of Q2 for dierent x bins for the
most recent H1 measurement [305], comparing the results of the NNLO and NNLO+NLLx ts.
g. 3.24. We show the total experimental uncertainties which have been added in quadrature.
Note that each value of Q2 corresponds to a dierent x bin as indicated in the plot. We compute
the theoretical predictions down to the lowest value of Q2 for which they are are reliable, which
is set by the parametrization scale Q20 .
e plot shows that there are signicant dierences between the xed-order and the resummed
predictions for Q2 . 100 GeV2. e NNLO+NLLx prediction is larger than the NNLO result by a
signicant amount; at 10 GeV2 the xed-order calculation is more than a factor of two smaller
than the resummed result. At low values of Q , in particular, the NNLO+NLLx result exhibits a at
behaviour, whereas the xed-order bends down and approaches zero. e aer behaviour of the
resummed curve translates into a smaller reduced cross section at small x . As a consequence, the
resummed prediction for the reduced cross sections features a more pronounced slope, which
agrees with data beer than the xed-order prediction, which is instead harder at small x .
In g. 3.25 we show a similar comparison to g. 3.23, now for the HERA charm production
reduced cross sections for the two lower bins above the Q2min cut. We nd that especially in
the Q2 = 5 GeV2 bin the NNLO+NLLx prediction is in beer agreement with the HERA data,
whereas the NNLO one overshoots them. e data are instead somewhat in the middle of the two
theoretical predictions for the Q2 = 7 GeV2 bin. We note that the HERA charm data are extracted
from the ducial cross section [246] by extrapolating to the full phase space using the xed-order
calculation at O(αs ) based on the xed-avour number scheme. Contrary to this, the inclusive
NC structure function measurements are determined from the outgoing lepton kinematics and
therefore do not assume any theory input. It is therefore possible that a more consistent analysis
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Figure 3.25: Same as Fig 3.23 for the HERA charm production cross sections.
of the raw data based on an extrapolation using resummed theory might further improve the
already good agreement of the charm cross section with the NNLO+NLLx t.
antifying the onset of BFKL dynamics in HERA data. To quantify more precisely the onset of
BFKL dynamics in the small-x and small-Q2 region of the HERA data we now introduce several
statistical estimators. We start by performing a detailed χ 2 analysis to identify the regions in
the (x ,Q2) plane which are responsible for the improvement in the χ 2 observed in sect. 3.2.3
when one supplements the NNLO theory with small-x resummation.
To this end, we have recomputed the value of χ 2/Ndat of the HERA inclusive and charm
cross section with the NNPDF3.1sx NLO, NNLO, NLO+NLLx and NNLO+NLLx ts using the
default choice Hcut = 0.6, now removing the data points for which
αs (Q2) ln 1
x
≥ Dcut. (3.17)
By varying the value of Dcut in eq. (3.17) we can vary the number of points excluded in the
computation of the χ 2/Ndat: the smaller its value, the higher is the number of points at small x
and Q2 which are cut away. We show in g. 3.26 the HERA structure function data in the (x ,Q2)
plane which are cut for some representative values of Dcut eq. (3.17). Let us stress that this cut is
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Figure 3.26: e kinematic coverage of the HERA inclusive structure function data that enters the
NNPDF3.1sx ts. e tilted lines represent illustrative values of the cut to DIS data applied aer the
t to study evidence for BFKL eects at small-x and small-Q2. Le plot: perturbative-inspired cut eq. (3.17);
right plot: saturation-inspired cut eq. (3.18). e data points aected by the various cuts are ploed with
dierent shades.
fundamentally dierent from the cut Hcut dened in eq. (3.14). Here the parameter Dcut is applied
only to DIS structure functions and is used as an a posteriori tool aer the t has been performed.
We display the values of χ 2/Ndat for the HERA NC inclusive and charm data reduced cross
sections as a function of Dcut in g. 3.27. We immediately note that the χ 2/Ndat at NNLO increases
steadily for values of Dcut & 2, whereas it remains at for the NNLO+NLLx , NLO, and NLO+NLLx
ts. We can trace this behaviour with what we observed in sect. 3.2.3, where we saw how the
laer theories are rather similar to each other. e best t quality is achieved in the NNLO+NLLx
case, highlighting the importance of the NNLO corrections to describe the precise HERA data
in the medium- and large-x region. On the other hand, NNLO theory alone is not sucient to
achieve a good description of the HERA data at small x and Q2. e best description is achieved
by supplementing NNLO with NLLx resummation, providing a compelling evidence of the need
of small-x resummation to describe the small-x region in a satisfactory manner.
A similar analysis to the one just described was performed in refs. [216, 217], though the
cut on the data in the small-x and small-Q2 region was inspired by saturation arguments. In
refs. [216, 217] the condition used to discard data points was
Q2xλ ≥ Acut, (3.18)
where λ = 0.3. e larger the value of Acut, the more points are excluded. Whilst the motivations
for the two cuts are dierent, from a practical point of view the result is rather similar, with some
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<latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">AAACknicbVHBbhMxEHW2LZSF0rSFUy8rIqSe0t0KCcSptBcOCBWpaSslSzR2Jo0Vr72yZ6GRtR/Ta/ki/gZvGiG2ZSRLT2/e07zx8FJJR2n6uxOtrW88ebr5LH7+Yuvldndn98KZygocCKOMveLgUEmNA5Kk8Kq0CAVXeMnnp03/8gdaJ40+p0WJeQHXWk6lAArUuPt6JGby+9Hh17EfEd6QnwDV9bjbS/vpspLHIFuBHlvV2Xing6OJEVWBmoQC54ZZWlLuwZIUCut4VDksQczhGocBaijQ5X6Zv07eBmaSTI0NT1OyZP91eCicWxQ8KAugmXvYa8j/9YYVTT/kXuqyItTiftC0UgmZpPmMZCItClKLAEBYGbImYgYWBIUva03hxswJuGtvoiTHsKHG3Gv8STfLIC3fX0XbeJ7lvtm1SdXSSy2MdkYBQbvBizqO43CY7OEZHoOLo36W9rNv73rHJ6sTbbJ99oYdsIy9Z8fsMztjAyaYZ7fsjv2KXkUfo0/R6b006qw8e6xV0Zc/8wDNHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UY5eoG3cuHHHRXUEg1+k9m04xz4=">AAACbXicbVFNSwMxEE3Xr7p+1bOXpSIoQtn1okfBi0eFVgt1KZN0qqHZZElm1bL0D3j11/lfPJitRdzqQODx3gwzL4/nSjqK449GsLK6tr7R3Ay3tsOd3b3W9p0zhRXYE0YZ2+fgUEmNPZKksJ9bhIwrvOeTq0q/f0brpNFdmuaYZvCo5VgKIE/dDFuHcSeeV/QXJAtwyBY13G/gw8iIIkNNQoFzgyTOKS3BkhQKZ+FD4TAHMYFHHHioIUOXlvM7Z9GRZ0bR2Fj/NEVz9vdECZlz04z7zgzoyS1rFfmfNihofJGWUucFoRbfi8aFishEleloJC0KUlMPQFjpb43EE1gQ5L+mtoUbMyHgru5ESY7eoca01PhCr/NDanM/HfXBbpKWldfqqlq/1MJoZxQQ1AWezcIw9Lkkyyn8BXdnnSTuJLcxa7ID1mbHLGHn7JJdsxvWY4KN2Bt7b3wG7eDkO7+gsQhyn9UqOP0C9SLC+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNLeZpcjVR5x/W6nEafONZrsTUg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNLeZpcjVR5x/W6nEafONZrsTUg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0xcYiTQsfilxNITjweiCOaHw6h4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">AAACknicbVHBbhMxEHW2LZSF0rSFUy8rIqSe0t0KCcSptBcOCBWpaSslSzR2Jo0Vr72yZ6GRtR/Ta/ki/gZvGiG2ZSRLT2/e07zx8FJJR2n6uxOtrW88ebr5LH7+Yuvldndn98KZygocCKOMveLgUEmNA5Kk8Kq0CAVXeMnnp03/8gdaJ40+p0WJeQHXWk6lAArUuPt6JGby+9Hh17EfEd6QnwDV9bjbS/vpspLHIFuBHlvV2Xing6OJEVWBmoQC54ZZWlLuwZIUCut4VDksQczhGocBaijQ5X6Zv07eBmaSTI0NT1OyZP91eCicWxQ8KAugmXvYa8j/9YYVTT/kXuqyItTiftC0UgmZpPmMZCItClKLAEBYGbImYgYWBIUva03hxswJuGtvoiTHsKHG3Gv8STfLIC3fX0XbeJ7lvtm1SdXSSy2MdkYBQbvBizqO43CY7OEZHoOLo36W9rNv73rHJ6sTbbJ99oYdsIy9Z8fsMztjAyaYZ7fsjv2KXkUfo0/R6b006qw8e6xV0Zc/8wDNHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">AAACknicbVHBbhMxEHW2LZSF0rSFUy8rIqSe0t0KCcSptBcOCBWpaSslSzR2Jo0Vr72yZ6GRtR/Ta/ki/gZvGiG2ZSRLT2/e07zx8FJJR2n6uxOtrW88ebr5LH7+Yuvldndn98KZygocCKOMveLgUEmNA5Kk8Kq0CAVXeMnnp03/8gdaJ40+p0WJeQHXWk6lAArUuPt6JGby+9Hh17EfEd6QnwDV9bjbS/vpspLHIFuBHlvV2Xing6OJEVWBmoQC54ZZWlLuwZIUCut4VDksQczhGocBaijQ5X6Zv07eBmaSTI0NT1OyZP91eCicWxQ8KAugmXvYa8j/9YYVTT/kXuqyItTiftC0UgmZpPmMZCItClKLAEBYGbImYgYWBIUva03hxswJuGtvoiTHsKHG3Gv8STfLIC3fX0XbeJ7lvtm1SdXSSy2MdkYBQbvBizqO43CY7OEZHoOLo36W9rNv73rHJ6sTbbJ99oYdsIy9Z8fsMztjAyaYZ7fsjv2KXkUfo0/R6b006qw8e6xV0Zc/8wDNHA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6le qjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0 Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3QbwGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3 tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jt rxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6le qjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0 Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3QbwGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3 tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jt rxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6le qjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0 Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3QbwGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3 tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jt rxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6le qjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0 Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3QbwGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3 tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jt rxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6leqjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3Qb wGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jtrxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6leqjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3Qb wGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jtrxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6leqjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3Qb wGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jtrxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGUwo5NlRFCoGfReGVyWRs52Ih4=">AAACp3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sVev6leqjL0ODoCJhtwrtY7VV+pRGadJAsoS7k5t2yOzMMnO3Jiz5D/01vurf8N90Ng2l23ph4HDuOdx756S5ko6i6F8jeLDx8NHjzSfh02fPX7xsbr3qO1NYgT1hlLGDFBwqqbFHkhQOcouQpQpP09lB1T+9QOuk0Se0yDHJ4EzLqRRAnho3P4wI51R2Ot3D75/asZt/5Efffn7hnQMutVCFkxfIJ0Cw5ONmK2pHq+L3Qb wGLbau7nirgaOJEUWGmoQC54ZxlFNSgiUpFC7DUeEwBzGDMxx6qCFDl5Sro5b8rWcmfGqsf5r4ir3tKCFzbpGlXpkBnbu7vYr8X29Y0HQvKaXOC0ItrgdNC8XJ8OqH+ERaFKQWHoCw0u/KxTlYEOT/sTYlNWZGkLr6JUqm6C/UmJQaf9F8tUjNd6OoG0/ipKxurbaq6X0SRjujqhjqC2TLMAx9MPHdGO6D/k47jtrxj8+t/a/riDbZG7bN3rGY7bJ9dsS6rMcEu2S/2R/2N3gfHAf9YHAtDRprz2tWqwCuAMNI050=</latexit>
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Dcut
<latexit sha1_base64="kLwH0zvsI47Msjw+HYaN9s7+FPs=">AAACiXicbVHBTttAEN2Y0lIHCpRjL1ajSpwiGyGBOCHg0CNISUBK3Gh2M4FV1rvW7rgQWf4Pru1f8TesQ4RwYKSVnt68p3mzw3MlHcXxUytY+7T++cvG17C9ufVte2f3+8CZwgrsC6OMveHgUEmNfZKk8Ca3CBlXeM1n53X/+i9aJ43u0TzHNINbLadSAHnqz8W4HBE+UCkKqqrxTifuxouK3oNkCTpsWZfj3RaOJkYUGWoSC pwbJnFOaQmWpFBYhaPCYQ5iBrc49FBDhi4tF7Gr6JdnJtHUWP80RQv2raOEzLl5xr0yA7pzq72a/Kg3LGh6nJZS5wWhFi+DpoWKyET1H0QTaVGQmnsAwkqfNRJ3YEGQ/6nGFG7MjIC75iZKcvQbakxLjff0sAjS8L0qmsZekpb1rnWqhl5qYbQzCgiaDZ5VYRj6wySrZ3gPBgfdJO4mV4ed07PliTbYD/aT7bOEHbFT9ptdsj4TzLJH9o/9D9pBEhwHJy/SoLX07LFGBefPdhfKXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLwH0zvsI47Msjw+HYaN9s7+FPs=">AAACiXicbVHBTttAEN2Y0lIHCpRjL1ajSpwiGyGBOCHg0CNISUBK3Gh2M4FV1rvW7rgQWf4Pru1f8TesQ4RwYKSVnt68p3mzw3MlHcXxUytY+7T++cvG17C9ufVte2f3+8CZwgrsC6OMveHgUEmNfZKk8Ca3CBlXeM1n53X/+i9aJ43u0TzHNINbLadSAHnqz8W4HBE+UCkKqqrxTifuxouK3oNkCTpsWZfj3RaOJkYUGWoSC pwbJnFOaQmWpFBYhaPCYQ5iBrc49FBDhi4tF7Gr6JdnJtHUWP80RQv2raOEzLl5xr0yA7pzq72a/Kg3LGh6nJZS5wWhFi+DpoWKyET1H0QTaVGQmnsAwkqfNRJ3YEGQ/6nGFG7MjIC75iZKcvQbakxLjff0sAjS8L0qmsZekpb1rnWqhl5qYbQzCgiaDZ5VYRj6wySrZ3gPBgfdJO4mV4ed07PliTbYD/aT7bOEHbFT9ptdsj4TzLJH9o/9D9pBEhwHJy/SoLX07LFGBefPdhfKXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLwH0zvsI47Msjw+HYaN9s7+FPs=">AAACiXicbVHBTttAEN2Y0lIHCpRjL1ajSpwiGyGBOCHg0CNISUBK3Gh2M4FV1rvW7rgQWf4Pru1f8TesQ4RwYKSVnt68p3mzw3MlHcXxUytY+7T++cvG17C9ufVte2f3+8CZwgrsC6OMveHgUEmNfZKk8Ca3CBlXeM1n53X/+i9aJ43u0TzHNINbLadSAHnqz8W4HBE+UCkKqqrxTifuxouK3oNkCTpsWZfj3RaOJkYUGWoSC pwbJnFOaQmWpFBYhaPCYQ5iBrc49FBDhi4tF7Gr6JdnJtHUWP80RQv2raOEzLl5xr0yA7pzq72a/Kg3LGh6nJZS5wWhFi+DpoWKyET1H0QTaVGQmnsAwkqfNRJ3YEGQ/6nGFG7MjIC75iZKcvQbakxLjff0sAjS8L0qmsZekpb1rnWqhl5qYbQzCgiaDZ5VYRj6wySrZ3gPBgfdJO4mV4ed07PliTbYD/aT7bOEHbFT9ptdsj4TzLJH9o/9D9pBEhwHJy/SoLX07LFGBefPdhfKXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLwH0zvsI47Msjw+HYaN9s7+FPs=">AAACiXicbVHBTttAEN2Y0lIHCpRjL1ajSpwiGyGBOCHg0CNISUBK3Gh2M4FV1rvW7rgQWf4Pru1f8TesQ4RwYKSVnt68p3mzw3MlHcXxUytY+7T++cvG17C9ufVte2f3+8CZwgrsC6OMveHgUEmNfZKk8Ca3CBlXeM1n53X/+i9aJ43u0TzHNINbLadSAHnqz8W4HBE+UCkKqqrxTifuxouK3oNkCTpsWZfj3RaOJkYUGWoSC pwbJnFOaQmWpFBYhaPCYQ5iBrc49FBDhi4tF7Gr6JdnJtHUWP80RQv2raOEzLl5xr0yA7pzq72a/Kg3LGh6nJZS5wWhFi+DpoWKyET1H0QTaVGQmnsAwkqfNRJ3YEGQ/6nGFG7MjIC75iZKcvQbakxLjff0sAjS8L0qmsZekpb1rnWqhl5qYbQzCgiaDZ5VYRj6wySrZ3gPBgfdJO4mV4ed07PliTbYD/aT7bOEHbFT9ptdsj4TzLJH9o/9D9pBEhwHJy/SoLX07LFGBefPdhfKXw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UY5eoG3cuHHHRXUEg1+k9m04xz4=">AAACbXicbVFNSwMxEE3Xr7p+1bOXpSIoQtn1okfBi0eFVgt1KZN0qqHZZElm1bL0D3j11/lfPJitRdzqQODx3gwzL4/nSjqK449GsLK6tr7R3Ay3tsOd3b3W9p0zhRXYE0YZ2+fgUEmNPZKksJ9bhIwrvOeTq0q/f0brpNFdmuaYZvCo5VgKIE/dDFuHcSeeV/QXJAtwyBY13G/gw8iIIkNNQoFzgyTOKS3BkhQKZ+FD4TAHMYFHHHioIUOXlvM7Z9GRZ0bR2Fj/NEVz9vdECZlz04z7zgzoyS1rFfmfNihofJGWUucFoRbfi8aFishEleloJC0KUlMPQFjpb43EE1gQ5L+mtoUbMyHgru5ESY7eoca01PhCr/NDanM/HfXBbpKWldfqqlq/1MJoZxQQ1AWezcIw9Lkkyyn8BXdnnSTuJLcxa7ID1mbHLGHn7JJdsxvWY4KN2Bt7b3wG7eDkO7+gsQhyn9UqOP0C9SLC+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNLeZpcjVR5x/W6nEafONZrsTUg=">AAACh3icbVFNb9NAEJ2Yr2IKpAhOXCwqJE7B7qWIE6gXTqhITVspMdHsZtKsst61dsdto5V/DFf4Rfwb1mmEcMtIKz29N6N5s0/UWnnO89+D5N79Bw8f7TxOn+w+ffZ8uLd76m3jJI2l1dadC/SklaExK9Z0XjvCSmg6E6ujTj+7JOeVNSe8rqms8MKohZLIkZoNX03lUn0/eP91FqZM1xzmyG07G+7no3xT2V1QbME+bOt4tjeg6dzKpiLDUqP3kyKvuQzoWElNbTptPNUoV3hBkwgNVuTLsPHfZm8jM88W1sVnONuw/04ErLxfVyJ2VshLf1vryP9pk4YXH8qgTN0wGXmzaNHojG3WfUY2V44k63UEKJ2KXjO5RIeS45f1tghrV4zC9y/RSlC80FAZDF3x9cZIb+5vR3/wpChDd2vnqtevjLTGW42MfUFUbZqmMZjidgx3wenBqMhHxbccduA1vIF3UMAhfIIvcAxjkBDgB/yEX8nL5GPy+SbCZLDN8gX0Kjn6AxanzB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNLeZpcjVR5x/W6nEafONZrsTUg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0xcYiTQsfilxNITjweiCOaHw6h4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nv/YG3bN6XAXbxRMvDYUHvB3Tg=">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</latexit>
Figure 3.27: Upper le: the values of χ 2/Ndat in the NNPDF3.1sx global ts for the HERA NC inclusive
structure function data for dierent values of the cut Dcut eq. (3.17), comparing the results of the NLO,
NLO+NLLx , NNLO, and NNLO+NLLx ts. Upper right: same as above for the HERA charm production
data.
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Figure 3.28: Le panel: interpolated representation of the relative pull eq. (3.20) between the HERA NC
reduced cross section data at
√
s = 920 GeV and the NNLO t, in the small-x and small-Q2 region. Right
panel: same as the le panel now for the NNLO+NLLx t.
dierences in the shape of the cut in the (x ,Q2) plane as shown in g. 3.26. In particular, the trend
of the χ 2/Ndat values as a function of 1/Acut is similar to what we showed above using Dcut [5].
ese results demonstrate the onset of BFKL dynamics for both the inclusive and the charm
data in the small-x and Q2 region. Since the deterioration of the t quality at NNLO starts at
Dcut ∼ 2, the onset of BFKL eects is approximately situated at
ln
1
x
≥ 1.2 ln Q
2
Λ2QCD
, (3.19)
which corresponds to a value of x ∼ 3 × 10−4 for Q2 = 6.5 GeV2, consistent with the results
presented above in sect. 3.2.3. Our results oer also useful guidance to estimate the region where
small-x resummation becomes phenomenologically relevant at the LHC or in future colliders.
A complementary tool to further investigate the onset of novel QCD dynamics in the small-x
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region is the relative pull between experimental data and theory, dened as
P reli (x ,Q2) ≡
σdata,i − σth,i 
(σdata,i + σth,i )/2 , (3.20)
where the normalization is given as the average of the central values. is estimator allows us to
quantify the absolute size of the dierences between data and theory in units of the cross section.
In g. 3.28 we represent the relative pull eq. (3.20) as a function of (x ,Q2) in the kinematic region
relevant for the HERA data. We show an interpolation of the relative pull for the data points of
the
√
s = 920 GeV HERA NC dataset for the NNLO (le panel) and the NNLO+NLLx (right panel)
ts. In the former case, the relative dierences between data and theory can be as large as 20% at
small x and Q2, whereas they reduce to a few percent at larger values of x and Q2. In the laer
case, the agreement between data and theory is essentially the same in all the kinematic regions
considered, with dierences always below the 8% level. is result oers yet another indication
that NNLO+NLLx provides a satisfactory description of the whole inclusive HERA dataset.
3.2.5 Small-x resummation beyond HERA
e search for evidence of BFKL dynamics at small-x has been an ongoing enterprise ever since the
HERA collider started operations about 25 years ago. Despite some hints being reported, until now
no conclusive evidence had been found in the HERA inclusive deep-inelastic structure functions.
e results discussed in this section demonstrate that including small-x resummation stabilizes the
perturbative expansion of the DIS structure functions at small-x and Q2 and thus also of the PDFs
extracted from them. Indeed, the PDFs obtained with small-x resummation using NLO+NLLx and
NNLO+NLLx theory are in much closer agreement with each other at medium and small x than
the corresponding xed-order NLO and NNLO PDFs. is suggests in turn that the theoretical
uncertainty due to missing higher order corrections in a NNLO+NLLx resummed calculation
is smaller (at least in the small-x region) than that of the corresponding xed-order NNLO
calculation. is result is reected in the marked improvement of the quantitative description
of the HERA inclusive structure function data at small-x when xed order is supplemented by
resummation: the NNLO+NLLx theory describes the low Q2 and low x bins of the HERA data
just as well as it describes the data at higher Q2 and larger x .
e relevance of small-x resummation, however, goes beyond the improved description of
the HERA data. It has been understood for some time that the eect of resummation on the
evolution of the PDFs can have a signicant impact on the shape of parton luminosities and
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thus of hadronic cross sections at the LHC [224]. Indeed, the inclusion of small-x resummation
in a PDF t to low-Q2 data at small x has a sizeable eect on parton luminosities even at high
scales [5]. As a consequence, small-x resummation might have signicant eects at the LHC,
either at low invariant masses or at high rapidities. e accurate description of processes in
these kinematic regions will therefore require small-x resummation. Conversely, present and
future LHC measurements might provide further evidence for the onset of BFKL dynamics, this
time in proton-proton collisions. Since the improvement in the description of the HERA data
is concentrated in the low-x , low-Q2 region (high y in DIS kinematics), measurements at the
LHC would allow one to investigate the small-x region at relatively high Q2, thus breaking the
(x-Q2) degeneracy2. A further probe of BFKL dynamics is provided by the ultra high-energy
neutrino-nucleus cross sections, where dierences in event rates could be observed by upcoming
measurements with neutrino telescopes such as IceCube and KM3NET [5, 306].
Finally, high-energy resummation also plays a crucial role in shaping the physics case for
future high-energy lepton-proton colliders, such as the LHeC and the FCC-eh. ese colliders
would extend the coverage of HERA by up to two orders of magnitude deep into the small-x
region. In this respect, the NNPDF3.1sx ts can be used to improve the accuracy of existing
calculations of deep inelastic scaering processes in the kinematic regions which would eventually
be probed by these new machines.
3.3 Towards parton distribution functions with double resummation
In this chapter we have presented two global PDF analyses which incorporate the eect of
large-x and of small-x resummation, respectively. e main limitation of these analyses is the
need to impose stringent cuts to the ed hadronic data, to ensure that the contamination from
unresummed partonic cross sections is kept to a minimum.
On the one hand, it is now well understood how to combine resummation corrections to
partonic cross sections with resummed parton luminosities to obtain fully resummed cross sections,
even in the more complex case of small-x resummation. On the other hand, for several processes
theoretical calculations are still not available in a format amenable to systematic phenomenology.
erefore, some eort is still required before they can be used in PDF ts. Future work in this
direction will allow for the inclusion of a wider range of hadron collider data into a fully consistent
2Due to the kinematic correlations between x and Q2 at xed and high y, in refs. [218, 219] an improvement in the
description of the HERA data was found by adding a higher-twist correction, with no x dependence, to FL .
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resummed global t by removing the need for hadronic cuts. is way, it would be possible to
obtain resummed PDFs with an accuracy competitive to that of xed-order mainstream global ts.
As LHC data become ever more precise, the theoretical challenge is to reduce theoretical
uncertainties down to the percent level. At this level of precision, all-order calculations which
simultaneously resum small-x and large-x logarithms will likely be required for processes at
high rapidity. Indeed, in such processes, such as forward Drell-Yan and D meson production
at LHCb, one of the partons is at very small x , whereas the other is at very large x . For
consistency, the PDFs to be used in these calculations should be determined using a double-
resummed theory. e rst calculation which combines small-x and large-x resummation has
been recently presented in ref. [307] (see also [223]) for the inclusive Higgs production in gluon
fusion. e technique presented there can be generalized and applied to other processes more
relevant in the context of PDF ts, such as DY or heavy-quark production, and in particular it
can be extended to dierential distributions. In the inclusive case, since the PDFs are depleted at
large x , the dominant contribution in the convolution integral eq. (1.43) comes from the region
where the coecient functions are probed at somewhat large values of z and the PDF luminosities
(and thus the PDFs) at relatively small values of x = τ/z. However, distributions dierential in
rapidity provide an additional set of constraints, thus allowing for a more precise determination
both in the small-x and in the large-x region. In particular, as the number of available datapoints
dierential in rapidity increases, the impact of threshold resummation on PDF ts, currently
moderate at NNLO, will likely become more signicant, thanks to the reduction in the PDF
uncertainty. e simultaneous inclusion of high-energy and threshold resummations in the
theoretical predictions will in turn allow for PDFs determined with an unprecedented level of
accuracy. e calculation of ref. [307] therefore opens up the possibility of global PDF ts where
xed-order is supplemented by both resummations, blazing a trail towards calculations which
consistently combine high-energy and threshold resummations.
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Science does not aim at establishing immutable truths and eternal
dogmas; its aim is to approach the truth by successive approxi-
mations, without claiming that at any stage nal and complete
accuracy has been achieved.
— Bertrand Russell, ABC of Relativity
4
Resummation for Higgs processes
The discovery of the Higgs boson was the major achievement of the LHC run I [308, 309]and established the Standard Model as a successful theory of fundamental interactions. e
rst measurements performed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments allowed for the determination
of the mass of the Higgs bosonmH and its coupling strengths to other SM particles. OncemH is
known, all the properties of the SM Higgs boson are completely predicted. Increasingly precise
measurements have so far conrmed that all the observed properties of the new particle, such
as its quantum numbers and couplings, are consistent with SM expectations.
e start of the LHC run II brought us into the Higgs precision era. Since the data collected
suggest that new physics (NP) will not likely manifest as a direct signal, it becomes progressively
important to study the properties of the Higgs boson in detail to measure possible deviations
from what the SM predicts. e measurements of the Higgs production cross section and
dierential distributions and their comparison with accurate theoretical calculations therefore are
of paramount importance. Moreover, a reliable estimate of the associated theoretical uncertainties
becomes essential at this level of precision.
In this chapter we will consider the production of a Higgs boson in gluon-fusion and we
will present accurate predictions for its inclusive cross section and its transverse-momentum
distribution at small pHt . Besides their importance from a purely phenomenological perspective,
these studies oer an opportunity to achieve a deeper theoretical understanding. Indeed, the
relative simplicity of these observables allows one to compute predictions which include several
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orders of perturbative corrections, thus providing an ideal framework to probe many non-
trivial features of QCD.
4.1 The Higgs inclusive cross section
ough it is not directly measurable, the inclusive cross section for Higgs production is an
observable of great interest, both experimentally — being used as normalization for dierential
distributions — and theoretically, due to the poor convergence properties of its perturbative
series. e dominant production channel at the LHC is the gluon-fusion mode, where the Higgs
boson is generated by the fusion of two gluons through a fermion loop, predominantly top
quarks. e cross section can be wrien as
σ (τ ,m2H ,m2t ) = σ0(m2H ,m2t )τ
∑
i j
∫ 1
τ
dz
z
Li j
(τ
z
, µ2F
)
Ci j
(
z,m2H ,m
2
t ,αs (µ2R),
m2H
µ2F
,
m2H
µ2R
)
, τ =
m2H
s
,
(4.1)
where Li j (z, µ2) is the parton luminosity eq. (1.44) and the prefactor σ0 is chosen such that Cдд
is normalized to δ (1 − z). e dimensionless coecient functions admit an expansion in the
strong coupling αs (for the ease of notation, we let the dependence on the factorization scale
µF and renormalization scale µR be understood)
Ci j (z,m2H ,m2t ,αs ) = δiдδ jдδ (1 − z) + αsC(1)i j (z,m2H ,m2t )
+ α2sC
(2)
i j (z,m2H ,m2t ) + α3sC(3)i j (z,m2H ,m2t ) + O(α4s ). (4.2)
Whilst the NLO coecient C(1)i j is known exactly [310] and the NNLO coecient is known as an
expansion inm2H /m2t , the milestone computation of the third-order coecient has only recently
been performed in the large-mt eective eld theory (EFT) [311–313]. Indeed, since the top quark
is heavier than the SM Higgs, it is possible to integrate out the top quark such that the Higgs couples
directly to the gluons through an eective pointlike vertex. In the EFT, the dependence on the top
mass is encoded in a Wilson coecient squaredW and the coecient function further factorizes
Ci j (z,m2H ,m2t ,αs ) =W (m2H ,m2t )C˜i j (z,αs ), (4.3)
where C˜i j (z,αs ) has an expansion in αs analogous to eq. (4.2) and W = 1 + O(αs ). e EFT is
usually improved by rescaling the cross section by the ratio of the exact LO over the LO in the
EFT, leading to the so-called rescaled eective eld theory (rEFT). e rEFT is known to be a very
good approximation formH . mt for not too high collider energies, since the large-s behaviour
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of the coecient functions exhibits a double-logarithmic scaling at high energy [185], while the
full theory features only a single-logarithmic enhancement [314].
e QCD corrections to the inclusive cross sections are huge. e NLO correction amounts
to more than 100% of the LO cross section, whereas the NNLO correction adds another ∼ 80%.
e N3LO correction appears to be small, thus indicating that the perturbative series nally
manifests convergence. Due to the bad convergence properties of the perturbative series, the
estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher order (MHOU) using canonical seven-point
scale variations does not appear to be reliable at xed order. For these reasons, there has
been a complementary eort to improve the convergence of the perturbative expansion by
computing higher-order corrections resorting to all-order resummation methods. In the case
of the inclusive cross section in gluon fusion, the most studied all-order technique is large-x
(threshold) resummation, which we introduced in chapter 2. reshold resummation for Higgs
production in gluon fusion is currently known to N3LL′ accuracy [2, 103–105]. In this section we
discuss the impact of threshold resummation on the N3LO result. Furthermore, we show that a
robust estimate of the theoretical uncertainties due to MHOU can be obtained by considering
various forms of threshold resummation which dier by the treatment of subleading terms. We
nally compare the results obtained in direct QCD to those obtained using a SCET approach.
4.1.1 reshold resummation
e general formalism for threshold resummation has been introduced in sect. 2.1.3. Here we
analyse the case of Higgs production in gluon fusion and review various treatments of the
subleading terms following the discussion of refs. [2, 6, 103, 278]. Since so-gluon resummation
aects only the gluon-gluon channel, we will drop the avour indices and let it be understood
that we focus on the дд channel. Under Mellin transform, the cross section factorizes
σ (N ,m2H ) ≡
∫ 1
0
dτ τN−1
σ (τ ,m2H )
τ
= σ0L(N )C(N ,αs ). (4.4)
In Mellin space, the threshold limit z → 1 corresponds to the N → ∞ limit, and the N -space
resummed coecient function takes the form eq. (2.18)
Cres(N ,αs ) = д¯0(αs ) exp S¯(αs ,N ). (4.5)
Let us note that in the full theory the top-mass dependence is in д¯0 and further factorizes in the rEFT
as
д¯0(αs ) =W (m2H ,m2t ) ˜¯д0(αs ) (4.6)
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where now the function ˜¯д0 does not depend on the top mass. Currently, all the ingredients
necessary to reach N3LL′ accuracy in the large-mt limit are known [102, 106, 107, 315] with the
only exception of the four-loop contribution to the cusp anomalous dimension which is known
only numerically [122, 123]). Its value here is computed with a Pade´ estimate [102], though a
numerical analysis shows that its impact on the resummed result is negligible.
Since the computation of the integrals in eq. (2.18) is rather cumbersome, it is usually
performed in the large-N limit. e resulting integrals are wrien as a function of lnN only
and the all-order resummed coecient function results in what we dubbed N -so prescription
(cfr. eq. (2.21)) in sect. 2.1.3
CN−so = д0(αs ) expS(αs ,N ). (4.7)
We recall that in standard N -so resummation all the constant terms are removed from the
exponent and collected in the function in front (which we denote by д0, without bar). Similarly,
the function S¯ changes to a function S which contains only logarithmic terms (explicit formulæ
for S, д¯0 and д0 are collected in appendix B.2.1).
Besides N -so, there exist several prescriptions, formally equivalent in the N → ∞ limit,
which dier by either power-suppressed (subdominant) 1/N or subleading logarithmic contri-
butions. We refer the reader to ref. [103] for a thorough discussion. Here we consider a variant
of the N -so resummation, the so-calledψ -so prescription, based on the simple replacement
lnN → ψ0(N ) in the N -so expression, where ψ0(N ) is the Euler digamma function. is
prescription has the advantage of reproducing the function S¯ up to O(1/N 2) corrections, whilst
N -so reproduces S¯ up to O(1/N ) corrections. However, this does not makeψ -so accurate at
the next-to-so (NS) level, since the original expression eq. (2.18) was not. Nevertheless, a class of
NS terms can be predicted to all orders by performing a collinear improvement [103]. Indeed, the
cusp anomalous dimension Acusp(αs (µ2)) is the coecient of the divergent part in the z → 1 limit
of the Pдд(z,αs ) spliing function. erefore, one can retain more terms in the so expansion
of Pдд in powers of 1 − z. As shown in ref. [103], by retaining the LO gluon spliing function
at order (1 − z)k−1 one accounts for the LL NkS terms correctly to all orders.
Since these corrections correspond to additional powers of 1− z, the net eect in Mellin space
is to shi the value of N . Here we use as our default prescriptionψ -so2 (orψ -so AP2), obtained
by expanding the Pдд spliing function to second order in 1−z, leading to the N -space expression
Cψ -so2(N ,αs ) = д0(αs ) exp [2S(αs ,ψ0(N )) − 3S(αs ,ψ0(N + 1)) + 2S(αs ,ψ0(N + 2))] . (4.8)
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is prescription leads to more reliable results, in the sense that it oers a good approximation
to the exact result when expanded at xed order. Alternatively, one can keep only the rst
order (ψ -so1 or ψ -so AP1), thus obtaining an expression which diers from ψ -so2 from
subdominant contributions,
Cψ -so1(N ,αs ) = д0(αs ) expS(αs ,ψ0(N + 1)). (4.9)
e comparison of the results obtained with the two prescriptions can be used as an estimate
of the missing 1/N terms.
Another source of uncertainty at the resummed level comes from subleading logarithmic
terms. It is possible to probe these subleading contributions by moving some or all constant terms
from the exponent to the function in front. Indeed, though the logarithmic accuracy does not
change, dierent subleading terms are generated by interference with the constant contributions.
e default (most natural) choice for the position of the constant terms is determined by retaining
in the exponent those terms which naturally arise there as in eq. (2.18) and by collecting the
remaining N -independent terms in the function д¯0. However, one can consider also variations in
which all terms are put in д0 — as in ordinary N -so — or all the constant are exponentiated,
Cres(N ,αs ) = exp
[
ln д¯0(αs ) + S¯(αs ,N )
]
, (4.10)
where ln д¯0 is meant to be expanded to the appropriate order. Since it is well known that the
constant terms play a signicant role in Higgs production [116,316,317], to obtain a robust estimate
of the perturbative uncertainty one can use these two options to assign an uncertainty to the default
expression in which only the terms arising naturally at the exponent are kept exponentiated.
Before moving to discuss the results, let us recall that threshold resummation can also be
performed in the SCET framework, as we discussed in sect. 2.1.3. In the SCET formalism, the
partonic coecient function is wrien in a factorized form [117]
C(z,αs , µ2F) = H (µ2H)S(z, µ2S)U (µ2H, µ2S, µ2F), (4.11)
where the hard function H and the so function S are evaluated at a hard and so scales µH
and µS respectively, such that their perturbative expansions are well behaved. In the large-mt
limit, the hard function is further factorized. e evolution U from the so scale to the hard scale
performs the resummation of the potentially large logarithms due to so radiation. Whereas
the hard function has been known for a few years [318], the so function has only recently
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been computed [2, 319]. ese two ingredients allows for reaching N3LL′ accuracy also within
a SCET approach (see appendix B.2.2 for additional details).
Here we consider two variations of the resummation in the SCET formalism of ref. [117] and we
qualitatively compare the results with those obtained in direct QCD. In particular, we consider both
the variation of 1/N terms (corresponding to (1−z)0 terms in direct space) and of subleading terms
in the resummation. e variation of the subdominant 1/N terms is obtained through the inclusion
of a collinear improvement, thereby modifying the choice of so logarithms adopted in ref. [117]. In
ref. [117] the so logarithms correspond to plus distributions of the form (1−z)−1 lnk 1−z√
z
, where the
presence of the
√
z factor in the logarithms comes from kinematics. With this choice, however, it
turns out that the xed-order expansion of the resummation systematically underestimates the full
result and leads to a reduced impact of resummation at all orders [124]. By performing a collinear
improvement (corresponding to the AP1 version ofψ -so), which amounts to multiplying the
so-function S by an overall factor z, the agreement with xed order improves signicantly [2,103].
Finally, to probe the eects of subleading terms in the resummation, we consider the inclusion of
the so-called pi 2 resummation [116, 317, 320–323], adopted as default in ref. [117].
4.1.2 e Higgs cross section at N 3LO + N 3LL′ & its uncertainties
Having described various prescriptions for large-x resummation, we now present our results at
N3LO+N3LL′ and we introduce a method to improve the MHOU estimate for the inclusive cross sec-
tion.
e result at N3LO+N3LL′ is obtained through an additive scheme. Matching is achieved
by adding together the xed-order and the resummed expressions and subtracting the expan-
sion of the resummation to avoid double counting. Namely, the matched cross section at
NjLO+NkLL′ is wrien as
σNkLO+NjLL′ = σNkLO + ∆kσNjLL′, (4.12)
having dened
∆kσNjLL = τ σ0(m2H ,m2t )
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dN
2pii
τ−N Lдд(N )∆kCres,NjLL(N ,αs ), (4.13)
where
∆kCres(N ,αs ) = Cres(N ,αs ) −
k∑
i=0
α is C
(i)
res(N ), (4.14)
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C(i)res being the coecients of the expansion in powers of αs of Cres. By construction, ∆kσNjLL′
only contains higher-order corrections to σNkLO .
To compute the contribution ∆kσNjLL′ we use the code TROLL which has been introduced
in sect. 3.1.1. Since the code only computes the resummed contribution, the xed order has
to be provided using an independent code. Here we use ggHiggs4.0 [324], where the recent
full N3LO result of ref. [313] has been implemented. We compute the results in the rEFT with
√
s = 13 TeV, using a top mass of mt = 172.5 GeV in the pole scheme and a Higgs mass of
125 GeV. We use the NNLO PDF set PDF4LHC15 nnlo [226, 325–328] through the LHAPDF
interface [329], with αs (m2Z ) = 0.118.
We consider four options for the central scale µ0:
µ0 =mH /4, µ0 =mH /2, µ0 =mH , µ0 = 2mH . (4.15)
For each scale, we then compute resummed results at N3LO+N3LL′ using six dierent ψ -so
variants which dier by subdominant (AP1 vs. AP2) and subleading (default option for the
constant terms, all constants in the exponent, or all constant in д0) contributions. In each case,
we perform a canonical 7-point scale variation varying the factorization and renormalization
scales µF and µR about µ0 by a factor of two up and down, keeping the ratio µR/µF between 1/2
and 2. e central result is computed usingψ -so2 with the default option for the constants. e
nal uncertainty is constructed as an envelope of scale variation and of theψ -so variants. is
corresponds to a total of 42 cross section points (seven scales times six variants of resummation),
for which we take the highest and lowest cross sections as the maximum and the minimum
of the uncertainty band. We will see shortly that this rather conservative procedure proves
very powerful, overcoming the limitations of canonical scale variations, at least for the rst
orders in perturbation theory. For reference, we also compute standard N -so without collinear
improvement (though we exclude it from the envelope).
We collect in tab. 4.1 the cross sections at xed LO, NLO, NNLO and N3LO accuracy and
the resummed results at LO+LL′, NLO+NLL′, NNLO+NNLL′ and N3LO+N3LL′ accuracy for the
four central scales eq. (4.15). e error on the xed-order computation is computed using the
canonical 7-points variation, whereas we use the 42-point variations at the resummed level.
e same results are also shown in g. 4.1.
Let us comment on the convergence of the xed-order results, ignoring the LO result which
contains too lile information for being predictive. We observe that for central scales µ0 =mH
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µ0 =mH /4 µ0 =mH /2 µ0 =mH µ0 = 2mH
LO 18.6+5.8−3.9 16.0
+4.3
−3.1 13.8
+3.2
−2.4 11.9
+2.5
−1.9
NLO 44.2+12.0−8.5 36.9
+8.4
−6.2 31.6
+6.3
−4.8 27.5
+4.9
−3.9
NNLO 50.7+3.4−4.6 46.5
+4.2
−4.7 42.4
+4.6
−4.4 38.6
+4.4
−4.0
N3LO 47.9+0.9−2.9 48.2
+0.1
−1.8 46.6
+1.7
−2.6 44.3
+2.5
−2.9
LO+LL′ 24.0+8.9−6.8 20.1
+6.2
−5.0 16.9
+4.5
−3.7 14.3
+3.3
−2.8
NLO+NLL′ 46.9+15.1−12.6 46.2
+15.0
−13.2 46.7
+20.8
−13.8 47.3
+26.1
−15.8
NNLO+NNLL′ 50.2+5.5−5.3 50.1
+3.0
−7.1 51.9
+9.6
−8.9 54.9
+17.6
−11.5
N3LO+N3LL′ 47.7+0.9−2.9 48.7
+1.5
−2.0 50.2
+5.8
−3.5 52.9
+13.1
−5.2
Table 4.1: Fixed-order results and their scale uncertainty together with resummed results and their
uncertainty for four choices of the central scale, for mH = 125 GeV at LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV. All
cross sections are in pb. e N3LO and the N3LO+N3LL′ results slightly dier from those in [6] as in ref. [6]
the N3LO was computed as a threshold expansion [311, 312].
and µ0 = 2mH the NNLO is a large correction, which is not covered by the NLO uncertainty
band. e N3LO correction is smaller, thus indicating that the series is (at least asymptotically)
converging, though at the largest scale µ0 = 2mH its central value is not covered by the NNLO
uncertainty band. e convergence paern improves for smaller scales. For µ0 = mH /2, the
central NNLO is at the edge of the NLO uncertainty band and the central N3LO is contained in
the NNLO band. However, the central N3LO and its uncertainty band still do not overlap with the
NLO band. For µ0 =mH /4 the convergence paern seems to improve further, though the N3LO
band becomes very asymmetric. We also note that the N3LO values computed at dierent central
scales in table 4.1 are barely compatible with each other. is analysis shows that the MHOU
uncertainty using canonical 7-point scale variation is not reliable at xed order.
Nonetheless, one can achieve a robust estimate of the missing higher order uncertainty using
resummation. On the one hand, resummed results have a beer perturbative behaviour, thereby
suggesting that convergence is improved when resummed contributions are included. On the
other hand, the variation of subleading and subdominant contributions on top of canonical scale
variation provides a more robust method for estimating the uncertainty from MHO. For each
choice of µ0, the uncertainty of the resummed result from NLO+NLL′ onwards covers the central
value and the band of the next matched result; in all cases, the N3LO+N3LL′ band is fully contained
in the NNLO+NNLL′ band, which is in turn contained in the NLO+NLL′ band. A similar paern is
observed also if one considers a less conservative option, namely theψ -so2 prescription with the
default position of the constant terms. With this choice, the errors look somewhat more natural,
especially for large values of the central scale. We also observe a systematic reduction of the scale
uncertainty band moving from one (logarithmic) order to the next. Finally, we also observe that
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Figure 4.1: Higgs cross section at 13 TeV in the rescaled eective theory (rEFT), for four dierent choices of
the central scale µ0 = µF = µR: at the top we showmH /2 andmH , while at the boommH /4 and 2mH . e
uncertainty on the xed-order predictions and on N -so comes solely from scale variation, as well as the
thick uncertainty on theψ -so AP2 results. e thinner bands correspond to the 7-point scale variation
envelope on theψ -so AP1 instead, whose central value is not shown. e light-purple rectangles are the
envelope of allψ -so variants, corresponding to the 42-point uncertainty described in the text.
the resummed results at each order are compatible with each other for dierent choices of µ0,
thus displaying a reduced sensitivity on the choice of the central scale.
We observe that in many respects the choice µ0 =mH /2 seems optimal, in agreement with pre-
vious analyses [312]. For this scale, both the xed order and especially the resummation converge
nicely. One could determine a priori the optimal choice of scale by requiring that the partonic
coecient functions are free of large logarithms, such that possible logarithmic enhancements
are minimized. Factorization and renormalization scales typically appear together with threshold
logarithms as ln(µ2N 2/m2H ) (in Mellin space, see eq. (2.20)). A saddle point analysis [98] shows
that in Mellin space the cross section is dominated by a single value of N = Nsaddle, dening a
natural scale µ0 ∼mH /Nsaddle. Since for the process considered here Nsaddle ∼ 2, we nd that the
scale that minimizes the size of the logarithms is close to µ0 =mH /2. Similar conclusions were
obtained from direct space arguments [330] and within a SCET framework [114, 117].
Here we have proposed a conservative way of estimating uncertainties, which proves suc-
cessful at the previous known orders. For this reason, the uncertainty on the N3LO+N3LL′ result
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Figure 4.2: Same as g. 4.1 now showing the SCET result for two dierent central scales. e dQCD
envelope is also shown to facilitate the comparison.
at µ0 = mH /2 seems reasonably trustful. To be even more conservative, one can symmetrize
the error on the resummed result, leading to 48.7 ± 2.0 pb (rather then 48.7+1.5−2.0) as the most
reliable prediction of the inclusive cross section at 13 TeV in the rEFT setup. ough the eect of
resummation at N3LO is small (1.0%), we stress that it is not covered by the xed-order uncertainty.
Due to the proximity of a stationary point in the scale dependence, the N3LO result is indeed
very asymmetric and does not appear to be reliable. If the error were at least symmetrized, the
N3LO result would be 48.2 ± 1.8, compatible with the resummed result.
To test the robustness of our result, we compare it with the predictions obtained using a
SCET formalism in g. 4.2. As mentioned previously, we consider two dierent choices of so-
logarithms and we use pi 2 resummation to probe subleading terms. For each variant, we compute
the uncertainties as in ref. [117]. We vary independently µF, µH and µS keeping the other scales
xed when one of them is varied. Specically, the scales µF and µH are varied by a factor of
two up and down about µ0, which in this case we take to be either mH /2 or mH . We refer
the reader to ref. [117] for a detailed explanation of the choice for the central value of µS and
its range. For each scale, the largest variation is symmetrized and the resulting uncertainty is
computed by adding each individual uncertainty in quadrature. To facilitate the comparison,
we show in g. 4.2 the envelope of the ψ -so variants. e N3LO+N3LL′ result is shown here
for the rst time within a SCET formalism.
We observe that the original formulation of ref. [117] (labelled ‘SCET’ in the plot) leads
to a small correction of the xed-order result, which can be traced to the choice of the so
logarithms [2, 114]. Moreover, the uncertainty bands are comparable or smaller than their xed-
order counterparts, indicating that the MHOU are underestimated. e impact of resummation
is larger if subleading terms are included using a collinear improvement, indicating a beer
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perturbative stability. e convergence further improves if pi 2 resummation is included, especially
at µ0 =mH /2. Remarkably, we observe a very good agreement between the spread of the SCET
variants and the dQCD envelope, with only the N3LO+N3LL′ central value without collinear
improvement at µ0 =mH being at the edge of the band. Also in this case, the choice µ0 =mH /2
seems optimal, leading to smaller errors and with an overall reduced impact of higher order
terms. is comparison provides a further conrmation of the reliability and robustness of the
procedure detailed above to estimate MHOU.
In ref. [6] the estimate of MHOU using scale variations and variation of subleading and
power-suppressed terms in the all-order resummation was compared with other strategies,
which do not rely on an arbitrary variation of the perturbative ingredients. In particular, two
complementary approaches were considered: the Cacciari-Houdeau method [331–333], which
infers the uncertainty from the progression of the perturbative expansion within a Bayesian
approach, and the use of algorithms to accelerate the convergence of the perturbative series and
estimate their all-order sum. e results were found to be fully compatible with the estimate from
resummation and similar to that of the (symmetrized) xed-order scale variation uncertainty.
e accelerated series exhibits good convergence properties atmH /2 and the all-order estimate
of the resummed and xed-order series are both very close to the N3LO+N3LL′ result. ese
tests provide additional support that the all-order Higgs cross section in the rEFT lies within
the uncertainties of the N3LO+N3LL′ prediction.
4.2 The Higgs transverse-momentum distribution
Accurate predictions of transverse distributions are an essential ingredient in the LHC precision
programme, as they allow one to discern whether experimental measurements dier from what the
SM predicts. In particular, the rened description of the Higgs transverse-momentum distribution
plays an important role in constraining NP models which would modify its shape, for instance
through modication of the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs to quarks [334,335]. From a theoretical
point of view, the description of this observable is particularly challenging, due to its sensitivity
to dierent physics according to the kinematic region being probed. is makes the transverse-
momentum distribution an extremely interesting laboratory to study many non-trivial features of
QCD, such as the eects related to the contributions of top and boom quarks [336–341].
In the large-mt limit, the transverse-momentum spectrum for Higgs production in gluon
fusion is known at a very high level of accuracy. At xed-order, the state-of-the-art result is the
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NNLO calculations of refs. [342–345]. As we discussed in sect. 2.1.4, at small values of transverse
momenta p Ht  mH the dierential distribution is enhanced by large logarithms lnp Ht /mH ,
which must be resummed at all orders. All the ingredients to compute the transverse-momentum
distribution at N3LL accuracy (with the only exception of the four-loop cusp anomalous dimension,
which is known only numerically [122, 123]) are now known [143–147], which allows one to
calculate results at NNLO+N3LL accuracy [3, 7, 154] in the EFT.
In this section we will present matched results for the Higgs transverse momentum using the
formalism introduced in sect. 2.1.5. We rst present the relevant formulæ for the resummation at
N3LL. We then discuss how the matching to xed-order is performed and we nally show matched
predictions for p Ht both at the inclusive level and within the ducial cuts in the H → γγ channel.
4.2.1 Transverse-momentum resummation at N 3LL
In sect. 2.1.5 we introduced an approach which performs the resummation of large logarithms
of the transverse momentum in direct space by exploiting the factorization properties of the
QCD amplitudes. e formalism allows for an ecient Monte Carlo implementation of the
all-order calculation directly in momentum space, such that large logarithms are resummed by
generating so and/or collinear emissions in a fashion similar to that of an event generator. In
sect. 2.1.5 we derived eq. (2.63), which contains an expression for the cumulative cross section
dierential over the Born phase space dΦB valid to NLL accuracy, and we discussed how to
systematically include higher-order corrections. Including terms up to N3LL accuracy, one can
recast the cumulative cross section as [3]
dΣ(v)
dΦB
=
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
dϕ1
2pi
∂L
(
−e−R(kt,1)LN3LL(kt,1)
) ∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
+
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(kt,1)
∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]
∫ 1
0
dζs
ζs
dϕs
2pi
{(
R′(kt,1)LNNLL(kt,1) − ∂LLNNLL(kt,1)
)
×
(
R′′(kt,1) ln 1
ζs
+
1
2
R′′′(kt,1) ln2 1
ζs
)
− R′(kt,1)
(
∂LLNNLL(kt,1) − 2β0
pi
α2s (k2t,1)Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL(kt,1) ln
1
ζs
)
+
α2s (k2t,1)
pi 2
Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL(kt,1)
}
×
{
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks )) − Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
}
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+
1
2
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
dϕ1
2pi
e−R(kt,1)
∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]
∫ 1
0
dζs1
ζs1
dϕs1
2pi
∫ 1
0
dζs2
ζs2
dϕs2
2pi
R′(kt,1)
×
{
LNLL(kt,1)
(
R′′(kt,1)
)2 ln 1
ζs1
ln
1
ζs2
− ∂LLNLL(kt,1)R′′(kt,1)
(
ln
1
ζs1
+ ln
1
ζs2
)
+
α2s (k2t,1)
pi 2
Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL(kt,1)
}
×
{
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks1,ks2)) − Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks1)) −
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks2)) + Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
}
+ O
(
αns ln
2n−6 1
v
)
, (4.16)
where we dened ζsi ≡ kt,si/kt,1. We further introduced the notation dZ[{R′,ki }] to denote an
ensemble that describes the emission of n identical independent blocks, such that the average
of a function F ({ki }) over the measure dZ is∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]F ({ki }) = e−R′(kt,1) ln 1ϵ
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n+1∏
i=2
∫ 1
ϵ
dζi
ζi
∫ 2pi
0
dϕi
2pi
R′(kt,1)F (k1, . . . ,kn+1) . (4.17)
where ζi ≡ kt,i/kt,1. As in eq. (2.63), the ln 1ϵ divergence cancels exactly against that in the
resolved real radiation, ensuring that the nal result is ϵ-independent.
To highlight the dierent classes of terms which enter at a given logarithmic accuracy in
eq. (4.16) we have split the result into three terms. In particular, the rst line includes all the
N3LL corrections to the hardest emission kt,1. As we mentioned in sect. 2.1.5, at N3LL one
needs to account for the eect of up to two hard-collinear resolved partons. ese eects are
collected in the second and in the third contributions of eq. (4.16). In particular, the second
contribution (lines two to six) encodes the corrections appearing when only a single emission
ks of the ensemble is corrected, and the third contribution (lines seven to eleven) encodes the
corrections due to two additional emissions ks1 and ks2.
Eq. (4.16) depends on the luminosities L, which are wrien in terms of the parton luminosities
as well as the Born matrix element squared and the virtual amplitude. At N3LL, they read
LNLL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
fc
(
x1, µ
2
Fe
−2L
)
fc ′
(
x2, µ
2
Fe
−2L
)
, (4.18)
LNNLL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
x1
z1
, µ2Fe
−2L
)
fj
(
x2
z2
, µ2Fe
−2L
)
×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H (1)(µR,xQ )
)
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+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
(
C(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′j}
) }
, (4.19)
LN3LL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
x1
z1
, µ2Fe
−2L
)
fj
(
x2
z2
, µ2Fe
−2L
)
×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H (1)(µR,xQ ) +
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H
(2)(µR,xQ )
)
+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
(
1 − αs (µ2R)
β1
β0
ln
(
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
)
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
)
×
(
C(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
1
(1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L)2
(
C(2)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
1
(1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L)2
(
C(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )C(1)c ′j (z2, µF,xQ ) +G(1)ci (z1)G(1)c ′j (z2)
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H
(1)(µR,xQ ) 1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
(
C(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)}
.
(4.20)
with
x1 =
mH√
s
eY , x2 =
mH√
s
e−Y , (4.21)
where Y is the rapidity of the colour singlet in the centre-of-mass frame of the collision at
Born level, |MB | is the Born-level squared matrix element and xQ = Q/mH . Furthermore, the
luminosities eq. (4.18)-(4.20) depends on the NLO and NNLO collinear coecient function C(n)ci
and G(n)ci , and the hard virtual corrections H (n) (see ref. [3] for a precise denition).
Let us now briey discuss the physical origin of the other terms appearing in eq. (4.16). anks
to rIRC safety, all inclusive blocks (see sect. 2.1.5) with kt,i  kt,1 do not contribute to the value
of the observable and are fully cancelled by the exponential factor in eq. (4.17). is allowed us
to expand all the ingredients in eq. (4.16) around kt,1 (which denotes the transverse momentum
of the block with largest kt ) retaining all terms necessary to reach the desired logarithmic
accuracy, as we did in sect. 2.1.5 when we derived the analogous expression valid at NLL accuracy.
ough this operation is not strictly necessary, the expansion around kt,1 allows for an ecient
numerical implementation, which has been exploited in ref. [7] to construct a resummed formula
to simultaneously compute pt and the angular variable ϕ∗ [346]. At N3LL accuracy, this amounts
to retaining in the Taylor expansion of the Sudakov radiator R the terms
R′ = dR/dL, R′′ = dR′/dL, R′′′ = dR′′/dL, (4.22)
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where R at this order takes the form
R(kt,1) = −Lд1(αsβ0L) − д2(αsβ0L) − αs
pi
д3(αsβ0L) − α
2
s
pi 2
д4(αsβ0L), (4.23)
with αs = αs (µ2R) (see appendix B.3.1). As we discussed in sect. 2.1.5, at NNLL accuracy and
beyond one has to take into account the exact rapidity bounds for a single emission in the
generated so-collinear ensemble, which give rise to subleading corrections which cannot be
neglected. In particular, at N3LL one has
R′(kt,i ) = R′(kt,1) + R′′(kt,1) ln 1
ζi
+
1
2!
R′′′(kt,1) ln2 1
ζi
+ . . . , (4.24)
where the dots indicate terms which enter at N4LL. We recognize the appearance of these
corrections in eq. (4.16).
Along with the corrections encoded in the Sudakov radiator and its derivative, starting at NNLL
one has to include the additional class of corrections included in what we called ‘exclusive DGLAP
step’ in sect. 2.1.5. For this reason, eq. (4.16) also contains the convolution of the regularized
spliing functions Pˆ [51, 52] with the parton luminosities (see appendix B.3.1). For the term
Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL this convolution is dened as
Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL(kt,1) ≡
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
{ (
Pˆ (0) ⊗ f
)
c
(
x1, µ
2
Fe
−2L
)
fc ′
(
x2, µ
2
Fe
−2L
)
+ fc
(
x1, µ
2
Fe
−2L
) (
Pˆ (0) ⊗ f
)
c ′
(
x2, µ
2
Fe
−2L
) }
, (4.25)
and analogously for the term Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0) ⊗ LNLL(kt,1). Finally, the terms containing αs (k2t,1)
in eq. (4.16) are dened as
αs (k2t,1) ≡
αs (µ2R)
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L
. (4.26)
In sect. 2.1.5, our nal expression at NLL eq. (2.63) contained resummed logarithms of the form
L = ln(mH /kt,1). It is however customary to introduce a resummation scale Q , whose variation
is used to probe the size of subleading logarithmic corrections which are not included in the
resummed result. As a consequence, the resummed expression contains resummed logarithms
of the form ln(Q/kt,1). In the expression eq. (4.16), the resummed logarithms should be further
replaced with modied logarithms L˜, which are introduced to ensure that resummation does
not aect the hard region of the spectrum when a matching to xed order is performed. To
this end, the logarithms are supplemented by power-suppressed terms, which are negligible
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at small kt,1 but ensure that resummation eects dwindle when kt,1  Q . One thus replaces
the resummed logarithms of ln(Q/kt,1) with
ln
Q
kt,1
→ L˜ = 1
p
ln
((
Q
kt,1
)p
+ 1
)
, (4.27)
where p is a positive parameter whose value is such that the resummed (dierential) distri-
bution vanishes faster that the xed-order at large p Ht /mH , with slope (1/(p Ht /mH ))p+1. To
ensure that the single-emission event in the rst line of eq. (4.16) is a total derivative, one
must introduce the Jacobian factor
J(kt,1) =
(
Q
kt,1
)p (
1 +
(
Q
kt,1
)p )−1
(4.28)
in all integrals over kt,1 in eq. (4.16). is Jacobian does not modify the logarithmic structure
and only aects the large-p Ht region. Since this modication does not aect the measurement
function in eq. (4.16), the nal result depends on p through power-suppressed terms.
4.2.2 Matching to xed order
To obtain a prediction valid at NNLO+N3LL, we need to match the resummed result to the
xed-order result. It is convenient to work at the level of the cumulative distribution Σ. e
xed-order cumulative distribution is dened as
ΣN
3LO(v) = σN3LOtot −
∫∞
v
dv ′
dΣNNLO(v ′)
dv ′
, (4.29)
where σN3LOtot is the total cross section for the process and dΣNNLO/dv is the NNLO dierential
distribution, where v = p Ht /M . For inclusive Higgs production, the NNLO transverse-momentum
distribution was computed in refs. [342–345]. Currently, the N3LO cross section within ducial
cuts is not yet known. In the following, when considering dierential distributions within ducial
cuts we approximate the N3LO correction by rescaling the NNLO ducial cross section by the
N3LO/NNLO K-factor computed using the inclusive cross section computed in refs. [311–313].
is approximation is a N4LL eect, thus beyond the formal accuracy considered here.
Let us stress that though in this section we discuss the matching at the level of the cumulative
distributions, in the next section we will show matched predictions at the level of dierential
distributions. erefore, at the level of the spectrum, we drop one order in the xed-order
counting, so that the derivative of the ΣN3LO cumulant will be referred to as NNLO, and similarly
for the lower-order cases.
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To construct the NNLO+N3LL result, we consider two dierent matching prescriptions. e
rst scheme is a common additive scheme analogous to what we discussed above in the case
of the inclusive cross section (and used for instance in ref. [154]):
Σmatchedadd (v) = ΣN
3LL(v) + ΣN3LO(v) − Σexpanded(v), (4.30)
where Σexpanded denotes the expansion of the resummation formula ΣN3LL to N3LO. e second
scheme belongs to the class of multiplicative schemes (see e.g. [92–94]) and is dened as
Σmatchedmult (v) = ΣN
3LL(v)
[
ΣN
3LO(v)
Σexpanded(v)
]
expanded to N3LO
. (4.31)
At the accuracy considered here, the two schemes are equivalent up to N4LO and N4LL terms.
However, in a multiplicative scheme higher-order corrections are damped by resummation at
small values of v . Since this damping occurs in a region where numerical instabilities might spoil
the xed-order distributions, a multiplicative solution allows for stable matched distributions
even in the presence of limited statistics in the xed-order component. An additional advantage
of the multiplicative matching is that the N3LO constant terms (formally entering at N4LL) are
automatically extracted from the xed order in the matching procedure, whenever the N3LO total
cross section is known. ese terms, which contain the N3LO collinear coecient functions and
the three-loop virtual corrections, would multiply the Sudakov radiator in the resummed formula
eq. (4.16) at N4LL. As they are currently unknown analytically, in an additive matching they would
disappear at the level of the dierential distributions. In a multiplicative scheme, however, they
multiply the resummed cross section and allow one to extend the prediction to all terms of order
αns ln
2n−6(1/v) in the expanded formula of Σ — thus extending the accuracy of the prediction to
N3LL′, as we discussed in sect. 2.1.2. However, since the N3LO cross section is currently unknown
in the ducial volumes, this tower of logarithms is correctly included only for the inclusive case,
whereas for ducial distributions the tower of αns ln2n−6(1/v) terms in Σ is not fully included.
e use of a multiplicative solution as dened in eq. (4.31) has however a drawback, as
in the limit L → 0 the cumulant ΣN3LL tends to the integral of LN3LL(µF) (4.20) over the Born
phase space ΦB evaluated at L = 0. As a consequence, the xed-order result at large v receives
spurious contributions of relative order α4s
Σmatchedmult (v) ∼ ΣN
3LO(v) (1 + O(α4s )) . (4.32)
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Whilst this contribution is formally higher order, its eect can be sizeable for processes with
large K-factors. e problem can be addressed by dening the multiplicative matching scheme
normalizing the resummed prefactor to its asymptotic value in the L → 0 limit as
ΣN
3LL
asym. =
∫
with cuts
dΦB
(
lim
L→0
LN3LL
)
. (4.33)
is way, the multiplicative matching scheme is dened as
Σmatchedmult (v) =
ΣN
3LL(v)
ΣN
3LL
asym.
[
ΣN
3LL
asym.
ΣN
3LO(v)
Σexp(v)
]
expanded to N3LO
, (4.34)
where
ΣN
3LL(v) −−−−−−→
vQ/M
ΣN
3LL
asym., (4.35)
and the whole term contained between square brackets is expanded at N3LO. is ensures that
the matched result reproduces by construction the xed-order one at large v and that spurious
higher-order contributions are absent in this region. e results in the next section are computed
using the multiplicative solution; a comparison between multiplicative and additive schemes was
performed at NLO+N3LL accuracy in ref. [7] and showed that the dierences are rather moderate.
Some useful analytic formulæ about the matching procedure are collected in appendix B.3.2.
4.2.3 Matched predictions for inclusive & ducial distributions
We are now ready to present the predictions for the p Ht spectrum both for the inclusive pp → H
production and in the pp → H → γγ channel within ducial cuts. We consider a centre-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV, using the PDF4LHC15 nnlo mc set [226,325–328]. e results are computed in the
large-mt limit, withmH = 125 GeV andmt = 173.2 GeV. e central factorization, renormalization
and resummation scales are set tomH /2. e perturbative uncertainty is calculated by performing
a canonical seven-scale variation of µR and µF by a factor of two in either direction, keeping
µR/µF between 1/2 and 1. For the central scales, we also vary the resummation scale by a
factor of two. e scale uncertainty is then calculated as an envelope of all the above variations.
e resummation and matching described above have been implemented in the code RadISH
(Radiation off Initial State Hadrons) and matched to the xed-order results computed
with the parton-level event generator NNLOjet [345, 347].
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between dierent combinations of xed-order (NLO and NNLO) and resummation
(NNLL and N3LL) for the p Ht spectrum for Higgs boson production at
√
s = 13 TeV. Le: NLO; right: NNLO.
e lower panel shows the ratio of the predictions to that obtained with N3LL resummation.
Predictions for inclusive Higgs production. We start by discussing the matched result in the
inclusive case. First, we discuss the size of the N3LL correction with respect to the results at NNLL.
In g. 4.3 we compare the dierential distributions for the Higgs p Ht spectrum at (N)NLO+NNLL
and (N)NLO+N3LL in the le (right) plots. In the lower panel, we show the ratio of both predictions
to the (N)NLO+N3LL band. In the NLO case, we observe that the N3LL corrections are tiny, with
an eect which is at most 5% only in the very small p Ht region and smaller at larger values of
p Ht . e central NLO+N3LL result is entirely contained in the NLO+NNLL band. e inclusion of
the N3LL correction reduces the perturbative uncertainties, though the eect is observed only
for p Ht . 5 GeV. We observe a similar trend in the NNLO case. e eect of the N3LL correction
on the NNLO+NNLL central value is at the percent level over the whole p Ht range and reaches
5% only at very small p Ht . In the NNLO case, the reduction of the perturbative uncertainty is
more pronounced and starts already below ∼ 10 GeV. Let us observe that when NNLO is matched
to NNLL the xed order and the resummation dier by a divergent term ∼ 1/p Ht at small p Ht .
However, this divergence is absent if a multiplicative solution is chosen, which ensures that the
matched prediction obeys the resummation scaling at small p Ht .
In g. 4.4 we now compare the matched prediction at NNLO+N3LL to the xed-order one
for two dierent central scales µ0. In the le plot, we show the two predictions for µ0 =mH /2,
whereas in the right plot we show them for µ0 =mH . In both cases, we observe that resummation
eects are increasingly relevant for p Ht . 40 GeV. We observe that if the central scale is chosen
asmH /2 the uncertainty band is aected by large accidental cancellations in the scale variation
terms, which lead to unnaturally small perturbative errors. Indeed, as we observed in the case of
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the transverse-momentum distribution for Higgs boson production at NNLO
and NNLO+N3LL for a central scale choice of µR = µF = mH /2 (le) and µR = µF = mH (right). In both
cases, Q =mH /2.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the transverse-momentum distribution for Higgs boson production between
NNLO+N3LL, NLO+NNLL, and NNLO at central scale choice of µR = µF =mH /2. e lower panel shows
the ratio to the NNLO+N3LL prediction.
the total cross section in sect. 4.1.2, the scale-uncertainties band atmH /2 are very asymmetric.
If the central scale is set tomH , the uncertainty band is larger, thus allowing for a more robust
estimate of the perturbative error. e eect is more pronounced for p Ht & 50 GeV, where however
the impact of resummation is reduced. In the following, we will show results using mH /2 as a
central scale, since the xed-order runs with higher statistics have been obtained with this setup.
However, a comparison of the theoretical predictions with experimental data would require a
more thorough study of dierent central-scale choices.
Finally, in g. 4.5 we compare the prediction at NNLO+N3LL with the NLO+NNLL and the
NNLO distributions. We observe a very good convergence of the perturbative uncertainties and a
signicant reduction of the scale uncertainty band in the overall kinematic range considered here.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the transverse-momentum distribution for Higgs boson production at
√
s = 13 TeV
in the ducial volume dened by eq. (4.36) at NLO+N3LL and NLO (le) and NNLO+N3LL and NNLO
(right). e lower panel shows the ratio to the NNLO+N3LL prediction.
Predictions for Higgs production within ducial cuts. eoretical predictions for inclusive Higgs
production are highly valuable as they allow one to study the behaviour of the perturbative
series and to understand many of its features. Nevertheless, a comparison with data requires
matched predictions in the ducial volume where the experimental measurements are made.
e availability of matched predictions dierential in the Born phase-space allows for a direct
comparison, without relying on a Monte Carlo modeling of the experimental uncertainties.
Here we focus on the transverse-momentum distribution of the γγ system in the process
pp → H → γγ . We generate events with an on-shell Higgs boson, followed by a decay into a
photon pair using a narrow-width approximation, with a branching ratio of 2.35 × 10−3. e
ducial volume used here is dened by the cuts
min(pγ1t ,pγ2t ) > 31.25 GeV, max(pγ1t ,pγ2t ) > 43.75 GeV,
0 < |ηγ1,2 | < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ηγ1,2 | < 2.37, |Yγγ | < 2.37 , (4.36)
where ηγi are the transverse momenta of the two photons, ηγi are their pseudo-rapidities in the
hadronic centre-of-mass frame, and Yγγ is the rapidity of the photon-pair. e ducial volume
does not include the cuts for photon-isolation, as they would introduce additional non-global
logarithmic corrections [348], which would spoil the accuracy of the prediction. Nevertheless, since
the photon-isolation criteria is not aggressive in this case, they could be included at xed order.
e comparison between xed-order and matched predictions is shown in gure 4.6 for
dierent perturbative accuracies. In the le (right) plot, we compare the (N)NLO and the
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(N)NLO+N3LL distribution. By comparing the le and the right plots, we observe a signicant
reduction of the scale uncertainty in the medium-high-pγγt region driven by the increased accuracy
of the xed-order computation. e paern observed in the right panel is very similar to what
we observed in the inclusive case, and we note again a rather asymmetric scale uncertainty band,
due to the large cancellations aecting the prediction using µ0 = mH /2 as a central scale.
ese results are an important step in the LHC precision programme, where accurate pre-
dictions have become essential to fully exploit the experimental data. Additional eects must
be included to improve on the predictions discussed here. At this level of accuracy, for Higgs
production in gluon fusion the eect of heavy quarks, notably top and boom, becomes relevant
and must be taken into account. Recent analyses have indeed shown that the eect of the top-
boom interference could modify the transverse-momentum spectrum with respect to the HEFT
approximation [338, 340]. e distortions at NLO+NNLL can be as large as 5% (with an associated
theory uncertainty of O(20%)) and are therefore comparable with the level of accuracy of the
results presented in this section. e inclusion of such eects is thus necessary for a consistent
and accurate prediction of the transverse-momentum spectrum in the region p Ht . mH .
An epilogue - Garp writes - is more than a body count. An epilogue,
in the disguise of wrapping up the past, is really a way of warning
about the future.
— John Irving, e world according to Garp
5
Summary & outlook
The qest for precision QCD at the LHC has multiple facets. is thesis discusses twofundamental ingredients necessary to reduce theory errors to few percent: the computation
of higher-order corrections to the perturbative series and the concurring improvement in the
description of parton densities. ese two components are deeply intertwined, as the perturbative
accuracy of the PDFs reects that of the theory calculations used in their determination from
experimental data. In particular, in this thesis we focused on all-order resummation techniques
in perturbative QCD. anks to resummation, the region of applicability of perturbative QCD
extends also over regions where a xed-order treatment is not sucient.
e recent developments in threshold and high-energy resummation discussed in chapter 2,
which lead to a series of public codes where resummed calculations have been implemented, have
been exploited in chapter 3 to obtain two determinations of parton densities in which xed-order
calculations are supplemented by threshold and high-energy resummation, respectively. e
advantage in such an improved description of PDFs is twofold. Firstly, it is now possible to compute
theoretical predictions which consistently include resummation eects both in the PDFs and in the
coecient functions. is allows for a reliable description of kinematic regions where resummation
is important, yet its inclusion in the PDFs may compensate for the eect of resummation in the
sole coecient function. is has important implications for searches for new physics beyond
the Standard Model at large invariant masses, since the consistent treatment of resummation
eects generally reduces the overall enhancement. Secondly, the quality of PDF ts improves if
resummation eects are included, thereby providing an accurate description of the experimental
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data in regions where they are poorly described by a xed-order treatment. Moreover, the inclusion
of high-energy resummation provides convincing evidence for new physics eects within the
standard model, namely the onset of BFKL dynamics in the HERA structure function data.
e two analyses presented in chap. 3 share, however, a common limitation. In both cases,
it has indeed been necessary to use a reduced dataset, since resummed calculations are not yet
available for a series of processes customarily included in PDF ts. Resummed calculations for the
missing processes are thus required to obtain resummed PDFs competitive with state-of-the-art
global PDF determinations. Moreover, the accurate description of processes at high rapidity is
likely to require the simultaneous resummation of threshold and high-energy logarithms. Very
recently, the rst calculation where both classes of logarithms were resummed at the same time
appeared in ref. [307]. ough much work remains to be done, the theoretical insight gained
in the recent years is a promising indication that truly global PDF ts with high-energy and
threshold logarithms resummed simultaneously might be viable in the foreseeable future.
Resummed calculations are instrumental to reach an accurate description of many observables
at the LHC. In this thesis, we have considered the case of Higgs boson production in gluon fusion
and we have studied the eect of threshold resummation for the inclusive cross section, and of
transverse-momentum resummation for the Higgs transverse-momentum spectrum. In the case of
the total cross section, the xed-order perturbative series is almost pathological, with very large
corrections at NLO and at NNLO. Moreover, scale variations are in this case a very poor estimator
of the uncertainty due to missing higher orders. However, as discussed in chapter 4, threshold
resummation proves a robust tool both to improve the convergence of the perturbative series and
to obtain a robust estimate of the missing higher order uncertainty. e N3LO+N3LL′ prediction
for the total cross section obtained in chapter 4 is therefore both very precise and very accurate.
In chapter 4 we also presented results at NNLO+N3LL for the transverse-momentum distribu-
tion, using a novel approach formulated in direct space which we have introduced in chapter 2.
e formalism can be extended to a wider class of observables and has been for instance exploited
to resum the ϕ∗ angle in Drell-Yan production with the same accuracy in ref. [7]. is work
opens up a variety of possible future directions. Since it does not rely on a specic factorization
theorem, the direct-space formalism can be extended to simultaneously resum observables which
share the same Sudakov radiator. Moreover, it would be particularly interesting to consider the
combined eect of high-energy, threshold, and transverse-momentum resummations on the Higgs
p Ht spectrum. Such joint resummations have aracted quite some interest (see ref. [349] for an
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in-depth overview of recent developments) and would allow for a very precise description of the
transverse-momentum spectrum. Finally, at this level of precision, it becomes necessary to start
supplementing theoretical predictions with an estimate of the impact of heavy quark eects to
improve on the results obtained using the Higgs eective eld theory approximation.
With the experimental uncertainties reducing to a few percent, and in some cases even to
a few permille, the challenge is now to reduce the theoretical predictions to a comparable or
higher level of accuracy. is would require a relentless eort to improve our understanding of
QCD, by computing higher-order corrections for a larger number of processes and by rening
our description of PDFs, parton showers, electroweak and non-perturbative eects. e era
of precision QCD has just begun…
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With four parameters I can t an elephant, and with ve I can
make him wiggle his trunk.
— John von Neumann
A
Review of PDF determination
The knowledge of the functional form of parton distribution functions is essential for almostany theoretical prediction at hadron colliders. eir determination from rst principles,
however, requires an understanding of QCD at non-perturbative scales Q ∼ ΛQCD. A possible
approach to calculating PDFs is laice QCD [350]. In laice QCD the QCD Lagrangian is discretized
and the values of quark and gluon elds are considered in a nite-volume laice. A solution of
QCD is then found by sampling the likelihood of dierent eld congurations on the laice. Laice
QCD has been used successfully in several contexts, such as hadron spectroscopy, αs (Q2) and CKM
determination. However, the accuracy of PDFs based on laice QCD is not yet competitive with
that of PDFs extracted from a t to experimental data1. In these analyses, PDFs are parametrized
at an initial scale and then evolved to the scale of the data using DGLAP evolution. eoretical
predictions are then built by convoluting the PDFs with hard-scaering cross sections calculated
using perturbative QCD and compared with data. e best t parameters are nally determined
by minimizing an appropriate gure of merit.
Updated PDF sets are regularly being released by various collaborations. ese sets are
determined using data from a variety of high-energy scaering processes in lepton-hadron and in
hadron-hadron collisions. e analyses dier in several aspects, such as the input dataset used,
the methodology, the computation of the data uncertainties, as well as theoretical details of the
QCD analysis, like the computations of the cross sections and the treatment of heavy quarks. In
this appendix, we rst review the main ingredients for PDFs based on global analyses, i.e. the
1For a recent review on recent developments in PDF determinations in laice QCD, see [44].
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experimental input. Secondly, we briey summarize the status of the theoretical calculations for the
processes typically included in PDF analysis. We then move to discuss the methodology employed
in PDF ts and we summarize possible PDF parametrizations and minimization procedures.
We nally discuss various strategies for estimating PDF uncertainty. We refer the interested
reader to recent reviews on PDF determination [351–355] for a more detailed description of
the topics presented here.
A.1 Experimental data
One of the most important ingredients in the determination of parton densities is the dataset, whose
constraining power depends on a combination of PDF sensitivity and experimental precision, as
well as on the status of the theoretical calculations for the processes examined. To guarantee that
leading-twist factorization can be used, kinematic cuts are oen implemented in PDF analysis.
Global PDF ts [71, 284, 327, 328, 356–358] include data from a variety of measurements,
from xed-target DIS and DY processes, to jet and top-quark production at hadron colliders. A
representative wealth of available data is displayed in g. A.1, where we show the approximate
coverage in the (x ,Q2) plane using LO kinematics of a state-of-the-art global analysis. e high-x
and low-Q2 region is covered by xed target experiments, which were the backbone of the earliest
PDF ts. Collider DIS experiments populate the low-x and low- and medium-Q2 region, whereas
the high-Q2 region is dominated by recent data from collider experiments at the LHC and by
older data from Tevatron. Here we briey review some of the most relevant processes used in
global PDF ts, discussing their PDF sensitivity and the available data, focusing in particular on
the processes which are the mainstay of all PDF analyses: DIS and DY measurements.
A.1.1 Fixed-target & collider deep inelastic scaering
Deep inelastic scaering experiments have been playing a key role in PDF determination since
the rst semi-quantitative determinations in the early ’70s. In the LO approximation, the neutral
current (NC) structure functions F2 and F3 (we recall that at LO F2 = 2xF1) for the process
ep → eX are given by (see e.g. [35])[
F
γ
2 , F
γZ
2 , F
Z
2
]
= x
∑
q
[e2q , 2eqдqV , (дqV )2 + (дqA)2](q + q¯) (A.1)[
F
γ
3 , F
γZ
3 , F
Z
3
]
= x
∑
q
[0, 2eqдqA, 2дqVдqA](q − q¯) (A.2)
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Figure A.1: Kinematic coverage of a state-of-the art global t (in this case, ref. [284]) in the (x ,Q2) plane.
where the sums over q run over the active quarks of electric charge eq , дqA = ±1/2 and дqV =
±1/2 − 2eq sin2 θW , with ± corresponding to a u- or d-type quark, respectively. e NC structure
functions therefore provide only limited information on avour separation, and in particular
cannot separate quarks and antiquarks unless the scale Q is suciently high such that the Z -
mediated contribution becomes important. However, NC DIS on deuterium targets provides a
handle on the triplet contribution T 3 under the assumption of isospin symmetry which relates
the quark and antiquark distributions of the proton and the neutron, u(p) = d (n), u(n) = d (p),
where p is the proton and n the neutron.
Additional constraint on the quark-antiquark separation is provided by the charged current
(CC) processes e+p → ν¯X and νp → e−X . In the LO approximation and neglecting CKM mixing,
the structure functions are (above the charm threshold and below the top threshold)
FW
−
2 = 2x(u + d¯ + s¯ + c), FW
−
3 = 2x(u − d¯ − s¯ + c), (A.3)
and the structure functions FW +2 , FW
+
3 for the processes e−p → νX and ν¯ → e+X are obtained by
the substitution c ↔ s , u ↔ d . As a consequence, neutrino data give access to the total valence
component V . Charm production in neutrino-induced DIS (known as dimuon production) is
nally used to probe strangeness, since at LO and neglecting CKM mixing F νp,cc¯2 = xF
νp,cc¯
3 = 2xs .
Since the gluon does not couple to electroweak nal states, the gluon distribution is probed
in DIS experiments directly through the small contribution which enters at O(αs ), or indirectly
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via scaling violations encoded in DGLAP evolution. In principle, FL measurements could be
used to constrain the gluon PDF since FL is directly sensitive to the gluon PDF [359]. e gluon
PDF is also constrained by measurements of heavy-quark structure functions obtained in events
where charm or boom mesons are reconstructed in the nal state, as the LO contribution (in
absence of intrinsic components) is дγ → QQ¯ .
ere are many available data for DIS measurements, which are delivered either as cross
sections or separated into structure functions. A prominent role is played by the combined NC, CC,
charm and beauty structure function measurements at the HERA lepton-proton collider [218,304].
A.1.2 Fixed-target & collider Drell-Yan
e so-called Drell-Yan process — i.e. the electroweak process in which a quark and antiquark
pair annihilate to give a lepton pair — plays a primary role in PDF analyses due to its con-
straining power on light avour decomposition, including strangeness. At lowest order, and
neglecting Cabibbo-suppressed contributions, the partonic subprocesses involved in inclusive
EW boson production are
ud¯, cs¯ →W +, du¯, sc¯ →W −, qq¯ → γ ∗/Z , (A.4)
which give access to the avour composition of the proton since each avour channel carries a
dierent weight. Using LO kinematics, the rapidity and the invariant mass of the electroweak
boson can be mapped onto the values of x1, x2 at which the PDFs are probed:
x1,2 =
M√
s
e±Y , (A.5)
where M is the invariant mass of the virtual boson and Y is its rapidity. Eq. (A.5) therefore
relates the PDF sensitivity of DY observables to kinematic variables which can be reconstructed
in an experiment (for simplicity, in the following discussion we assume that in the CC case the
experimentally inaccessible rapidity of the virtual boson coincides with the measured rapidity
of the charged lepton in the nal state).
Here we focus on the dominant u and d contributions in a pp collider experiment. ough
the presence of a p¯ beam provides additional information on the avour structure of the proton,
the overall constraints are analogous. In the CC case, information on the avour separation can
be obtained by considering the ratio ofW + andW − production dierential in rapidity
R± =
dσ (W +)/dY
dσ (W −)/dY , (A.6)
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and the W asymmetry
AW =
dσ (W +)/dY − dσ (W −)/dY
dσ (W +)/dY + dσ (W −)/dY . (A.7)
In the central region, where x1 = x2 = x0 = M/√s and one can approximate u¯ = d¯ ,
R± ' u(x0)
d(x0) , AW '
uV (x0) − dV (x0)
uV (x0) + dV (x0) ; (A.8)
therefore R± is sensitive to the ratio betweenu and d , whilstAW is sensitive to theu and d valence
dierence. Equivalent constraints can be derived in the forward region, see e.g. [355].
NC DY provides similar information on the u and d content of the proton; there are additional
constraints on PDFs at low and intermediate values of x when one moves away from the Z peak
and explores the low-invariant mass region. Here the virtual-photon exchange dominates
dσ
dY
'
∑
q
e2q(q(x1)q¯(x2) + q(x2)q¯(x1)), (A.9)
and as a consequence the uu¯ channel is enhanced with respect to the dd¯ . is region is also
sensitive to the gluon PDF, especially if the cuts on nal-state leptons tend to increase the
importance of higher-order corrections. Finally, NC DY production on xed deuteron targets can
be used to constrain the u¯/d¯ ratio. In the valence region x1 & 0.1, where q(x1) ∼ qV (x1),
isospin symmetry implies that
σpn
σpp
' d¯(x2)
u¯(x2) . (A.10)
Global PDF analyses use a variety of DY measurements, both on xed target and at hadron
colliders. Among the xed-target experiments, an important role has been played by the E606 and
E866 experiments at Fermilab [247]. ere is a wealth of collider DY measurements, both at theW
and Z peak, as well as o peak. A comprehensive list of recent datasets is presented in ref. [355].
A.1.3 Inclusive jet production
Inclusive jet production measurements at hadron colliders have been used since the earliest
measurements at the Tevatron to constrain the gluon PDF at large x . Jet cross sections are
experimentally reconstructed using a well-dened jet algorithm; to be compared with theoretical
predictions, the jet algorithm used must be IRC safe. e most common choice for data collected
at the LHC is the anti-kT algorithm [360], though other algorithms are also used.
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e PDF sensitivity of jet production varies according to the denition of the observable
and the kinematics. PDF ts typically include single-inclusive jet cross section data, which are
double-dierential in jet pT and rapidity Y . For each event, all jets are considered and included
in the same distribution. e gluon-induced contribution in these measurements dominates at
low pT but is also quite signicant at high pT . Since the quark content of the proton is already
rather constrained by DIS and DY measurements, jet data provide a handle on the gluon PDF in
the region of medium and large x . ere are several double-dierential single-inclusive datasets
which can be included in PDF ts; again, we refer to ref. [355] for a comprehensive list.
A.1.4 Transverse momentum of Z boson
Very precise measurements of the inclusive transverse momentum of the Z boson have been
recently released by the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb collaborations. e dominant contribution
in the region of moderate and large transverse momentum is gluon and quark scaering; as a
consequence, the inclusion of Z transverse momentum data can provide additional constraints to
the gluon in the medium-x region, which is only partly probed by collider DIS data and jets data.
A.1.5 Top quark production
Another process which provides strong constraints on the gluon PDF, especially at large x , is
top quark production. At values of
√
s probed at the LHC the gluon contribution to the top-pair
cross section exceeds 80%. Experimental measurements are presented at the total cross section
level at Tevatron and both at the inclusive and dierential level at the LHC.
A.1.6 Other processes
ere are other processes which can provide additional constraints on several combinations
of PDFs, which however we do not have time to discuss in detail. e large-x gluon can be
probed also by prompt-photon production, whose dominant contribution is the QCD Compton
scaering qд→ qγ . W ± + c production allows one to put constraint on the strangeness and on
the strangeness asymmetry in the proton, whilst single-top production provides a handle on the b
quark content of the proton. Finally, the small-x gluon can be further constrained by including in
PDF ts charmed-meson production at hadron colliders, as the dominant channel for this process
is дд→ cc¯ . LHCb data [361, 362, 362] provide information on the gluon PDF down to very small
values of x ∼ 10−6, a region which is also important for neutrino astrophysics [363–367].
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A.2 Theoretical accuracy
Since parton densities are based on a combination of experimental data and perturbative QCD
calculations, the perturbative accuracy of a PDF t depends on that of the theoretical predictions
used in the analysis, that is the spliing functions eq. (1.47) and the partonic cross sections
which are convoluted with the PDFs.
PDFs are typically determined using xed-order perturbation theory. For most of the processes
we have reviewed in section A.1 the coecient functions have been computed to NNLO accuracy
and in some cases up to N3LO. In particular, DIS production is known up to N3LO accuracy in the
massless limit [230,368] and to NNLO including mass eects [369,370], and the coecient functions
are numerically implemented in a number of public codes such as APFEL [274], QCDNUM [371] and
OpenQCDrad [372]. e NNLO calculation for dierentialW and Z rapidity distributions in DY
production has been known since quite some time [275, 373–375], and there exist several tools
to produce theoretical predictions. Single-inclusive jet and inclusive dijet production have been
computed up to NNLO accuracy [376,377], and Z pT distributions have been computed recently at
NNLO by two independent groups [378–381]. e NNLO correction to the total cross section for
top production has been known for a few years, whereas the full NNLO corrections for a variety
of dierential distribution have only recently become available [382–384]. Let us note that, at this
level of accuracy, electroweak (EW) corrections start to become relevant as αEW ∼ 1100 ∼ α2s . EW
corrections are not systematically included in current PDF analyses yet. We refer the reader to
ref. [355] for a thorough review of the status of the theoretical calculations for the various processes
included in global analyses as well as for a discussion about the current status of EW corrections.
By convoluting partonic cross sections computed at NNLO accuracy with DGLAP evolution
computed using NNLO spliing functions PDFs can now be determined up to NNLO accuracy.
NLO PDFs are widely used in conjunction with automatic NLO codes to produce NLO-accurate
predictions for a variety of processes, whilst optimized LO PDFs are delivered to be used with
Monte Carlo event generators [385]. For the majority of processes included in PDF analyses,
xed order theory accurately describes the data. However, as discussed in chapter 2, in some
cases logarithmic-enhanced terms appear at all orders and spoil the perturbative convergence
of the series. When this happens, one must supplement the xed-order description with the
resummation of the enhanced terms to all orders. PDF sets extracted using resummed calculations
are discussed in chapter 3.
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A.3 PDF parametrization
e determination of a set of functions from a nite ensemble of experimental data points
is a well-known mathematically ill-posed problem, as there is no unique solution. erefore,
to obtain a solution it is necessary to adopt an ansatz. e PDFs are usually parametrized
at the initial scale Q0 ∼ 1 − 2 GeV as
x fi (x ,Q20) = xαi (1 − x)βiFi (x , {γi }), (A.11)
whereFi is a smooth function and the parameters αi , βi and {γi } are determined by the t. is
choice is motivated by the theoretical, non-perturbative expectation that PDFs should behave
as a power law at asymptotic values of x (see e.g. [386]). In particular, the power behaviour at
x → 0 is predicted by Regge theory [387], whereas the behaviour at x → 1 is constrained
by quark counting rules [388–390].
e parameterization eq. (A.11) is adopted for all the PDFs entering in the t (or, typically, for
the gluon and a convenient linear combination of the quark PDFs). In principle, the number of
independent ed PDFs should be equal to thirteen. However, since heavy-quark PDFs are usually
assumed to be generated by gluon spliing, it is customary to include seven independent PDFs in
the ts (in recent ts by the NNPDF collaboration, the charm PDF is added alongside the other
PDFs within the assumption that c(x ,Q20) = c¯(x ,Q20), thus the number of ed PDFs is eight).
e form of Fi must be determined from the t, with the only assumption that it tends to
a constant in the limits x → 0, x → 1. e specic choice for the interpolation function Fi is
not uniquely dened and varies between dierent groups. e simplest option, which has been
largely used in the literature, is to assume a polynomial or an exponential polynomial of x or
√
x .
However, the need for a more exible and unbiased parameterization has emerged.
In recent ts by the MMHT collaboration and the CT10 collaboration the function Fi is
expanded on a basis of Chebyshev and Bernestein polynomials, respectively (see [327, 328] for
details). is choice allows one to increase the number of free parameters whilst avoiding large
cancellations amongst terms which plague ts with simpler functional forms, and at the same
time it reduces the correlations between terms.
e NNPDF collaboration has adopted a somewhat dierent approach. e functional
dependence on x is parametrized by neural networks, which allows for great exibility and
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a reduced bias due to their redundancy [391, 392]. Specically, NNPDF uses multilayer feed-
forward neural networks, whose architecture is xed for all the PDFs entering in the t. e
number of free parameters is about one order of magnitude higher with respect to other PDF
collaborations; in its latest t, each PDF has 37 free parameters and the total number of parameters
to be determined is thus 296.
e rather dierent number of free parameters to be determined has important consequences
on the minimization strategies used by each collaboration. For instance, if the number of
parameters becomes too large, the absolute minimum of the gure of merit used to determined
the t quality might not correspond to the best t as one might start to t the statistical noise
rather than the underlying law. We will discuss the choice of an appropriate gure of merit
and various strategies for minimization in the next section.
A.4 Fit qality & strategies for minimization
e gure of merit used to measure the t quality is typically the log-likelihood function χ 2
χ 2({ζi }) =
Ndat∑
i, j
(Di −Ti ({ζi }))(cov−1)i j (D j −Tj ({ζi })), (A.12)
whereDi are the data points,Ti are the theoretical predictions expressed in terms of the PDF param-
eters ζi = {αi , βi , {γi }}, and the experimental covariance matrix cov and its inverse cov−1 are de-
ned by
(cov)i j = (σuncorri )2δi j +
Ncorr∑
κ=1
σ corrκ,i σ
corr
κ, j , (A.13)
(cov−1)i j =
δi j
(σuncorri )2
−
Ncorr∑
κ,λ=1
σ corrκ,i
(σuncorri )2
A−1κλ
σ corrλ, j
(σuncorrj )2
, Aκλ = δκλ +
Ndat∑
i
σ corrκ,i σ
corr
λ,i
σuncorri
. (A.14)
Here i = 1, . . .Ndat indicates the individual data points, aected by uncorrelated uncertainty
σuncorri and κ = 1, . . .Ncorr sources of correlated uncertainty σ corrκ,i . In the absence of correlated
uncertainties the covariance matrix has non-zero entries only in the diagonal; however, a faithful
gure of merit must include information on the correlations, since otherwise the uncertainty
might be misestimated.
e χ 2 eq. (A.12) is sometimes wrien in terms of the nuisance parameters rκ as
χ 2({ζi }, {rκ }) =
Ndat∑
i=1
(
Dˆi −Ti ({ζi })
(σuncorri )2
)2
+
Ncorr∑
κ=1
r 2κ , (A.15)
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where
Dˆi = Di −
Ncorr∑
κ=1
rκσ
corr
κ,i . (A.16)
Minimizing eq. (A.15) by assuming purely Gaussian errors with respect to the nuisance parameters
one nds
r˜κ =
Ndat∑
i=1
Di −Ti
(σuncorri )2
Ncorr∑
λ
A−1κλσ
corr
λ,i , (A.17)
which can be substituted in eq. (A.15) to give back eq. (A.12). Whilst formally equivalent to
eq. (A.15) when {rκ } = {r˜κ }, the form (A.15) can be convenient to study the behaviour of the
shis at the minimum to check their gaussianity. Moreover, gures which compare the data
points shied as in eq. (A.16) to the theoretical predictions allow one to visualize the eect of
the correlated uncertainties more eectively [393].
Let us mention that there is a subtlety when multiplicative uncertainties (i.e. such that the
size of the uncertainty is proportional to the measured value) are present in the denition of the
χ 2. In this case, it has been shown that a χ 2 dened as in (A.12) leads to the so-called d’Agostini
bias [394], as the data points subject to downward uctuations have a smaller normalization
uncertainty. As a consequence, if (A.12) is used the t tends to systematically undershoot
the data. Several solutions have been proposed in the literature. For instance, the NNPDF
collaboration uses the so-called t0 denition of the covariance matrix [395]: the covariance
matrix is constructed by rescaling the multiplicative error by the theory predictions obtained
from a previous iteration of the χ 2 minimization.
Once a suitable gure of merit has been constructed, the next step is to nd the global
minimum in the parameter space spanned by the PDF parameters {ζi }. e strategy to nd
the minimum varies among dierent groups. If the number of free parameters is moderate, the
methods used are typically gradient-based. Variants of these methods are employed in MMHT
and CT analyses, where the Levenberg-Marquardt method [396, 397] and the variable metric
method provided by the MINUIT package [398] are used, respectively.
However, the computation of the gradient becomes computationally very challenging if the
number of parameters is too large as in the case of NNPDF analyses, since it requires one to
compute the inverse of the Hessian matrix many times. As a consequence, NNPDF follows a
gradient-free minimization approach such as the Nodal Genetic Algorithm (NGA) [399]. e
strategy of the algorithm is very simple: at each iteration of the minimization procedure, the
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parameters are varied gaussianly around the search centre and the best-t parameters are selected
for the next iteration. Some care is needed to avoid over-learning, since the algorithm selects
only the best candidates at each iteration and is therefore quite sensitive to noise. Recent studies
based on the NNPDF framework [400, 401] have explored another strategy — the Covariance
Matrix Adaption - Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) algorithm — which is commonly used when
gradient descent methods are dicult to apply [402, 403] .
A.5 Error propagation: Hessian & Monte Carlo approaches
Until the late ’90s, PDF uncertainty could be assessed only by comparing predictions obtained
using dierent PDF sets. When PDFs started to be a tool for precision physics, a reliable estimate
of the uncertainty related to PDFs became mandatory. erefore, state-of-the-art PDF sets are
always delivered with an associated PDF uncertainty. is currently includes the experimental
uncertainty on the data used to extract the PDF (and possibly other methodological uncertainties),
but does not include any theory error; for instance, since PDFs are extracted using xed-order
QCD, one should take into account the uncertainty due to missing higher orders. e theory error
has been always assumed to be negligible with respect to the experimental and methodological
uncertainty. Due to the wealth of very precise data and the constant methodological improvements,
however, the theory error is now comparable to the PDF uncertainty in a wide range of x
and Q2 and will eventually become dominant. Whereas a thorough study of theory errors in
PDF determination is still waited for, preliminary studies of theoretical uncertainties in PDF
analyses have been presented in [404].
In this section we will focus on the experimental uncertainty and we summarize two of
the most common methods to evaluate the PDF error: the Hessian method and the Monte
Carlo (MC) method. Another method of error propagation, the Lagrange multiplier method,
is reviewed in refs. [352, 355, 405].
A.5.1 e Hessian method
e Hessian method is the most common method of uncertainty determination in PDF ing.
alitatively, the method is based on studying the perturbations of the χ 2 around its minimum
when the ing parameters {ζi } are varied; the uncertainty on the physical observables is then
determined geometrically by considering the values computed using the perturbed parameters.
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Let us discuss the method more quantitatively. Close to its minimum χ˜ 2, the variations of
the χ 2 can be approximated as quadratic
∆χ 2 ≡ χ 2 − χ˜ 2 =
Npar∑
i, j
(ζi − ζ˜i )Hi j (ζj − ζ˜j ), (A.18)
where {ζ˜i } correspond to the best-t parameters and we have dened the Hessian matrix
Hi j ≡ 12
∂2χ 2
∂ζi∂ζj
{ζi }={ζ˜i } . (A.19)
In principle, the error on a generic observable F which depends on the PDFs could be determined
by simple linear error propagation as
σF = T
©­«
Npar∑
i, j
∂F
∂ζi
(H )−1i j
∂F
∂ζi
ª®¬
1/2
, (A.20)
whereT =
√
∆χ 2 is the so-called tolerance factor, which allows one to match the range of variation
of the t parameters to the condence interval associated to the PDF uncertainties.
However, eq. (A.19) presents some limitations since the partial derivatives of the observables
with respect to the t parameters are generally unknown. Moreover, numerically instabilities may
arise due to very dierent variations of the χ 2 in dierent directions in parameter space [352].
One can overcome these limitation simply by diagonalizing the hessian matrix [406, 407]. Aer
the diagonalization procedure, the error on an observable F is given by
σ 2F =
1
2
Npar∑
i
[F (S+i ) − F (S−i )]2 , (A.21)
where S± are the PDF set constructed along the eigenvector directions, displaced by the desired
∆χ 2.
e uncertainties determined from the Hessian procedure depend somewhat on the choice of
the value of the tolerance T . For specialized PDF sets based on a restricted dataset one may use
the textbook tolerance ∆χ 2 = 1, although the nal uncertainty may be larger if methodological
uncertainties are taken into account e.g. by considering variations of the parametrization as in the
HERA PDF family [218]. However, in the context of global PDF ts the value of the tolerance is
typically higher to take into account experimental inconsistencies or methodological uncertainties.
For this reason, CT and MMHT collaborations use a larger value for the tolerance, which in recent
ts by the MMHT collaboration is determined dynamically (see [408]).
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A.5.2 e Monte Carlo method
e Monte Carlo method is a complementary method for determination of the PDF uncertainty,
which is based on a MC procedure in the space of the experimental data. e method is designed
to construct a faithful representation of the uncertainties present in the initial data without
any assumption on their nature.
e rst step in the MC method is the construction of an ensemble of Nrep of articial data
replicas (dubbed pseudodata replicas) for every data point included in the t, generated according
to the probability distribution of the initial data. For a given experimental measurement of a
generic observable F exp, characterized by a total correlated uncertainty σ corr, κ = 1, . . .Ncorr
uncorrelated uncertainties σuncorrκ the articial MC replicas F art,k are constructed as [409]
F art, ` = N `F art, `
(
1 +
Ncorr∑
κ=1
r (`)κ σ corrκ + r
(`)σuncorr
)
, ` = 1, . . .Nrep, (A.22)
where r are random numbers (for instance, they can follow a gaussian distribution) and the
normalization of the probability distribution is determined by the normalization pre-factor
N ` . Several analyses have shown that a faithful representation of the data and their corre-
lations requires Nrep ' 1000.
Once a MC sample of the experimental data is available, one t is performed for each
pseudodata replica. At the end of the procedure therefore there exist Nrep equally probable
PDF sets which reliably describe the probability density of parton densities in PDF space based
on the original experimental errors. e central values and uncertainties of an observable F are
nally obtained as the average and the variance over the replica ensemble
〈F 〉 = 1
Nrep
Nrep∑`
=1
F `, (A.23)
σ 2F =
1
Nrep − 1
Nrep∑`
=1
(F ` − 〈F `〉)2, (A.24)
where F ` denotes the value of the observable F evaluated with the PDF replica `. Since the MC
method naturally propagates the experimental error without any assumption, there is no need
to increase the tolerance. In case of fully-consistent datasets, the MC method and the Hessian
method with ∆χ 2 = 1 coincide [410]. Algorithms to construct a MC representation of a Hessian
set [411] and, conversely, a Hessian representation of a MC set [326] are available.
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Someone told me that each equation I included in the book would
halve the sales.
— Stephen Hawking
B
Analytical expressions
In this section are collected various explicit formulæ which complete the discussions through-out the main body of the thesis.
B.1 Running coupling
e convention for the RG equation of the strong coupling used below reads
µ2
∂αs (µ2)
∂µ2
= β(αs ) ≡ −α2s
(
β0 + β1αs + β2α
2
s + β3α
3
s + . . .
)
(B.1)
= −β0α2s (1 + b1αs + b2α2s + b3α3s + . . .), (B.2)
where βk = bkβ0 for k ≥ 1. e coecients of the β-function up to four loop are [412]
β0 =
11CA − 2nf
12pi
, β1 =
17C2A − 5CAnf − 3CFnf
24pi 2
, (B.3)
β2 =
2857C3A + (54C2F − 615CFCA − 1415C2A)nf + (66CF + 79CA)n2f
3456pi 3
, (B.4)
β3 =
1
(4pi )4
{
CACFn
2
f
1
4
(
17152
243
+
448
9
ζ3
)
+CAC
2
Fnf
1
2
(
−4204
27
+
352
9
ζ3
)
+
53
243
CAn
3
f +C
2
ACFnf
1
2
(
7073
243
− 656
9
ζ3
)
+C2An
2
f
1
4
(
7930
81
+
224
9
ζ3
)
+
154
243
CFn
3
f +C
3
Anf
1
2
(
−39143
81
+
136
3
ζ3
)
+C4A
(
150653
486
− 44
9
ζ3
)
+C2Fn
2
f
1
4
(
1352
27
− 704
9
ζ3
)
+ 23C3Fnf + nf
dabcdF d
abcd
A
NA
(
512
9
− 1664
3
ζ3
)
+n2f
dabcdF d
abcd
F
NA
(
−704
9
+
512
3
ζ3
)
+
dabcdA d
abcd
A
NA
(
−80
9
+
704
3
ζ3
) }
, (B.5)
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with
dabcdF d
abcd
F
NA
=
N 4c − 6N 2c + 18
96N 2c
,
dabcdF d
abcd
A
NA
=
Nc (N 2c + 6)
48
,
dabcdA d
abcd
A
NA
=
N 2c (N 2c + 36)
24
,
and CA = Nc , CF = N
2
c−1
2Nc
, and Nc = 3.
B.2 Threshold resummation formulæ for the total cross section
In this section we collect the analytical expressions for the quantities needed to achieve N3LL′
accuracy for the total cross section in the rEFT.
B.2.1 Resummed cross section in direct QCD
e N -space resummed coecient function has the form (see [103] and reference therein)
Cres (N ,αs ) = д¯0 (αs ) exp S¯(αs ,N ), (B.6)
S¯(αs ,N ) =
∫ 1
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z
©­«
∫m2H (1−z)2z
m2H
dµ2
µ2
2A
(
αs (µ2)
)
+ D
(
αs ([1 − z]2m2H )
)ª®¬ , (B.7)
д¯0(αs ) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
д¯0,kα
k
s , (B.8)
A(αs ) =
∞∑
k=1
Akα
k
s , D(αs ) =
∞∑
k=1
Dkα
k
s , (B.9)
where д¯0(αs ) does not depend on N . In the full theory, all the top-mass dependence is in д¯0.
In the rEFT assumption, its expression factorizes as
д¯0(αs ) =W (m2H ,m2t ) ˜¯д0(αs ), (B.10)
where ˜¯д0(αs ) does not depend on the top mass.
In standard N -so resummation (see e.g. ref. [104]) the Mellin transform in eq. (B.7) is usually
computed, to any nite logarithmic accuracy, in the large-N limit, leading to the expression
CN−so (N ,αs ) = д0(αs ) expS(αs , lnN ), (B.11)
S(αs , lnN ) =
[
1
α¯s
д1
(
α¯ ln
1
N
)
+ д2
(
α¯ ln
1
N
)
+ α¯sд3
(
α¯ ln
1
N
)
+ α¯s
2д4
(
α¯ ln
1
N
)
+ . . .
]
,
(B.12)
д0(αs ) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
д0,kα
k
s , (B.13)
дi (λ) = (2β0)2−i
∞∑
k=1
дi,k
(
λ
2β0
)k
, д1,1 = 0, (B.14)
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where
α¯ ≡ 2β0αs . (B.15)
Note that
CN−so (N ,αs ) = Cres(N ,αs )
[
1 + O
(
1
N
)]
. (B.16)
e function д¯0(αs ) is related to д0(αs ) by
д¯0(αs ) = д0(αs ) exp
[
−
∞∑
n=1
αns
n∑
k=0
bn,k
Γ(k+1)(1)
k + 1
]
. (B.17)
e coecients bn,k for n = 1, 2, 3 can be found in appendix A.1 of ref. [124].
e functions дi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 can be found explicitly for many processes in ref. [102]. For
Higgs production they read
д1(λ) =
2A(1)cusp
β0
[(1 + λ) ln(1 + λ) − λ] , (B.18)
д2(λ) =
A(2)cusp
β20
[λ − ln(1 + λ)] + A
(1)
cusp
β0
[
ln(1 + λ)
(
ln
m2H
µ2R
− 2γE
)
− λ ln µ
2
F
µ2R
]
+
A(1)cuspb1
β20
[
1
2
ln2(1 + λ) + ln(1 + λ) − λ
]
, (B.19)
д3(λ) = 1
4β30
(
A(3)cusp −A(1)cuspb2 +A(1)cuspb21 −A(2)cuspb1
) λ2
1 + λ
+
A(1)cuspb21
2β30
ln(1 + λ)
1 + λ
[
1 +
1
2
ln(1 + λ)
]
+
A(1)cuspb2 −A(1)cuspb21
2β30
ln(1 + λ)
+
(
A(1)cuspb1
β20
γE +
A(2)cuspb1
2β30
) [
λ
1 + λ
− ln(1 + λ)
1 + λ
]
−
(
A(1)cuspb2
2β30
+
A(1)cusp
β0
(γ 2E + ζ2) +
A(2)cusp
β20
γE − D
(2)
4β20
)
λ
1 + λ
+
[(
A(1)cusp
β0
γE +
A(2)cusp −A(1)cuspb1
2β20
)
λ
1 + λ
+
A(1)cuspb1
2β20
ln(1 + λ)
1 + λ
]
ln
m2H
µ2R
− A
(2)
cusp
2β20
λ ln
µ2F
µ2R
+
A(1)cusp
4β0
[
λ ln2
µ2F
µ2R
− λ
1 + λ
ln2
m2H
µ2R
]
, (B.20)
д4(λ) = 1
48β40(λ + 1)2
{
6β0 ln
m2H
µ2R
[
λ
(
4γ 2EA
(1)
cuspβ
2
0λ + 4A
(1)
cuspβ
2
0λζ2 + 8A
(1)
cuspβ
2
0ζ2 + 8γ
2
EA
(1)
cuspβ
2
0
+A(1)cuspb21λ −A(1)cuspb2λ −A(2)cusp(λ + 2)(b1 − 4γEβ0) +A(3)cusp(λ + 2) − β0D(2)λ − 2β0D(2)
)
+ b1 ln(λ + 1)(4γEA(1)cuspβ0 + 2A(2)cusp) −A(1)cuspb21 ln2(λ + 1)
]
− 3β20 ln2
m2H
µ2R
(λ(λ + 2)(4γEA(1)cuspβ0 + 2A(2)cusp) + 2A(1)cuspb1 ln(λ + 1))
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+ 6β20λ(λ + 1)2(A(1)cuspb1 + 2A(2)cusp) ln2
µ2F
µ2R
− 16γ 3EA(1)cuspβ30λ2 − 32γ 3EA(1)cuspβ30λ
+ 2A(1)cuspβ30λ(λ + 2) ln3
m2H
µ2R
− 4A(1)cuspβ30λ(λ + 1)2 ln3
µ2F
µ2R
− 48γEA(1)cuspβ30λ2ζ2
− 96γEA(1)cuspβ30λζ2 − 32A(1)cuspβ30λ2ζ3 − 64A(1)cuspβ30λζ3 − 24γ 2EA(1)cuspβ20b1 ln(λ + 1)
− 24A(1)cuspβ20b1ζ2 ln(λ + 1) − 12γEA(1)cuspβ0b21λ2 + 12γEA(1)cuspβ0b21 ln2(λ + 1)
+ 12γEA
(1)
cuspβ0b2λ
2 − 4A(1)cuspb31λ3 + 6A(1)cuspb31λ2 ln(λ + 1) − 2A(1)cuspb31 ln3(λ + 1)
+ 8A(1)cuspb1b2λ3 + 9A
(1)
cuspb1b2λ
2 − 12A(1)cuspb1b2λ2 ln(λ + 1) + 6A(1)cuspb1b2λ
− 6A(1)cuspb1b2 ln(λ + 1) − 12A(1)cuspb1b2λ ln(λ + 1) − 4A(1)cuspb3λ3 − 9A(1)cuspb3λ2
+ 6A(1)cuspb3λ2 ln(λ + 1) − 6A(1)cuspb3λ + 6A(1)cuspb3 ln(λ + 1) + 12A(1)cuspb3λ ln(λ + 1)
− 24γ 2EA(2)cuspβ20λ2 − 48γ 2EA(2)cuspβ20λ − 24A(2)cuspβ20λ2ζ2 − 48A(2)cuspβ20λζ2 + 12γEA(2)cuspβ0b1λ2
+ 24γEA
(2)
cuspβ0b1λ − 24γEA(2)cuspβ0b1 ln(λ + 1) + 4A(2)cuspb21λ3 − 3A(2)cuspb21λ2 − 6A(2)cuspb21λ
+ 6A(2)cuspb21 ln
2(λ + 1) + 6A(2)cuspb21 ln(λ + 1) − 4A(2)cuspb2λ3 − 12γEA(3)cuspβ0λ2
− 24γEA(3)cuspβ0λ − 12A(3)cuspβ0λ(λ + 1)2 ln
µ2F
µ2R
− 4A(3)cuspb1λ3 − 3A(3)cuspb1λ2 + 6A(3)cuspb1λ
− 6A(3)cuspb1 ln(λ + 1) + 4A(4)cuspλ3 + 6A(4)cuspλ2 + 12γEβ20D(2)λ2 + 24γEβ20D(2)
λ − 3β0b1D(2)λ2 − 6β0b1D(2)λ + 6β0b1D(2) ln(λ + 1) + 3β0D(3)λ2 + 6β0D(3)λ
}
. (B.21)
e coecients appearing in the previous functions are [102, 106, 107]
A(1)cusp =
CA
pi
,
A(2)cusp =
CA
2pi 2
[
CA
(
67
18
− pi
2
6
)
− 10
9
TF nf
]
,
A(3)cusp =
CA
4pi 3
[
C2A
(
245
24
− 67
9
ζ2 +
11
6
ζ3 +
11
5
ζ 22
)
+
(
−55
24
+ 2 ζ3
)
CF nf
+
(
−209
108
+
10
9
ζ2 − 73ζ3
)
CA nf − 127 n
2
f
]
,
D(2) =
CA
16pi 2
[
CA
(
−1616
27
+
88
9
pi 2 + 56ζ3
)
+
(
224
27
− 16
9
pi 2
)
nf
]
, (B.22)
D(3) =
CA
64pi 3
[
C2A
(
−2992ζ
2
2
15
− 352ζ2ζ3
3
+ 1212.64ζ2 +
40144ζ3
27
− 384ζ5 − 594058729
)
+CAnf
(
736ζ 22
15
− 29392ζ2
81
− 2480ζ3
9
+
125252
729
)
+CFnf
(
−64ζ
2
2
5
− 32ζ2 − 608ζ39 +
3422
27
)
+ n2f
(
640ζ2
27
+
320ζ3
27
− 3712
729
)]
. (B.23)
e coecient A(4)cusp is still unknown and has only recently been computed numerically [122,123].
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In sect. 4.1 its value is estimated with the [1, 1] Pade´ approximant [102]
A(4)cusp =
(
A(3)cusp
)2
A(2)cusp
' 0.708187, 0.389178, 0.14013 for nf = 3, 4, 5. (B.24)
e coecients д0,i with i = 1, 2 can be found with full scale dependence in ref. [413]. Here
we report also the i = 3 coecient for µR = µF = mH , isolating the contributions from the
Wilson coecient squared W :
д0,1 =
CA
(
4ζ2 + 2γ 2E
)
pi
+
W1
pi
' 6.91951 + 0.31831W1, (B.25)
д0,2 =
C2A
432pi 2
[
432ζ 22 + 3216ζ2 + 24γ
2
E (126ζ2 + 67)
− 924ζ3 − 8γE (189ζ3 − 202) + 5130ζ4 + 864γ 4E + 528γ 3E + 2511
]
− CAnf
54pi 2
[
4γE (18TRζ2 − 9ζ2 + 7) + 48TRζ3 + 24γ 3ETR + 60ζ2 + 9ζ3 + 30γ 2E + 90
]
+
CFnf (48ζ3 − 67)
48pi 2
+
W2
pi 2
+
2CAW1
(
2ζ2 + γ 2E
)
pi 2
' 33.1106 − 1.47186nf + 2.20255W1 + 0.101321W2, (B.26)
д0,3 =
C3A
1632960pi 3
{
− 14γE
[
3485592ζ 22 + 360ζ2(3942ζ3 − 4049)
+ 5(332856ζ3 − 1710720ζ4 − 139968ζ5 − 297029)
]
− 252γ 2E [316872ζ 22 − 168840ζ2 + 63360ζ3 − 931500ζ4 − 152845]
− 9[1874016ζ 32 − 65520ζ 22 + 280ζ2(6831ζ3 − 38718ζ4 − 23360)
− 35 (7776ζ 23 − 130828ζ3 + 174858ζ4 + 31284ζ5 − 216324ζ6 + 215131)]
+ 20160γ 3E [297ζ2 − 567ζ3 + 1051] + 15120γ 4E [648ζ2 + 925] + 2177280γ 6E + 3991680γ 5E
}
− C
2
Anf
233280pi 3
{
− 45[8ζ2(8TF (837ζ3 − 202) − 5994ζ3 − 3963) − 22912TF ζ3 − 25344TF ζ4
− 110592TF ζ5 + 3456ζ 22 + 11752ζ3 − 3012ζ4 + 62568ζ5 − 98059]
+ 4γE [−1944(200TF + 57)ζ 22 + 180(2148TF − 505)ζ2
+ 540(704TF − 465)ζ3 + 1555200TF ζ4 + 156565]
+ 360γ 2E [8TF (198ζ2 − 45ζ3 + 202) + 1728ζ2 + 972ζ3 + 3403]
+ 2880γ 3E [TF (324ζ2 + 179) − 108ζ2 + 139] + 207360γ 5ETF + 17280γ 4E [11TF + 15]
}
+CA
{
n2f
46656pi 3
[9(4608T 2F ζ4 + 2304(TF − 1)TF ζ 22 + 16(112TF − 139)ζ2
+ 16(160TF + 129)ζ3 − 2736ζ4 + 7545) + 64γE (27
(
32T 2F − 5
)
ζ3
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+ 270(2TF − 1)ζ2 + 58) + 288γ 2E
(
144T 2F ζ2 − 8TF (9ζ2 − 7) − 3
)
+ 6912γ 4ET
2
F + 11520γ
3
ETF ]
− CFnf
25920pi 3
[−6γE
(−2160(2TF − 1)ζ2 + 864ζ 22 + 4560ζ3 − 8555)
+ 5(864(4TF − 39)ζ3 − 36ζ2(864ζ3 − 851) − 792ζ4 − 12960ζ5 + 63991)
+ 8640γ 3ETF − 4860γ 2E (16ζ3 − 21)]
}
−
CFn
2
f (828ζ2 + 3024ζ3 + 72ζ4 − 4481)
2592pi 3
+
C2Fnf (111ζ3 − 180ζ5 + 38)
36pi 3
+W1
{
C2A
432pi 3
[432ζ 22 + 3216ζ2 + 24γ 2E (126ζ2 + 67)
− 924ζ3 − 8γE (189ζ3 − 202) + 5130ζ4 + 864γ 4E + 528γ 3E + 2511]
− CAnf
54pi 3
[
4γE (9(2TF − 1)ζ2 + 7) + 48TF ζ3 + 24γ 3ETF + 60ζ2 + 9ζ3 + 30γ 2E + 90
]
−CFnf
48pi 3
(67 − 48ζ3)
}
+
2CAW2
(
2ζ2 + γ 2E
)
pi 3
+
W3
pi 3
' 123.569 − 13.827nf + 0.123705n2f
+ (10.5394 − 0.468507nf )W1 + 0.701093W2 + 0.0322515W3. (B.27)
e coecients of the perturbative expansion of the Wilson coecient squaredW in the pole-
mass scheme are [414–416]
W1 =
11
2
, (B.28)
W2 =
(
2
3
ln
m2H
m2t
− 67
48
)
nf +
19
8
ln
m2H
m2t
+
1933
72
' 26.8472 + 2.375 ln m
2
H
m2t
− 1.39583nf + 0.666667 ln
m2H
m2t
nf , (B.29)
W3 =
1
124416
[
− 432 ln2 m
2
H
m2t
(
32n2f − 414nf − 1881
)
+ 144 ln
m2H
m2t
(
77n2f + 4496nf + 20145
)
− 54920n2f − 6nf (332337ζ3 − 37850) + 24244461ζ3 − 9969834
]
' 154.107 + 23.316 ln m
2
H
m2t
+ 6.53125 ln2
m2H
m2t
+ nf
(
−17.4401 + 5.2037 ln m
2
H
m2t
+ 1.4375 ln2
m2H
m2t
)
+ n2f
(
−0.441422 + 0.0891204 ln m
2
H
m2t
− 0.111111 ln m
2
H
m2t
2)
. (B.30)
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e д¯0,k coecients, k = 1, 2, 3, with µR = µF = mH are (for compactness, here the colour
factors are set to their numerical value)
д¯0,1 =
W1
pi
+
6ζ2
pi
' 3.14159 + 0.31831W1, (B.31)
д¯0,2 = −
nf
36pi 2
(60ζ2 − 30ζ3 + 247) +
−5184ζ 22 + 4824ζ2 − 5940ζ3 + 15390ζ4 + 7533
144pi 2
+
6W1ζ2
pi 2
+
W2
pi 2
' 7.71025 − 0.871459nf +W1 + 0.101321W2, (B.32)
д¯0,3 = −
n2f
15552pi 3
(25776ζ2 + 5616ζ3 + 25200ζ4 − 103753)
− nf
108864pi 3
[−435456(5 + 12γE )ζ 22 + 9072ζ2(117ζ3 + 188)
− 6978888ζ3 + 13063680γEζ4 + 502740ζ4 − 1495368ζ5 + 23704107]
− 13996800
108864pi 3
(ζ 32 + 141087744γ 2Eζ 22 + 86220288γEζ 22 + 43763328ζ 22 + 9430344ζ2ζ3
− 105815808ζ2ζ4 − 36630468ζ2 − 4408992ζ 23 + 106475796ζ3 − 352719360γ 2Eζ4
− 215550720γEζ4 − 79385670ζ4 − 17738028ζ5 + 122655708ζ6 − 121979277)
+
W1
144pi 3
[−4nf (60ζ2 − 30ζ3 + 247) − 9(576ζ 22 − 536ζ2 + 660ζ3 − 1710ζ4 − 837)]
+
6W2ζ2
pi 3
+
W3
pi 3
' 8.6433 − 3.94659nf + 0.0566722n2f
+ (2.45425 − 0.277394nf )W1 + 0.31831W2 + 0.0322515W3. (B.33)
B.2.2 Resummed cross section in SCET
In the SCET formalism, the coecient function in the дд channel for inclusive Higgs production
in gluon fusion can be wrien as [117]
Cдд(z,m2H , µ2F) = H (µ2H)U (µ2H, µ2S, µ2F)s˜Higgs
(
ln
m2H
µ2S
+ ∂η , µ
2
S
)
z−η
(1 − z)1−2η
e2γη
Γ(2η) , (B.34)
where η = 2aΓcusp(µ2S, µ2F) and
U (µ2H, µ2S, µ2F) =
α2s (µ2S)
α2s (µ2F)
[
β(αs (µ2S))/α2s (µ2S)
β(αs (µ2H))/α2s (µ2H)
]2 
(
−m2H − iϵ
µ2H
)−2aΓcusp (µ2H,µ2S)
× exp[4S(µ2H, µ2S) − 2aγ S (µ2H, µ2S) + 4aγ B (µ2S, µ2F)] , (B.35)
having introduced the denitions
S(ν2, µ2) = −
∫ αs (µ2)
αs (ν 2)
dα
Acusp(α)
β(α)
∫ α
αs (ν 2)
dα ′
β(α ′) ,
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aγ (ν2, µ2) = −
∫ αs (µ2)
αs (ν 2)
dα
γ (α)
β(α) . (B.36)
Note that in ref. [117] the perturbative expansions of the anomalous dimensions and β-function are
wrien as
γ (αs ) =
∞∑
n=0
γn
( αs
4pi
)n+1
, Acusp(αs ) =
∞∑
n=0
A˜(n)cusp
( αs
4pi
)n+1
, β(αs ) = −αs
∞∑
n=0
β˜n
( αs
4pi
)n+1
.
(B.37)
e coecients of the cusp anomalous dimension and of the β-function within this convention
can be found in Appendix B of ref. [115]. It is however straightforward to relate them to the
coecients dened above. e explicit expression for the evolution functions aγ in eq. (B.36)
keeping terms through O(α2s ) is
aγ (ν2, µ2) = γ0
2β˜0
{
ln
αs (µ2)
αs (ν2) +
(
γ1
γ0
− β˜1
β˜0
)
αs (µ2) − αs (ν2)
4pi
+
[
γ2
γ0
− β˜2
β˜0
− β˜1
β˜0
(
γ1
γ0
− β˜1
β˜0
)]
α2s (µ2) − α2s (ν2)
32pi 2
+ . . .
}
. (B.38)
e expression for S also involves the four-loop coecients A˜(3)cusp and β˜3 and reads
S(ν2, µ2) = A˜
(0)
cusp
4β˜20
{
4pi
αs (ν2)
(
1 − 1
r
− ln r
)
+
(
A˜(1)cusp
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− β˜1
β˜0
)
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4pi
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(1)
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β˜0
)
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(
β˜21
β˜20
− β˜2
β˜0
)
(1 − r ) ln r
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β˜0
− β˜1A˜
(1)
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β˜0A˜
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2
]
+
(
αs (ν2)
4pi
)2 [ (
β˜1β˜2
β˜20
− β˜
3
1
2β˜30
− β˜3
2β˜0
+
β˜1
β˜0
(
A˜(2)cusp
A˜(0)cusp
− β˜2
β˜0
+
β˜21
β˜20
− β˜1A˜
(1)
cusp
β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
)
r 2
2
)
ln r
+
(
A˜(3)cusp
A˜(0)cusp
− β˜3
β˜0
+
2β˜1β˜2
β˜20
+
β˜21
β˜20
(
A˜(1)cusp
A˜(0)cusp
− β˜1
β˜0
)
− β˜2A˜
(1)
cusp
β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
− β˜1A˜
(2)
cusp
β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
)
(1 − r )3
3
+
(
3β˜3
4β˜0
− A˜
(3)
cusp
2A˜(0)cusp
+
β˜31
β˜30
− 3β˜
2
1A˜
(1)
cusp
4β˜20A˜
(0)
cusp
+
β˜2A˜
(1)
cusp
β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
+
β˜1A˜
(2)
cusp
4β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
− 7β˜1β˜2
4β˜20
)
(1 − r )2
+
(
β˜1β˜2
β˜20
− β˜3
β˜0
− β˜
2
1A˜
(1)
cusp
β˜20A˜
(0)
cusp
+
β˜1A˜
(2)
cusp
β˜0A˜
(0)
cusp
)
1 − r
2
]
+ . . .
}
, (B.39)
where r = αs (µ2)/αs (ν2). e rst three expansion coecients of the perturbative expansion
of the anomalous dimension γ S are [417, 418]
γ S0 = 0 , (B.40)
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γ S1 = C
2
A
(
−160
27
+
11pi 2
9
+ 4ζ3
)
+CATFnf
(
−208
27
− 4pi
2
9
)
− 8CFTFnf , (B.41)
γ S2 = C
3
A
[
37045
729
+
6109pi 2
243
− 319pi
4
135
+
(
244
3
− 40pi
2
9
)
ζ3 − 32ζ5
]
+C2ATFnf
(
−167800
729
− 2396pi
2
243
+
164pi 4
135
+
1424
27
ζ3
)
+CACFTFnf
(
1178
27
− 4pi
2
3
− 16pi
4
45
− 608
9
ζ3
)
+ 8C2FTFnf
+CAT
2
Fn
2
f
(
24520
729
+
80pi 2
81
− 448
27
ζ3
)
+
176
9
CFT
2
Fn
2
f . (B.42)
Finally, the rst three coecients of the anomalous dimension γ B (which corresponds to one half
of the coecient B of the δ (1 − x) term in the spliing function Pдд(x), cfr. eq. (2.19)), read [52]
γ B0 =
11
3
CA − 43 TFnf , (B.43)
γ B1 = 4C
2
A
(
8
3
+ 3ζ3
)
− 16
3
CATFnf − 4CFTFnf , (B.44)
γ B2 = C
3
A
[
79
2
+
4pi 2
9
+
11pi 4
54
+
(
536
3
− 8pi
2
3
)
ζ3 − 80ζ5
]
−C2ATFnf
(
233
9
+
8pi 2
9
+
2pi 4
27
+
160
3
ζ3
)
− 241
9
CACFTFnf + 2C
2
FTFnf +
58
9
CAT
2
Fn
2
f +
44
9
CFT
2
Fn
2
f . (B.45)
To reach N3LL′ one also needs the three loop hard and so functions. In the rEFT, the
hard function further factorizes as
H (µ2H) =
[
Ct (m2t )
]2 CS (−m2H − iϵ, µ2H)2 . (B.46)
e coecient Ct admits the perturbative expansion
Ct (m2t ) = 1 + αsC(1)t (m2t ) + α2sC(2)t (m2t ) + α3sC(3)t (m2t ) + . . . (B.47)
and is related to the Wilson coecient squared eqs. (B.28)-(B.30) by
C(1)t (m2t ) =
W1
2
, (B.48)
C(1)t (m2t ) =
W2
2
−W
2
1
8
, (B.49)
C(3)t (m2t ) =
W3
2
−W1W2
4
+
W 31
16
. (B.50)
Explicitly,
C(1)t (m2t ) =
11
4
(B.51)
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C(2)t (m2t ) =
2777
288
+
19
16
ln
m2H
m2t
+ nf
(
−67
96
+
1
3
ln
m2H
m2t
)
(B.52)
C(3)t (m2t ) = n2f
(
− 1
18
ln2
m2H
m2t
+
77
1728
ln
m2H
m2t
− 6865
31104
)
+ nf
(
23
32
ln2
m2H
m2t
+
91
54
ln
m2H
m2t
− 110779ζ3
13824
+
58723
20736
)
+
209
64
ln2
m2H
m2t
+
2417
288
ln
m2H
m2t
+
897943ζ3
9216
− 2761331
41472
. (B.53)
e matching coecient CS has been computed at three loop in ref. [318]. By writing its
perturbative series in the form
CS (−m2H − iϵ, µ2) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
cn(L)
(
αs (µ2)
4pi
)n
, (B.54)
where L = ln[(−m2H − iϵ)/µ2], one has
c1(L) = CA
(
− L2 + ζ2
)
, (B.55)
c2(L) = C2A
(
1
2
L4 +
11
9
L3 +
(
− 67
9
+ ζ2
)
L2 +
(
80
27
− 2ζ3 − 223 ζ2
)
L
+
5105
162
− 143
9
ζ3 +
67
6
ζ2 +
1
2
ζ 22
)
+CANF
(
− 2
9
L3 +
10
9
L2 +
(
52
27
+
4
3
ζ2
)
L − 916
81
− 46
9
ζ3 − 53ζ2
)
+CFNF
(
2L − 67
6
+ 8ζ3
)
(B.56)
c3(L) = C3A
(
− 1
6
L6 − 11
9
L5 +
(
281
54
− 3
2
ζ2
)
L4 +
(
11
3
ζ2 +
1540
81
+ 2ζ3
)
L3
+
(
143
9
ζ3 − 674081 +
685
18
ζ2 − 7310ζ
2
2
)
L2
+
(
2048
27
ζ3 + 16ζ5 +
34
3
ζ2ζ3 − 1342081 ζ2 +
176
5
ζ 22 −
373975
1458
)
L
− 1939
270
ζ 22 +
2222
9
ζ5 +
105617
729
ζ2 − 243891890 ζ
3
2 −
152716
243
ζ3 − 6059 ζ2ζ3
+
29639273
26244
− 104
9
ζ 23
)
+C2ANF
(
2
9
L5 − 8
27
L4 +
(
− 734
81
− 2
3
ζ2
)
L3 +
(
377
27
+
118
9
ζ3 − 1039 ζ2
)
L2
+
(
133036
729
+
28
9
ζ3 +
3820
81
ζ2 − 485 ζ
2
2
)
L
− 3765007
6561
+
428
9
ζ5 − 46081 ζ3 −
14189
729
ζ2 − 829 ζ2ζ3 +
73
45
ζ 22
)
+CAN
2
F
(
− 2
27
L4 +
40
81
L3 +
(
116
81
+
8
9
ζ2
)
L2 +
(
− 14057
729
− 128
27
ζ3 − 8027ζ2
)
L
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+
611401
13122
+
4576
243
ζ3 +
4
9
ζ2 +
4
27
ζ 22
)
+CFN
2
F
(
4
3
L2 +
(
− 52
3
+
32
3
ζ3
)
L +
4481
81
− 112
3
ζ3 − 209 ζ2 −
16
45
ζ 22
)
+CFCANF
(
− 8
3
L3 +
(
13 − 16ζ3
)
L2 +
(
3833
54
− 376
9
ζ3 + 6ζ2 +
16
5
ζ 22
)
L
− 341219
972
+
608
9
ζ5 +
14564
81
ζ3 − 689 ζ2 +
64
3
ζ2ζ3 − 6445ζ
2
2
)
+C2FNF
(
− 2L + 304
9
− 160ζ5 + 2963 ζ3
)
. (B.57)
Finally, writing the expansion of the so function s˜Higgs as
s˜Higgs(L,αs ) = 1 + αs
pi
s˜(1)Higgs(L) +
(αs
pi
)2
s˜(2)Higgs(L) +
(αs
pi
)3
s˜(3)Higgs(L) + . . . (B.58)
one has [2, 117, 319, 419]
s˜(1)Higgs(L) =
CA
2
(
L2 + ζ2
)
(B.59)
s˜(2)Higgs(L) = C2A
[
L4
8
− 11L
3
72
+
67L2
72
+
(
7ζ3
4
− 101
54
)
L − 5ζ
2
2
8
+
67ζ2
144
− 11ζ3
72
+
607
324
]
+CAnf
(
L3
36
− 5L
2
36
+
7L
27
− 5ζ2
72
+
ζ3
36
− 41
162
)
(B.60)
s˜(3)Higgs(L) = C3A
[
L6
48
− 11L
5
144
+
(
925
1728
− ζ2
16
)
L4 +
(
11ζ2
144
+
7ζ3
8
− 1051
648
)
L3
+
(
−13ζ
2
2
80
− 67ζ2
288
− 209ζ3
144
+
20359
5184
)
L2
+
(
11ζ 22
40
+ ζ2
(
193
648
− ζ3
24
)
+
1541ζ3
216
− 3ζ5 − 29702946656
)
L
+
11657ζ 32
15120
− 4261ζ
2
2
2160
+
23333ζ2
46656
− 11ζ2ζ3
24
+
67ζ 23
36
− 21763ζ3
3888
− 121ζ5
72
+
5211949
839808
]
+C2Anf
[
L5
72
− 41L
4
432
+
(
457
1296
− ζ2
72
)
L3 +
(
5ζ2
144
+
ζ3
72
− 793
864
)
L2
+
(
ζ 22
20
− 19ζ2
648
− 113ζ3
216
+
31313
23328
)
L
+
389ζ 22
2160
− 1633ζ2
23328
+
19ζ3
81
− ζ5
12
− 412765
419904
]
+CACFnf
[
L3
48
+
(
ζ3
4
− 55
192
)
L2 +
(
−ζ
2
2
10
− 19ζ3
36
+
1711
1728
)
L
+
19ζ 22
180
+
ζ2ζ3
12
− 55ζ2
576
+
355ζ3
648
+
7ζ5
18
− 42727
31104
]
+CAn
2
f
[
L4
432
− 5L
3
324
+
25L2
648
+
(
− ζ3
18
− 29
729
)
L +
13ζ 22
1080
− ζ2
648
+
55ζ3
972
− 4
6561
]
. (B.61)
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B.3 Transverse-momentum resummation formulæ
In this section are collected the expressions for the quantities needed for N3LL resummation of
the Higgs transverse-momentum distribution and for its matching to xed order.
B.3.1 Formulæ for N 3LL resummation
Including terms up to N3LL, the cumulative cross section eq. (4.16) wrien in terms of the
modied logarithms dened in eq. (4.27) is
dΣ(v)
dΦB
=
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
J(kt,1)dϕ12pi ∂L˜
(
−e−R˜(kt,1)L˜N3LL(kt,1)
) ∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
+
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
J(kt,1)dϕ12pi e
−R˜(kt,1)
∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]
∫ 1
0
dζs
ζs
dϕs
2pi
{(
R˜′(kt,1)L˜NNLL(kt,1) − ∂L˜L˜NNLL(kt,1)
)
×
(
R˜′′(kt,1) ln 1
ζs
+
1
2
R˜′′′(kt,1) ln2 1
ζs
)
− R˜′(kt,1)
(
∂L˜L˜NNLL(kt,1) − 2
β0
pi
α2s (k2t,1)Pˆ (0) ⊗ L˜NLL(kt,1) ln
1
ζs
)
+
α2s (k2t,1)
pi 2
Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0) ⊗ L˜NLL(kt,1)
}
{
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks )) − Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
}
+
1
2
∫∞
0
dkt,1
kt,1
J(kt,1)dϕ12pi e
−R˜(kt,1)
∫
dZ[{R′,ki }]
∫ 1
0
dζs1
ζs1
dϕs1
2pi
∫ 1
0
dζs2
ζs2
dϕs2
2pi
R˜′(kt,1)
×
{
L˜NLL(kt,1)
(
R˜′′(kt,1)
)2
ln
1
ζs1
ln
1
ζs2
− ∂L˜L˜NLL(kt,1)R˜′′(kt,1)
(
ln
1
ζs1
+ ln
1
ζs2
)
+
α2s (k2t,1)
pi 2
Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0) ⊗ L˜NLL(kt,1)
}
×
{
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks1,ks2)) − Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks1)) −
Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1,ks2)) + Θ (v −V (k1, . . . ,kn+1))
}
+ O
(
αns ln
2n−6 1
v
)
, (B.62)
where the modied luminosities are dened as
L˜NLL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
fc
(
µFe
−L˜,x1
)
fc ′
(
µFe
−L˜,x2
)
, (B.63)
L˜NNLL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
µFe
−L˜,
x1
z1
)
fj
(
µFe
−L˜,
x2
z2
)
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×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H˜ (1)(µR,xQ )
)
+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF ,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′j}
) }
, (B.64)
L˜N3LL(kt,1) =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
µFe
−L˜,
x1
z1
)
fj
(
µFe
−L˜,
x2
z2
)
×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H˜ (1)(µR,xQ ) +
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H˜
(2)(µR,xQ )
)
+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜
©­­«1 − αs (µ2R)
β1
β0
ln
(
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜
)
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜
ª®®¬
×
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF ,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
1
(1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜)2
(
C˜(2)ci (z1, µF ,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
1
(1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜)2
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF ,xQ )C˜(1)c ′j (z2, µF ,xQ ) +G(1)ci (z1)G(1)c ′j (z2)
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H˜
(1)(µR,xQ ) 1
1 − 2αs (µ2R)β0L˜
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF ,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)}
.
(B.65)
e modied radiator R˜ takes the form
R˜(kt,1) = −L˜д1(αsβ0L˜) − д2(αsβ0L˜) − αs
pi
д3(αsβ0L˜) − α
2
s
pi 2
д4(αsβ0L˜). (B.66)
e functionsдi (λ) entering in the N3LL Sudakov radiator eq. (B.66) and its derivative are dened as
д1(λ) =A
(1)
piβ0
2λ + ln(1 − 2λ)
2λ
, (B.67)
д2(λ) = 12piβ0 ln(1 − 2λ)
(
A(1) ln
1
x2Q
+ B(1)
)
− A
(2)
4pi 2β20
2λ + (1 − 2λ) ln(1 − 2λ)
1 − 2λ
+A(1)
(
− β1
4piβ30
ln(1 − 2λ)((2λ − 1) ln(1 − 2λ) − 2) − 4λ
1 − 2λ
− 1
2piβ0
(2λ(1 − ln(1 − 2λ)) + ln(1 − 2λ))
1 − 2λ ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
, (B.68)
д3(λ) =
(
A(1) ln
1
x2Q
+ B(1)
) (
− λ
1 − 2λ ln
µ2R
x2QM
2
+
β1
2β20
2λ + ln(1 − 2λ)
1 − 2λ
)
− 1
2piβ0
λ
1 − 2λ
(
A(2) ln
1
x2Q
+ B(2)
)
− A
(3)
4pi 2β20
λ2
(1 − 2λ)2
+A(2)
(
β1
4piβ30
2λ(3λ − 1) + (4λ − 1) ln(1 − 2λ)
(1 − 2λ)2 −
1
piβ0
λ2
(1 − 2λ)2 ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
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+A(1)
(
λ
(
β0β2(1 − 3λ) + β21λ
)
β40(1 − 2λ)2
+
(1 − 2λ) ln(1 − 2λ) (β0β2(1 − 2λ) + 2β21λ)
2β40(1 − 2λ)2
+
β21
4β40
(1 − 4λ) ln2(1 − 2λ)
(1 − 2λ)2 −
λ2
(1 − 2λ)2 ln
2 µ
2
R
x2Qm
2
H
− β1
2β20
(2λ(1 − 2λ) + (1 − 4λ) ln(1 − 2λ))
(1 − 2λ)2 ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
, (B.69)
д4(λ) = A
(4)(3 − 2λ)λ2
24pi 2β20(2λ − 1)3
+
A(3)
48piβ30(2λ − 1)3
{
3β1(1 − 6λ) ln(1 − 2λ) + 2λ
(
β1(5λ(2λ − 3) + 3)
+ 6β20(3 − 2λ)λ ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
+ 12β20(λ − 1)λ(2λ − 1) ln
1
x2Q
}
+
A(2)
24β40(2λ − 1)3
{
32β0β2λ
3 − 2β21λ(λ(22λ − 9) + 3)
+ 12β40(3 − 2λ)λ2 ln2
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
+ 6β20 ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
×(
β1(1 − 6λ) ln(1 − 2λ) + 2(λ − 1)λ(2λ − 1)
(
β1 + 2β
2
0 ln
1
x2Q
))
+ 3β1
(
β1 ln(1 − 2λ)(2λ + (6λ − 1) ln(1 − 2λ) − 1)
− 2β20(2λ − 1)(2(λ − 1)λ − ln(1 − 2λ)) ln
1
x2Q
)}
+
piA(1)
12β50(2λ − 1)3
{
β31(1 − 6λ) ln3(1 − 2λ) + 3 ln(1 − 2λ)
(
β20β3(2λ − 1)3
+ β0β1β2
(
1 − 2λ (8λ2 − 4λ + 3) ) + 4β31λ2(2λ + 1)
+ β20β1 ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
(
β20(1 − 6λ) ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
− 4β1λ
) )
+ 3β21 ln
2(1 − 2λ)
(
2β1λ + β
2
0(6λ − 1) ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
+ 3β20(2λ − 1) ln
1
x2Q
(
− β21 ln2(1 − 2λ) + 2β20β1 ln(1 − 2λ) ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
+ 4λ
(
λ
(
β21 − β0β2
)
+ β40(λ − 1) ln2
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
) )
+ 2λ
(
β20β3((15 − 14λ)λ − 3) + β0β1β2(5λ(2λ − 3) + 3)
+ 4β31λ
2 + 2β60(3 − 2λ)λ ln3
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
+ 3β40β1 ln
2 µ
2
R
x2Qm
2
H
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+ 6β20λ(2λ + 1)
(
β0β2 − β21
)
ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
− 8β60
(
4λ2 − 6λ + 3) ζ3)}
+
B(3)(λ − 1)λ
4piβ0(1 − 2λ)2 +
B(2)
(
β1 ln(1 − 2λ) − 2(λ − 1)λ
(
β1 − 2β20 ln
µ2R
x 2Qm
2
H
))
4β20(1 − 2λ)2
+
piB(1)
4β30(1 − 2λ)2
{
4λ
(
λ
(
β21 − β0β2
)
+ β40(λ − 1) ln2
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
)
− β21 ln2(1 − 2λ) + 2β20β1 ln(1 − 2λ) ln
µ2R
x2Qm
2
H
}
. (B.70)
where
λ = αs (µ2R)β0L˜ . (B.71)
e coecients A(i) and B(i) which enter the formulæ above are
A(1) = 2CA,
A(2) =
(
67
9
− pi
2
3
)
C2A −
10
9
CAnf ,
A(3) =
(
−22ζ3 − 67pi
2
27
+
11pi 4
90
+
15503
324
)
C3A +
(
10pi 2
27
− 2051
162
)
C2Anf
+
(
4ζ3 − 5512
)
CACFnf +
50
81
CAn
2
f ,
A(4) =
(
121
3
ζ3ζ2 − 8789ζ2162 −
19093ζ3
54
− 847ζ4
24
+ 132ζ5 +
3761815
11664
)
C4A +
(
−4ζ3
9
− 232
729
)
CAn
3
f
+
(
−22
3
ζ3ζ2 +
2731ζ2
162
+
4955ζ3
54
+
11ζ4
6
− 24ζ5 − 31186243
)
C3Anf
+
(
−38ζ3
9
− 2ζ4 + 21524
)
CACFn
2
f +
(
272ζ3
9
+ 11ζ4 − 7351144
)
C2ACFnf
+
(
−103ζ2
81
− 47ζ3
27
+
5ζ4
6
+
13819
972
)
C2An
2
f +CA∆A
(4),
B(1) = − 11
3
CA +
2
3
nf ,
B(2) =
(
11ζ2
6
− 6ζ3 − 163
)
C2A +
(
4
3
− ζ2
3
)
CAnf +CACF ,
B(3) =
(
22ζ3ζ2
3
− 799ζ2
81
− 5pi
2ζ3
9
− 2533ζ3
54
− 77ζ4
12
+ 20ζ5 − 319pi
4
1080
+
6109pi 2
1944
+
34219
1944
)
C3A
+
(
103ζ2
81
+
202ζ3
27
− 5ζ4
6
+
41pi 4
540
− 599pi
2
972
− 10637
1944
)
C2Anf
+
(
−2ζ3
27
+
5pi 2
162
+
529
1944
)
CAn
2
f +
(
2ζ4 − pi
4
45
− pi
2
12
+
241
72
)
CACFnf
− 1
4
C2Fnf −
11
36
CAn
2
f +CA∆B
(3). (B.72)
e expressions for the coecients A(i) and B(i) are extracted from refs. [146, 147, 151, 420]. e
N3LL anomalous dimension A(4) is at present incomplete since the analytical form of the four-
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loop cusp anomalous dimension is unknown (its numerical value was recently presented in
ref. [122, 123]). In the above expressions, this contribution is set to zero.
e expansion of hard-virtual coecient function H in powers of the strong coupling is
H (M) = 1 +
2∑
n=1
(
αs (m2H )
2pi
)n
H (n)(mH ), (B.73)
with
H (1)(mH ) =CA
(
5 +
7
6
pi 2
)
− 3CF ,
H (2)(mH ) =535954 +
137
6
ln
m2H
m2t
+
1679
24
pi 2 +
37
8
pi 4 − 499
6
ζ3 +CA∆H
(2) , nf = 5. (B.74)
e factors H˜ that appear in the luminosity prefactors (eqs. (B.63), (B.64), (B.65)) are dened as
H˜ (1)(µR,xQ ) = H (1)(µR) +
(
−1
2
A(1) lnx2Q + B
(1)
)
lnx2Q ,
H˜ (2)(µR,xQ ) = H (2)(µR) + (A
(1))2
8
ln4 x2Q −
(
A(1)B(1)
2
+
A(1)
3
piβ0
)
ln3 x2Q
+
(
−A(2) + (B(1))2
2
+ piβ0
(
B(1) +A(1) ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2R
))
ln2 x2Q
−
(
−B(2) + B(1)2piβ0 ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2R
)
lnx2Q + H
(1)(µR) lnx2Q
(
−1
2
A(1) lnx2Q + B
(1)
)
. (B.75)
e new terms
∆A(4) = −64pi 3β30ζ3, ∆B(3) = −32pi 2β20ζ3, ∆H (2) =
16
3
piβ0ζ3, (B.76)
are a feature due to performing the resummation in momentum space and do not appear in the
anomalous dimensions in b space (see ref. [3] for details).
Finally, we also report the expansion of the collinear coecient functions Cab
Cab (z) =δ (1 − z)δab +
2∑
n=1
(
αs (µ2)
2pi
)n
C(n)ab (z), (B.77)
where µ is the same scale that enters parton densities. e rst-order expansion has been
known for a long time and reads
C(1)ab (z) = −Pˆ
(0),ϵ
ab (z) − δabδ (1 − z)
pi 2
12
, (B.78)
where Pˆ (0),ϵab (z) is the O(ϵ) part of the leading-order regularized spliing functions Pˆ
(0)
ab (z)
Pˆ (0)qq (z) = CF
[
1 + z2
(1 − z)+ +
3
2
δ (1 − z)
]
, Pˆ (0),ϵqq (z) = −CF (1 − z),
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Pˆ (0)qд (z) = 12
[
z2 + (1 − z)2] , Pˆ (0),ϵqд (z) = −z(1 − z),
Pˆ (0)дq (z) = CF 1 + (1 − z)
2
z
, Pˆ (0),ϵдq (z) = −CFz,
Pˆ (0)дд (z) = 2CA
[
z
(1 − z)+ +
1 − z
z
+ z(1 − z)
]
+ 2piβ0δ (1 − z), Pˆ (0),ϵдд (z) = 0. (B.79)
e corresponding unregularised Altarelli-Parisi spliing functions in four dimensions are
P˜ (0)qq (z) = CF 1 + z
2
1 − z ,
P˜ (0)qд (z) = 12
[
z2 + (1 − z)2] ,
P˜ (0)дq (z) = CF 1 + (1 − z)
2
z
,
P˜ (0)дд (z) = CA
[
z
1 − z +
1 − z
z
+ z(1 − z)
]
→ CA
[
2
z
1 − z + z(1 − z)
]
, (B.80)
where in the last step we exploited the symmetry of the P˜ (0)дд (z) spliing function in z → 1−z. e
second-order collinear coecient functions C(2)ab (z) and gluon collinear correlation coecients G
(see eqs. (B.63), (B.64), (B.65)) for gluon-fusion processes were obtained in refs. [143, 145]. eir
expressions is extracted using the results of refs. [143, 144]. For gluon-fusion processes, the C(2)дq
and C(2)дд coecients normalized as in eq. (B.78) are extracted from eqs. (30) and (32) of ref. [143],
respectively, where the hard coecients of eqs. (B.74) were used without the new term ∆H (2) in
the H (2)д (M) coecient1. e coecient G(1) is taken from eq. (13) of ref. [143].
e coecients C˜ in eqs. (B.63), (B.64), (B.65) are dened as
C˜(1)ab (z,µF,xQ ) = C
(1)
ab (z) + Pˆ
(0)
ab (z) ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
,
C˜(2)ab (z,µF,xQ ) = C
(2)
ab (z) + piβ0Pˆ
(0)
ab (z)
(
ln2
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
− 2 ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2R
)
+ Pˆ (1)ab (z) ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
+
1
2
(Pˆ (0) ⊗ Pˆ (0))ab (z) ln2
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
+ (C(1) ⊗ Pˆ (0))ab (z) ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2F
− 2piβ0C(1)ab (z) ln
x2Qm
2
H
µ2R
.
(B.81)
B.3.2 Formulæ for matching schemes
is section contains the necessary formulæ to implement the matching schemes dened in
eqs. (4.30) and (4.34). Let us rst introduce a convenient notation for the perturbative expansion
of the various ingredients, dening
σN
3LO
tot =
3∑
i=0
σ (i), ΣN
3LO(v) = σ (0) +
3∑
i=1
Σ(i)(v), (B.82)
1ese must be replaced by H (1) → H (1)/2 and H (2) → H (2)/4 to match the convention of refs. [143, 144].
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where
Σ(i)(v) = σ (i) + Σ¯(i)(v), Σ¯(i)(v) ≡ −
∫∞
v
dv ′ dΣ
(i)(v ′)
dv ′ . (B.83)
Moreover, we denote the perturbative expansion of the resummed cross section ΣNkLL as
Σexpanded(v) = σ (0) +
3∑
i=1
Σ(i)
NkLL
(v). (B.84)
With this notation, the additive scheme of eq. (4.30) becomes (for simplicity the explicit dependence
on v will be dropped in the following)
Σmatchedadd =Σ
NkLL +
{
σ (1) + Σ¯(1) − Σ(1)
NkLL
}
+
{
σ (2) + Σ¯(2) − Σ(2)
NkLL
}
+
{
σ (3) + Σ¯(3) − Σ(3)
NkLL
}
, (B.85)
where the three terms in curly brackets denote the NLO, NNLO and N3LO contributions to
the matching, respectively.
For the multiplicative scheme one needs to introduce the asymptotic expansion ΣNkLLasym. , dened
in eq. (4.33) (the denition for k , 3 is analogous with obvious replacements) in terms of the
L˜ → 0 limit of the coecients L˜NkLL of eqs. (B.63), (B.64), (B.65), which read
L˜L˜→0NLL =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
fc
(
x1, µ
2
F
)
fc ′
(
x2, µ
2
F
)
,
L˜L˜→0NNLL =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
x1
z1
, µ2F
)
fj
(
x2
z2
, µ2F
)
×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H˜ (1)(µR,xQ )
)
+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′j}
) }
,
L˜L˜→0N3LL =
∑
c,c ′
d|MB |2cc ′
dΦB
∑
i, j
∫ 1
x1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
x2
dz2
z2
fi
(
x1
z1
, µ2F
)
fj
(
x2
z2
, µ2F
)
×
{
δciδc ′jδ (1 − z1)δ (1 − z2)
(
1 +
αs (µ2R)
2pi
H˜ (1)(µR,xQ ) +
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H˜
(2)(µR,xQ )
)
+
αs (µ2R)
2pi
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
(
C˜(2)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )C˜(1)c ′j (z2, µF,xQ ) +G(1)ci (z1)G(1)c ′j (z2)
)
+
α2s (µ2R)
(2pi )2 H˜
(1)(µR,xQ )
(
C˜(1)ci (z1, µF,xQ )δ (1 − z2)δc ′j + {z1 ↔ z2; c, i ↔ c ′, j}
)}
. (B.86)
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By denoting the perturbative expansion of ΣNkLLasym. as
ΣN
kLL
asym. = σ
(0) +
k−1∑
i=1
Σ(i)asym., (B.87)
the matching formula (4.34) reads
Σmatchedmult (v) =
ΣN
kLL
ΣN
kLL
asym.
[
σ (0) +
{
σ (1) + Σ¯(1) + Σ(1)asym. − Σ(1)NkLL
}
+
σ (2) + Σ¯(2) + Σ(2)asym. − Σ(2)NkLL +
Σ(1)asym.
σ (0)
(
σ (1) + Σ¯(1)
)
+
(Σ(1)
NkLL
)2
σ (0)
−
Σ(1)
NkLL
σ (0)
(
σ (1) + Σ¯(1) + Σ(1)asym.
)
+
{
σ (3) + Σ¯(3) − Σ(3)
NkLL
−
(Σ(1)
NkLL
)3
(σ (0))2 +
(Σ(1)
NkLL
)2
(σ (0))2
(
σ (1) + Σ¯(1) + Σ(1)asym.
)
+
1
σ0
(
(σ (1) + Σ¯(1))(Σ(2)asym. − Σ(2)NkLL) + Σ
(1)
asym.(σ (2) + Σ¯(2) − Σ(2)NkLL)
)
− 1(σ (0))2 Σ
(1)
NkLL
(
Σ(1)asym.(σ (1) + Σ¯(1)) + σ (0)(σ (2) + Σ¯(2) + Σ(2)asym. − 2Σ(2)NkLL)
) }]
, (B.88)
where, as above, the terms entering at NLO, NNLO, and N3LO are grouped within curly brackets.
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A man must read widely, a lile of everything or whatever he
can, but given the shortness of life and the verbosity of the world,
not too much should be demanded of him. Let him begin with
those titles no one should omit, commonly referred to as books for
learning, as if not all books were for learning . . .
— Jose´ Saramago, e Year of the Death of Ricardo Reis References
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